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Abstract. The waste generated during the mineral wool production makes up to 30 % of the finished product mass.
These wastes can be used for producing building materials, in particular as raw materials for the production of
geopolymers (alkali-activated binders). The research aim was to determine the influence of the chemical composition
of mineral wool production wastes (MWPW) on the phase composition, structure, and physico-mechanical properties
of geopolymers. Five types of MWPW with various chemical compositions and specific surfaces were hydrated in
the presence of NaOH (from 2 to 4 wt. %). The experimental results were obtained using the methods of X ray
differential (XRD), differential thermal (DTA) and thermogravimetric (DTG) analyses. Moreover, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and physical and mechanical tests were used. The main hydration product of MWPW in the
NaOH presence is determined to be calcium hydrosilicates of the C–A–S–H fiber texture type. The largest amount
of C–A–S–H was detected in geopolymer samples made of wastes with an acidity modulus between 1.4 and 1.6.
The compressive strength of the obtained materials reaches 80 MPa. They are also characterized by high water
resistance. The Al2O3 content in the waste should be about 10 % in order to obtain geopolymers with stable
properties. The obtained results made it possible to define the correlation between the structure, composition, and
physic-mechanical properties of geopolymers made of MWPW. The practical effect of the research results lies in the
possibility of obtaining higher strength classes concrete.

1. Introduction
One of the most popular material types in modern construction are cement binders. Alkali-activated
binders (geopolymers) can become a good alternative to them. Materials based on them possess high strength
and chemical resistance. Implementing such materials also helps to solve environmental problems; it helps to
reduce CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, reduces pollution of surface waters and groundwater, atmosphere,
soil and plants [1–6]. The technology for producing geopolymers is as follows. Slags of metallurgical industries
are milled to the specific surface of Portland cement and tempered with alkaline solutions. The most of
construction products and structures based on alkali-activated binders are obtained using blast furnace slag of
iron industry. Slags of non-ferrous metallurgy, furnace clinkers (ashes), chemical and a number of others are
also widely used [7–13]. A special category of slag includes mineral wool production waste (MWPW). Up to 30 %
of such waste from the mass of finished products is generated during production process [14]. The possibility of
using MWPW in order to obtain geopolymers was described before [14].
Analyzing the mineral wool chemical composition of the most famous world manufacturers
(ROCKWOOL, Knauf, etc.) showed that the CaO content in most samples is between 20 and 30 %, and the
total amount of Al2O3 and MgO is more than 20 %. Understanding the correlation between the chemical
composition of MWPW and physico-mechanical properties of hardened composites is possible only through a
comprehensive study of the hydration processes in waste activated by alkaline solutions. Such studies are
almost absent in the literature. However, hydration processes of blast furnace slag with various chemical
compositions, tempered with silicate or alkali metal hydroxide solutions, have been studied quite extensively
[2, 15–19]. It is known that the main product of this interaction is a calcium hydrosilicate gel of the C–A–S–H
type. The structure of this gel is similar to tobermorite with a partial replacement of Ca by Al. According to
studies [15, 18], this structure is characterized by a higher polymerization degree, as well as a greater degree
Erofeev, V.T., Rodin, A.I., Yakunin, V.V., Tuvin, M.N. Structure, composition and properties of geopolymers from
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of crosslinking between tobermorite chains. Many researchers [2, 15, 18, 20–26] argue that secondary phases,
such as zeolites and the N–A–S–H gel, are formed in the composition of CaO and MgO when hydrated, in
addition to the C–A–S–H gel; hydrotalcite is formed in case of high CaO and MgO content; sterlinghillite is
formed in case of high Al2O3 and CaO content; and etc.
The ratio of oxides in the slag is of particular importance for the formation of both the C–A–S–H phase
and secondary phases during hydration of alkali-activated binders: CaO/SiO2, MgO/Al2O3 and Al2O3/SiO2.
According to studies [2, 18, 19, 22, 25, 27], the increased CaO content in the composition of the alkali-activated
binder promotes its rapid setting, the formation of C–A–S–H phase with a low Al content, and AFm type phases
in small quantities. Bernal, S.A. and Haha, M.B. et al. determined [16, 20] that a C–A–S–H gel with a large
substitution of Ca for Al is formed in the composition upon hydration of alkali-activated binders with a small
MgO amount. Increasing the Al content in the C–A–S–H gel above a certain value leads to a deterioration in
the physico-mechanical properties of composites with this structure. In another research [15] Haha, M.B. with
colleagues found that the high content of Al2O3 in the slag composition increases the amount of Al2O3 in the
hydrotalcite formed during the alkaline reaction, which subsequently leads to recrystallization and deterioration
of the physico-mechanical properties of the composites.
The goal of the paper is to determine the effect of the mineral wool production waste (MWPW) chemical
composition on the phase composition, structure, and physico-mechanical properties of geopolymers.
The following tasks were solved:
– the phase composition of the geopolymer samples made of MWPW was established using the of Xray diffraction and thermal analyzing methods;
– the surface microstructure of the samples was studied using scanning electron microscopy method;
– the influence of the microstructure and phase composition of the composites on the values of their
average density, compressive strength, water adsorption and water resistance has been established.

2. Methods
2.1. Materials
The main criterion for the chemical composition of mineral wool is the acidity modulus
calculated according to the following formula:

Ma =

Ma, which is

SiO 2 + Al2O3
,
CaO + MgO

(1)

where the numerator and denominator are the total contents of these oxides, % by weight.
Throughout the research, five types of MWPW with an acidity modulus from 1 to 2 were tested. The
chemical composition of the waste is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition of MWPW.
Comp.
No

Chemical composition, % by weight.
Na2O
K2O
TiO2
Fe2O3
MnO
6
7
8
9
10
1.058
0.883
0.815
0.547
0.295
1.951
0.875
1.287
5.753
0.263
1.171
0.383
0.297
2.392
0.227
2.163
0.456
0.741
4.615
0.183
1.967
1.082
1.131
7.739
0.156
The end of the Table 1
Chemical composition, % by weight.
Ratio of oxides

1
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

CaO
2
40.995
25.284
26.228
25.451
19.772

SiO2
3
36.336
41.135
41.800
40.548
46.362

Al2O3
MgO
4
5
10.306 8.201
10.655 11.556
13.257 11.412
15.421 9.358
11.249 8.565

Cl

CuO

Cr2O3

ZnO

Co3O4

NiO

13
0.026
0
0.009
0.009
0.004

14
0.014
0.020
0.010
0.017
0.015

15
0.013
0.033
0.096
0.099
0.040

16
0
0.011
0
0.017
0.005

17
0
0.012
0.008
0.010
0.014

18
0
0.007
0.024
0.008
0.014

Loss on ignition CaO/SiO2 Al2O3/SiO2 MgO/Al2O3
19
0.230
0.973
2.396
0.762
1.655

20
1.128
0.615
0.627
0.628
0.426

21
0.284
0.259
0.317
0.380
0.243

22
0.796
1.085
0.861
0.607
0.761

SO3
11
0.248
0.094
0.277
0.130
0.091

P2O5
12
0.033
0.091
0.013
0.012
0.139

Ma
23
0.948
1.406
1.463
1.608
2.033

Granular NaOH dissolved in water was used as an alkaline activator. Mass fraction of the main
substance is not less than 99.5 %.
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2.2. Compositions and sample manufacturing technology
Alkali-activated binders and composites based on them were manufactured according to the following
technology. Five types of MWPW (see Table 1 for chemical compositions) were dried to constant weight at a
temperature of 105 °C. Then the waste was milled to a specific surface area from 125.12 to 377.23 m2/kg using
the dry method and up to almost 1,500 m2/kg using the wet method. The water was poured into a working mixer
with an alkaline activator (NaOH) previously dissolved in it. Ground MWPW were gradually loaded and mixed for
5–7 minutes. The water/slag (W/S) ratio allowed achieving equal fluidity of the mortar mix. Cube-shaped samples
with a face of 20 mm were made from the resulting mixture by vibration molding. Samples in the molds were
kept at a temperature of 50 °C and a relative humidity of at least 85 % for 5 hours. Then, samples outside the
molds were steamed at atmospheric pressure according to the regime of 3+6+2 h at an isothermal heating
temperature of 85±5 °С. The steamed products were dried to constant weight at a temperature of 30 °C and a
relative humidity of not more than 50 %, after which further tests were carried out.
The compositions tested in the study are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. The compositions tested in the study.
Binder composition, %
Comp.
No

Dimensional indicators of waste

MWPW (see Table 1 for chemical composition)

NaOH

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

C1

98

–

–

–

–

2

C2

97

–

–

–

–

3

C3

96

–

–

–

C4

–

98

–

–

–

2

C5

–

97

–

–

–

3

C6

–

96

–

–

–

4

C7

–

–

98

–

–

2

C8

–

–

97

–

–

3

C9

–

–

96

–

–

4

C10

–

–

–

98

–

2

C11

–

–

–

97

–

3

C12

–

–

–

96

–

4

C13

–

–

–

–

98

2

C14

–

–

–

–

97

3

C15

–

–

–

–

96

4

C16

98

–

–

–

–

2

C17

97

–

–

–

–

3

C18

96

–

–

–

–

4

C19

–

–

–

98

–

2

C20

–

–

–

97

–

3

C21

–

–

–

96

–

4

W/S
ratio

Average particle
diameter, μm

The specific surface
of the powders, m2/kg

18.096

125.12

0.27

6.605

342.79

0.287

6.482

349.3

0.267

14.962

151.33

0.357

6.002

377.23

0.327

1.533

1,476.94

0.303

3.096

731.32

0.332

4

2.3. Analytical techniques
Geopolymer samples were tested using X ray diffraction (XRD), differential thermal (DTA) and
thermogravimetric (DTG) analyses, as well as scanning electron microscopy (SEM):
– XRD of samples was carried out using an ARL X'tra diffractometer (Switzerland). Samples of hydrated
alkali-activated binders were ground in an agate mortar with an agate pestle with acetone before passing
through a sieve with a 90 μm screen opening. The diffraction patterns were recorded on CuKα1+2 radiation in
the range of angles 2Θ = 4–70° with a speed of 1.2 °/min, in increments of 0.02 °, integration time 1 sec. Using
the Hanawalt method with the ICDD PDF-2 database, the qualitative phase composition of the samples was
determined.
– DTA and DTG of samples was carried out using a TGA/DSC1 device (Switzerland). MWPW samples
and hydrated alkali-activated binders were prepared as for the XRD. 0.025 g of the crushed sample was
weighed to the nearest 0.0001 g and poured into an alundum crucible with a volume of 150 μl. Next, the
sample was condensed by tapping the crucible on the table. The crucible was mounted on a holder and placed
in an oven. The sample was heated from 30 to 1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min.
– surface SEM of geopolymer samples was carried out using a Quanta 200 i 3D device (USA) in the
low vacuum mode (10–3 Pa) with 20 kV accelerating voltage and a working distance of 15 mm.
Erofeev, V.T., Rodin, A.I., Yakunin, V.V., Tuvin, M.N.
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The average density and compressive strength of geopolymer samples was determined by testing at
least 10 cube samples with a 20 mm face of each composition.
The water adsorption of the samples in percent by weight was determined by the ratio of water mass
absorbed by the sample at full saturation to the dry sample mass.
Water resistance (W) of samples activated by NaOH MWPW was determined by the following formula:

W=

Rws
,
Rd

(2)

where Rws is the compressive strength of the samples after aging in water for 90 days;

Rd is the compressive strength of dried samples according to the method described in section 2.2.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. X ray diffraction
The results of X ray diffraction analysis of MWPW samples after alkaline activation are presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. XRD samples of hydrated slag alkaline binders:
C2, C5, C8, C11, C14, C17, C20 – see Table 2.
Ерофеев В.Т., Родин А.И., Якунин В.В., Тувин М.Н.
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Definitive peaks for tobermorite-like calcium hydrosilicates with a partial replacement of Ca by Al C–A–
S–H (PDF 00-033-0306) and C–S–H (I) (PDF 00-034-0002) were registered on X ray diffraction patterns of
MWPW samples with an approximate CaO/SiO2 ratio of 1.1, MgO/Al2O3 – 0.8 and Al2O3/SiO2 – 0.3 (acid
modulus Ma is approximately 1) after alkaline activation with an aqueous NaOH solution (compositions C2
and C17). Also, a significant amount of the secondary phase hydrotalcite (Mg6Al2(CO3)(OH)16∙4H2O, PDF 0189-0460), was detected in the composition of these samples. An increase in the specific surface of the waste
from 125.12 to almost 1,500 m2/kg led to a change in the X ray diffraction pattern of peak intensity at 2θ of
about 29.5°, which indicates the formation of larger amounts of calcium hydrosilicates. The peaks on X ray
diffraction patterns C2 and C17 related to hydrotalcite are almost identical, which indicates a slight effect of
changes in the specific surface of the waste (from 125.12 to almost 1,500 m2/kg) on the formation of this
phase.
The presence of peaks related to the C–A–S–H phase (PDF 00-033- 0306) was registered on X ray
diffraction patterns C5 and C8 of hydrated alkali-activated binder samples made of MWPW with practically
equal Ma (1.4–1.46) and CaO/SiO2 ratio (0.6). The absence of secondary phases of the crystalline structure
is determined. The main difference between these wastes lies in the MgO/Al2O3 ratio (about 0.26 for C5 and
0.32 for C8) and Al2O3/SiO2 (about 0.26 for C5 and 0.32 for C8). Similar data was obtained by analyzing X ray
diffraction patterns of activated NaOH waste with a Ma of about 1.6 and an equal CaO/SiO2 and MgO/Al2O3
ratio of about 0.6 and Al2O3/SiO2 of about 0.4 (compositions C11 and C20). Reflections related to quartz were
additionally recorded on the X ray diffraction pattern C20 (PDF 00-046-1045), as well as an increase in peak
intensity at 2θ of about 29.5°. An increase in the hydration degree of the C20 composition compared to C11.
X ray diffraction patterns of waste samples activated with NaOH with Ma of approximately 2 (composition
C14) are characterized by the presence of peaks related to the C–A–S–H phase (PDF 00-033-0306), the absence
of hydrotalcite peaks, and the occurance of reflexes common for vaterite (PDF 00-024-0030).

3.2. Thermoanalysis
Thermoanalysis of the MWPW samples is presented in Figure 2 and in Table 3.
a

b

Figure 2. DTA (a) and DTG (b) MWPW curves: w1–w5 – see Table 1.
Table 3. Mass losses (in wt. %) of MWPW samples for various temperature ranges (°C).
Sample

30–250/°С

250–500/°С

500–600/°С

600–750/°С

750–1000/°С

30–1000/°С

w1
w2
w3
w4
w5

–0.099
–0.386
–0.083
–0.183
–0.486

–0.134
–0.585
–2.357
–0.589
–1.206

0.010
–0.055
0.044
0.032
0.005

0.025
0.078
0.125
0.150
0.229

0.202
0.060
0.302
0.276
0.212

0.004
–0.888
–1.969
–0.314
–1.246

According to the data obtained (Figure 2 and Table 3), the following main phase transformations
occurring in the MWPW during heating were exposed. The first exothermic effect and sample mass loss in the
temperature range from 250 to 500 °C corresponds to burning out of organic compounds used in bonding
mineral wool to mats. The greatest mass loss and intensity of this effect are in the compositions w3 and w5.
An insignificant endothermic effect with a peak at a temperature of about 570 °C without mass loss, observed
on the DTA curves of all tested wastes, corresponds to the transition of β-quartz to α-quartz. The endothermic
effect on the DTA curve (sample w3) at a temperature between 750 and 800 °C (the sample mass has not
changed) corresponds to a softening of the glass phase in the waste. The exothermic effect with a peak at a
temperature of about 850 °C, which was registered on the DTA curve w1, without mass loss by the sample
refers to wollastonite crystallization. This exothermic effect for w2–w5 compositions is shifted to the area of
Erofeev, V.T., Rodin, A.I., Yakunin, V.V., Tuvin, M.N.
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higher temperatures (peaks with maxima from 880 to 920 °С), which corresponds to the crystallization of
melilite minerals. The results obtained correlate with the data of many researchers [2, 15–18, 22, 25, 27].
Thermoanalysis of geopolymer samples made of MWPW is presented in Figure 3 and in Table 4.
Table 4. Mass losses (wt. %) of geopolymers samples in various temperature ranges (°С).
Sample

30–250/°С

250–500/°С

500–600/°С

600–750/°С

750–1000/°С

30–1000/°С

C2
C5
C8
C11
C14
C17
C20

–6.560
–13.375
–12.861
–6.770
–13.640
–13.393
–17.760

–2.120
–2.049
–3.561
–2.206
–2.057
–2.677
–2.282

–0.319
–0.241
–0.217
–0.292
–0.240
–0.332
–0.347

–0.270
–0.180
–0.163
–0.347
–0.136
–0.256
–0.316

–0.120
0.040
0.097
0.126
0.171
–0.020
0.007

–9.389
–15.805
–16.705
–9.489
–15.902
–16.678
–20.698

a

b

Figure 3. DTA (a) and DTG (b) curves of geopolymer samples:
С2, С5, С8, С11, С14, С17, С20 – see Table 2.
According to the data presented in Table 4 and Figure 3, the main phase transformations during heating,
occurring in hydrated alkaline-activated binder samples made of MWPW are as follows. The large endothermic
effect on the DTA curves and the significant weight loss by all samples in the temperature range from 30 to
250 °C are associated with the dissociation of crystalline unbound water and the dehydration of calcium
hydrosilicates. The presence of calcium hydrosilicates in all the samples is also indicated by the shift of
exothermic effects with peaks at temperatures from 850 to 950 °C (Figure 2, a) to lower temperatures (Figure 3,
a). The exothermic effect for compositions C2 and C17 with a peak at a temperature of about 810 °C is
associated with crystallization of wollastonite made of calcium hydrosilicates with a CaO/SiO2 ratio of
approximately 1. The peak of this exothermic effect in the other compositions is shifted to the 860–870 °C
temperature range, which is explained by the content of C–A–S–H phase in the sample composition. The
presence of the C–A–S–H phase in the composition of samples obtained by MWPW alkaline activation with Ma
between 1.4 and 2 can also be determined by the wide depression in the DTG curves and the mass loss of the
samples in the temperature range from 250 to 500 °С (Table 4 and Figure 3, b). In this temperature range, the
organic compounds used for bonding mineral wool mats burnt out also. The reaction is accompanied by an
exothermic effect in the DTA curves and mass loss of the samples.
A slight endothermic effect and almost equal weight loss of samples C2 and C17 in the temperature
range from 300 to 430 °C confirm the XRD data on the insignificant effect of changes in the specific surface
of the waste from 125.12 to 1,476.94 m2/kg on the formation of hydrotalcite.
A small endothermic depression in the TA curves of all compositions with a peak at about 570 °С
corresponds to the transition of β-quartz to α-quartz. The depressions in the DTG curves for sample C14,
accompanied by insignificant endothermic effects in the temperature range from 260 to 350 °C and from 420
to 490 °C, probably correspond to the dehydration of calcium hydroaluminates and hydrogranates.
The mass losses of the MWPW samples activated with NaOH with Ma from 1.6 to 2, as well as the
distinct depressions in the DTG curves at the temperature of about 650 °C, are associated with the dehydration
of sodium-calcium aluminosilicate hydrates. The reaction is accompanied by a slight endothermic effect. The
area of this depression for compositions with Ma = 1.6 decreases with an increase in the specific surface of
the waste. This is most likely caused by an increase in the amount of the C–A–S–H phase binding Al, which
is required for the formation of sodium-calcium aluminosilicate hydrates.
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In the DTA curve for composition C14, two endothermic effects are additionally observed with maxima
at temperatures around 430 and 700 °C. The appearance of these effects is associated with the formation of
vaterite. The presence of this phase confirms the mass loss and depression in the DTG curve in the
temperature range from 650 to 750 °C, as well as the results of XRD.

3.3. SEM
Comparative surface microstructure characteristics of the geopolymer samples made of MWPW with
Ma equal to 1 and 1.4 are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. SEM-micrographs of geopolymer sample surfaces (compositions C5 and C17).
According to SEM-micrographs, the needle-shaped waste particles are visible on the surface of a
geopolymer sample made of MWPW with Ma = 1.4 (C5). Almost the entire surface of the waste particles is
covered with fibrous neoplasms, which most likely relate to tobermorite calcium hydrosilicates of C–A–S–H
type. There are no clear boundaries between the particles. In the middle of Figure 4, the intergrowth of two
needle-shaped particles of the C5 waste is clearly visible.
The microstructure of the geopolymer sample surface made of MWPW with Ma = 1 (C17) is as follows.
The waste particles have a granular angular shape. Almost the entire surface of the particles is covered with
neoplasms, mostly with a scaly structure, which is most likely relevant for the C–S–H (I) phase. Needle-shaped
neoplasms representative for hydrotalcite crystals are also visible in the pores. In some places, neoplasms of
the fibrous structure (C–A–S–H) are visible.

3.4. Average density and compressive strength
The average density values and compressive strength of geopolymer samples made of MWPW are
presented in Figure 5.
a

b

Figure 5. Average density (a) and compressive strength (b) of geopolymer samples.
While studying the hydration processes of MWPW activated with NaOH, it was found that only C1–C3
and C16–C18 compositions set and gain strength at a temperature of about 20 °C and a relative air humidity
of at least 85 %. All compositions were obtained using MWPW with Ma ≈ 1. The inability of the remaining
compounds to self-set is associated with a low CaO content. This feature is described in the researches of
Erofeev, V.T., Rodin, A.I., Yakunin, V.V., Tuvin, M.N.
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various authors [22, 25, 27]. It was previously determined [14], that geopolymer samples made of MWPW
must be isothermally heated in molds for 5 hours at a temperature of at least 50 °C and a relative humidity of
at least 85 %, in order to ensure the formwork strength. Based on these studies, a methodology for the
manufacture of samples was developed, which is described in section 2.2. of the article.
Analyzing the average density values of the samples (Figure 5, a) allowed defining that this indicator
decreases from 2,030 to about 1,800 kg/m3 on average with an increase of the waste Ma value from 1 to 2.
Such an effect can be explained by a decrease in the true density of MWPW, as well as by the increase of the
W/S ratio value of the mortar mixture.
According to the data (Figure 5, b), and also based on the results of previous studies [14], the
compressive strength of geopolymer samples made of MWPW increases by 2.5–3 times with an increase in
the waste Ma from 1 to 1.4. A further increase in the acid modulus to 2 leads to a decrease in compressive
strength by almost 40%. In addition to Ma, the compressive strength of the samples depends on the specific
surface of the waste. With an increase in the w1 specific waste surface from 125.12 to 1,476.94 m2/kg, the
compressive strength of the samples increased by more than 2 times. An increase in the NaOH amount in the
composition of the mortar mixture from 2 to 4 % slightly increases the compressive strength of the geopolymer
MWPW samples with Ma between 1 and 1.46. Waste geopolymers with an acidity modulus of 1.6 and 2 have
maximum compressive strength when activated with a 3 % NaOH.
The compressive strength of geopolymer samples is significantly affected by the Al2O3 content in the
composition of MWPW. The effect is observed with an increase in the specific surface of the waste. The
compressive strength values obtained for MWPW geopolymer samples with Al2O3 content of more than 15 %
(w4) (specific waste surface is 731.32 m2/kg) were not stable. The spread between the maximum and minimum
values of various samples was about 50 MPa, which is more than 40 % of the average value of this indicator.
Such an effect was not observed when testing MWPW geopolymer samples with an Al2O3 content of about 10 %.
Even with an increase in the specific surface of the waste to 1,500 m2/kg, the spread between the maximum and
minimum compressive strength values of samples did not exceed 10 % of the average value.

3.5. Water absorption and water resistance
According to studies [2, 6, 14, 28, 29], the water resistance of geopolymers depends on the chemical
composition of the initial slag. For example, glass-fiber composites with a CaO content of less than 6 % are
not waterproof (W < 0.8), and NaOH-activated blast furnace slags continue to gain strength in water. The
results of studies aimed at determinating the water adsorption and water resistance of NaOH-activated MWPW
samples with different acid modulus are presented in Figure 6.
a

b

Figure 6. Water adsorption (a) and water resistance (b) of geopolymer samples.
According to the data obtained (Figure 6), the water adsorption of geopolymers depends on at least two
following MWPW characteristics: chemical composition and fineness of grinding. The chemical composition of
MWPW and the glue used in the preparation of mineral wool mats affect the amount of water required to obtain a
mortar mixture of the equal mobility (W/S ratio). With an increase in the amount of water in the mortar mixture, the
number of pores in the hardened composite increases. As a result, water adsorption increases. So, at almost equal
specific MWPW surface area of the compositions w3 and w5, the W/S ratio of the mortar mixture is 0.06 lower for
w3 waste (see Table 2), and the water adsorption of the hardened composite is almost 2 times less. Features of
water adsorption by thermal insulation materials made of mineral wool are described in detail [30].
With increasing the MWPW specific surface, the W/S ratio of the mortar mixture increases, but the water
adsorption of the hardened composite decreases. This feature can be explained by the filling of pores in the
geopolymer with hydration products. According to XRD and TA data, NaOH-activated waste with a higher
specific surface area has a greater degree of hydration. For example, when the specific surface area of w1
composition MWPW increases from 125.12 to 1,476.94 m2/kg, the W/S ratio of the mortar mixture increases
from 0.27 to 0.303. At the same time, water adsorption of the geopolymer decreases by almost 2 times (from
3.8 to 1.9 % on average).
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Resistance of MWPW geopolymers aged in water for 90 days depends on at least three following
factors: the chemical composition of the waste, its specific surface, and the amount of alkaline component.
With increasing Ma waste from 1 to 2, the water resistance of hardened composites decreases. For example,
C8 geopolymers (Ma = 1.46) are water resistant (W = 0.9), and C14 (Ma = 2) are not waterproof (W = 0.79).
It is possible to increase the water resistance of geopolymers by increasing the specific surface area of
MWPW. Significant effect is achieved when using waste with Ma ˃ 1. With an increase in the specific surface
area of w4 waste composition from 377.23 (C11) to 731.32 m2/kg (C20), the samples of geopolymers became
waterproof (water resistance increases from 0.58 to 0.9). An increase in the amount of alkaline component in
the composition of the mortar mixture also increases the water resistance of the geopolymer. This effect
decreases with increasing of waste Ma. So, with an increase of NaOH from 2 to 4 % in the composition of
mortar mixture based on the waste w1 (Ma = 1), the water resistance increases from 0.82 to 1.13. However,
it practically does not change if based on the w5 waste (Ma = 2) (W about 0.79).

4. Conclusion
1. The chemical composition impact of mineral wool production wastes (MWPW) on the phase
composition, structure, and physico-mechanical properties of geopolymer samples has been determined.
2. It was defined using the methods of X ray differential and thermal analyses, that following tobermoritelike phases of calcium hydrosilicates are formed during hydration of NaOH-activated MWPW with Ma = 1:
C–S–H (I) and C–A–S–H, as well as the secondary hydrotalcite phase. When waste Ma is activated from 1.4
to 2, neoplasms are represented mainly by the C–A–S–H phase. With an increase of Ma to more than 1.46,
the presence of phases of sodium-calcium aluminosilicate hydrates, calcium hydroaluminates, and
hydrogranates can also be detected in the geopolymer samples.
3. According to the SEM data, the C–A–S–H phase in the samples of hydrated MWPW with Ma = 1.4
has a fibrous structure, which covers almost the entire surface of the needle-shaped waste particles.
Neoplasms in MWPW geopolymers with Ma = 1 are represented mostly by a scaly structure (probably the
C–S–H (I) phase). In certain spots, needle-shaped neoplasms (hydrotalcite crystals) and fibrous structure
(C–A–S–H phase) are observed.
4. It was established that the compressive strength of MWPW geopolymers samples strongly depends
on the amount of the formed C–A–S–H phase of the fibrous structure. The water resistance of geopolymers
is depends more on the amount of CaO in the initial waste composition. With its decrease, water resistance
decreases. However, this indicator can be boosted by increasing the specific surface of the waste and by
changing the amount of alkaline activator.
5. Water-resistant geopolymers (W is approximately 1) with a compressive strength of at least 80 MPa
can be obtained by MWPW activation with 3–4 % of NaOH (in terms of dry matter). The acidity modulus of the
waste should be in the range from 1.4 to 1.6, the Al2O3 content should be about 10 %, the specific surface
area of at least 700 m2/kg.
6. The established regularities of structure formation processes of MWPW composites allow us to
simulate their course in real conditions and select rational compositions of composites for use in specific areas
of construction.
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вата,

механические

свойства,

Аннотация. При производстве минеральной ваты образуются отходы в количестве до 30 % от массы
готовой продукции. Данные отходы можно использовать при изготовлении строительных материалов, в
частности в качестве сырья для получения геополимеров (шлакощелочных вяжущих). Цель
исследования состояла в установлении влияния химического состава отходов производства
минеральной ваты (ОПМВ) на фазовый состав, структуру и физико-механические свойства
геополимеров. Пять видов ОПМВ с различным химическим составом и удельной поверхностью
гидратировали в присутствии NaOH (от 2 до 4 мас. %). Экспериментальные результаты получены с
применением методов рентгенофазового (РФА), дифференциально-термического (ДТА) и
дифференциально-термогравиметрического (ДТГ) анализа, сканирующей электронной микроскопии
(СЭМ), физико-механических испытаний. Установлено, что основным продуктом гидратации ОПМВ в
присутствии NaOH являются гидросиликаты кальция типа C–A–S–H волокнистой структуры. Наибольшее
количество C–A–S–H зафиксировано в образцах геополимеров из отходов с модулем кислотности от 1,4
до 1,6. Прочность при сжатии полученных материалов достигает 80 МПа. Они также характеризуются
высокой водостойкостью. Для получения геополимеров со стабильными свойствами содержание Al2O3 в
отходе должно быть около 10 %. Выявленные результаты позволили установить взаимосвязь между
структурой, составом и физико-механическими свойствами геополимеров из ОПМВ. Практическая
значимость результатов исследования заключается в возможности получения бетонов более высоких
классов по прочности.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of experimental studies that made it possible to substantiate the
calculated dependences of the steam-cured concrete strength and the required values of the cement-water ratio
(C/W) to ensure the specified strength values. For this purpose, dependences are obtained that are valid when
using Portland cement and slag Portland cement, as well as a change in the wide range of regime parameters of
heat treatment: temperature and duration of curing. To calculate the required values of C/W, a formula is justified,
which allows determining the strength of cement under steaming when the temperature changes in the range of
60...95 С and the duration of isothermal heating during steaming from 4 to 18 hours. To calculate the strength of
cement during steaming, the coefficients are recommended, which allow taking into account the content of
aluminates and mineral additives in cement. Taking into account the calculated dependencies, an algorithm is
proposed for calculating the C/W of steam-cured concrete and an example of its implementation.

1. Introduction
Wide experimental data on the effect of various steaming regimes [1–10], as well as the compositions
of concrete mixtures, mineral and chemical additives [11–18] on the strength and other properties of concrete
have been obtained in the works by many researchers, including those performed in recent years. However,
the design method of proportioning of steam-cured concrete with a given strength, both instantly after steam
curing and for certain duration of their subsequent hardening, considering a set of basic technological factors,
has not been proposed in these studies. It leads in practice to the need for a sufficiently large amount of
additional experiments in the proportioning of concrete mixes with required properties. The main task of the
concrete mixes proportioning is determination the required cement-water ratio as the main parameter of the
composition of concrete mixtures.
A number of calculated equations efor the steam-curing concrete compositions design was proposed in
the works [2–4].These equations, obtained in the form of regression equations, are valid, but have a local
character. Such equations are valid only in a certain interval of change of the factors taken into account.
S. Mironov and L. Malinina had showed [18] that at constant C/W concrete strength depends on the
temperature, duration of the total heat cycle and subsequent curing. However, the required calculated
dependencies had not been obtained by them, considering the activity of cements, steaming mode, and other
st

technological factors. Concrete strength forecast after 4 h upon steaming ( Rc ) according to the normalized
st

mode (2+3+6+2 h at 80 °C) with a certain cement activity after steaming ( Rcem ) was offered by L. Kaiser and
R. Chekhova [19] using an empirical equation:
st
st
Rcst = 0.41( Rcem
+ 9)C / W − 0.83 ( C / W ) − 0.35 Rcem
− 7.
2

(1)
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It is difficult to apply equation (1) for the design of concrete compositions. This equation does not take
into account the duration of hardening of concrete after steaming, the possible deviations of the steaming
mode from the nominal one.
The dependence of the strength of cement concrete (Rc) based on cements of different mineralogical
composition and the heat treatment time in hours at an isothermal aging temperature of 80° C was also
established [19]. The samples were subjected to heat treatment with 3 + n + 2 hours modes and a preliminary
exposure of 2 hours. They were tested 6 h after removal from the chamber. The established dependence is
expressed by the formula:

Rc Аcem ( lg τ − lg τ 0 ) ,
=

(2)

where Acem is parameter characterizing the influence of cement and test conditions, MPa;

τ is the heat treatment time in hours, including the isothermal exposure period n and part of the warmup and cooling periods, during which the temperature of the samples exceeds 60 °C, on average τ = n + 3;
τ0 is induction hardening period i.e. the beginning of the formation of a solid structure.
The parameters of equation (2) for cements of different mineralogical composition are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Equation parameters (2) [19].
Cement group

Cement
number

І – low aluminate
ІІ – medium aluminate
ІІІ – high aluminate

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mineralogical characteristic cement

C3A = 2...3 %; C3S = 60 %
C3A = 2...3 %; C3S = 50 %
C3A = 8 %; C3S = 60...65 %
C3A = 8 %; C3S = 50 %
C3A = 11...12 %; C3S = 55 %
C3A = 11...12 %; C3S = 40...50 %

A,
MPA

τ0, h

Limit of function
linearity in h

12.5

0.6

20...25

9.5

0.45

20

10.0

0.15

9...10

9.5

0.2

9...10

8.5

0.15

9

7.0

0.18

7...8

As it can be seen from the Table 1, at an equal amount of C3A, the strength characteristics of used
cements (A) increase with increasing C3S content in clinker. It grows with the decrease of the C3A content at
the equal amount of alite; the more C3A content is, the shorter is the induction period. Cements of the
І group have the minimal hardening rate of the steam cured concrete, the cement of the ІІІ group has the
maximum one.
The optimal duration of isothermal exposure of concrete at 80...90 °C for the cements of all groups,
above which the increase in strength becomes minimal, is 4...12 hours.
Recommended optimal modes of heat treatment of concrete (temperature rise – isothermal exposure,
cooling in hours) on cements of various mineralogical groups [19] are given below:
Group I – 3 + 12 + 2;
Group II – 3 + 6 + 2;
Group III – 3 + 4 + 2;
Ordinary slag Portland cement – 3 + 14 + 2
Rapid hardening slag Portland cement – 3 + 8 + 2.
Most cements (except of the ІІІ group) provides intensive strength increase up to 28 days when steam
cured in optimal conditions.
st

The strength of the steam cured concrete, considering the subsequent hardening up to 1 day ( Rc1 ),
can be determined from the equation proposed by V.I. Shein [20]:
st
R=
Rcst + К t I lg(τ1 / τ 0 ) Rc28 ,
c1

(3)

where I is the intensity of hardening of concrete after steam curing;

τ1 is duration of hardening of concrete after steam curing (0.5…24 h);
τ0 = 4 h;
Дворкин Л.И., Житковский В.В.
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Rc28 is concrete compressive strength in 28 days;

Kt is temperature coefficient (at average temperature of curing concrete 20 °C – Kt = 1.0; 30...40 °C –
Kt = 1.1...1.2; 10 °C – Kt = 0.8.
Effective technological method of the increasing yield strength in the initial periods of hardening after
steam curing is the introduction hardening accelerating additives into the fresh concrete [21].
Equations (2) and (3) should be used to predict the effect of the hardening duration of the steam-curing
concrete, taking into account the steaming mode and the chemical and mineralogical composition of the
cement. However, they do not allow to solve the main task of designing concrete mixes composition – finding
the required C/W with the complex effect of cement strength in the conditions of steaming, steaming mode
and the duration of following curing.
Obtaining the dependencies required to determine the compositions of the steam-curing concrete by
the calculated-experimental method was the goal of this work. The creation of such dependencies develops
as a theoretical understanding of the influence of the main technological factors on the properties of concrete.
The development of such equations contributes to the creation of a calculation base for an express and
practical available determination of concrete mixes composition that provide specified properties.

2. Materials and Methods
The studies were performed on cubic samples of concrete with dimensions 10×10×10 cm, which
hardened both under normal conditions and steam curing. For the manufacture of concrete concrete mixes
with slump 10...15 cm and stiffness Vb = 30...50 s have been used. Medium aluminate Portland cement CEM
II/A-S (C3A = 6...8 %, C3S = 58...61 %), as well as slag Portland Cement CEM III/A were used as a binders.
Both cements had a strength class of 42.5 N in accordance to European norms EN 197-1. The composition
of cements and their physical-mechanical properties are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Composition and properties of used cements.
Cement composition, %

Cement

Setting time hour-min

Compressive strength, MPa
Normal
consistency, %
7 days
28 days

clinker

slag

initial

final

Portland Cement

80

20

1-20

3-45

24.6

28.5

48.2

Slag Portland Cement

55

45

1-40

4-20

26.2

24.3

45.4

Quartz sand with a modulus of fineness Mf = 2.1 and granite crushed stone fraction 5–20 mm were
aggregates of concrete. As a hardening accelerator sodium sulfate was added to concrete mixtures in an
amount of 1 % by weight of cement.
Steaming of concrete samples was carried out in laboratory steaming chamber, which allows to regulate
the temperature and duration of heat treatment within the required limits. The steaming temperature changed
from 60 to 95 °C, the duration of isothermal heating from 2 to 18 h. After steaming, the samples were cooled
for 2 hours.

3. Results and Discussion
st

28

Strength after thermal treatment ( Rc ) should be provided besides 28 days strength ( Rc ) for steamcured concrete at proportioning, unlike normal hardening concrete. Given strength parameters can be
achieved either at equal or at different C/W (Table 3). In the second case it is necessary to select C/W
providing achievement of two given strength parameters. As shown in Table 3, C/W can vary, depending on
28

the values of Rc

st

and Rc , ratio between them, steaming period, duration of further hardening.

As it follows from Table 3, if the steaming period and duration of further curing is shorter, increase of
st

strength after thermal treatment and prerequisites are created to Rc

become the dominating strength

parameter and vice versa. Applying high-early-strength cement, hardening accelerating admixtures and
optimization the thermal treatment mode lead to narrowing the required C/W interval [19].
It is convenient to use the general equation for compressive strength 28 days to obtain required C/W:

C

Rc28 рАi Rcem  − 0.5  ,
=
W


(4)

where Rcem is cement compressive strength at 28 days of curing under normal conditions.
Dvorkin, L.I., Zhitkovsky, V.V.
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Table 3. Parameters, determining strength of steam-cured concrete.
Steaming period,
No.
hours

Post-steaming period
under normal
conditions, hours

1

7

4

2

16

4

3

7

4

4

16

4

5

16

4

6

16

4

7

7

4

8

7

4

9

7

24

10

16

4

Design strength parameters/required C/W
Compressive strength after steam-curing and
Design concrete
further curing,
14*
1.8
14
1.4
21*
2.3
21
1.8
15
1.5
25
2.4
35*
3.1
25
2.9
35
2.9
25
2.3

Rcst ,

MPa

strength,

Rc28 ,

MPa

20
1.4
20
1.4
30
1.8
30
1.8
30*
1.8
40
2.4
50
2.9
50
2.9
50
2.9
50*
2.9

Notes: 1. The data is obtained for Portland cement with tricalcium silicate C3A = 6…8 %, quartz sand of medium
fineness and crushed granite stone size 5…20 mm. Concrete was steam cured at 800 according to the following mode
1+2+3.5+0.5 (total duration – 7 h) and 2+3+9+2 hours (total duration is 16 hours).
2. Required C/W values are given under the line.
3. * – dominant strength parameter.

For steam-cured concrete pAi = AA1A2…An is a multiplicative coefficient, describing the initial
materials features’ influence (A), thermal treatment (A1), hardening accelerating admixtures (A2), etc.
The influence of various factors on A coefficient was widely investigated [21–23]. According to results
of experimental data processing [17, 22, 23], coefficient A1 for steam-cured concrete with compressive
28

28

strength Rc up to 30 MPa varies from 0.85 to 0.95, for Rc > 30 MPa it is from 0.95 to 1.05. The lower values
of A1 are characteristic for shortened thermal treatment cycles and concrete mixtures with high water demand.
The value of coefficient A2 can be assumed according to known recommendations [22, 23].
We obtained the equations given below as the result of statistical processing of experimental data [17]
for concrete with:
– 28-day compressive strength within the range of 20…30 MPa using Portland cement with strength of
40 MPa:
=
Аτ ,t 0.242 ln(τ ) + 0.0115t + 0.008;
(5)
– 28-day compressive strength within the range of 30…40 MPa using Portland cement with strength
50…60 MPa:
=
Аτ ,t 0.2179 ln(τ ) + 0.0134t + 0.063;
(6)
– 28-day compressive strength in the range of 20…30 MPa using blast-furnace slag cement with
strength of 40 MPa:
=
Аτ ,t 0.2395 ln(τ ) + 0.0111t − 0.06,
(7)
where τ is the hardening duration of hardening, days;

t is the average concrete temperature, °C (t = 5....40 °C).
The system of coefficients Ai can be specified by statistical processing of experimental data for a certain
industrial enterprise. Table 4 presents an example of coefficients, characterizing effects of raw materials
quality (A), hardening duration (Aτ), thermal treatment (At.t) and hardening accelerating admixtures (Aac) on
compressive strength of concrete, as well as calculated (Rc) and real (Rr) concrete strength values at C/W =
1.4 for Portland cement with strength 40 MPa.
Дворкин Л.И., Житковский В.В.
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Table 4. Values of coefficients
(Rcem = 40 MPA, C/W = 1.4).

Ai, calculated (Rc) and real (Rr) concrete strength values
Coefficients

Type of concrete

Age of hardening

Normally hardened concrete

7 days
28 days
90 days
180 days
4h
12 h
24 h
4h
12 h
24 h

Concrete steam-cured at 80 °C,
steam-curing mode (2+3+6+2 h)
Same, with hardening
accelerating admixture of
sodium sulfate

A

Aτ

At.t.

Aac

pA

0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53

0.65
–
1.20
1.35
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
0.63
0.71
0.75
0.63
0.71
0.75

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.3
1.25
1.2

0.34
0.53
0.64
0.72
0.33
0.38
0.4
0.43
0.47
0.48

Rc, MPa Rr, MPa
12.4
19.1
22.9
25.8
12
13.5
14.3
15.4
17
17.3

14.5
15.3
25.2
21.9
13.9
11.5
12.7
17.5
19
19.7

Deviations of calculated strength values from average experimental ones do not exceed 17 %, which is
acceptable for the calculations at the design stage of the mix’s compositions.
st

Strength of concrete after steaming ( Rc ) varies in a wide range, thus the dominant factors, are
st

cement-water ratio (C/W) and cement strength at the given thermal treatment cycle ( Rcem ).
st

28

it is rational to express the steam-cured concrete strength Rc as well as Rc
for porportioning:

using Bolomey formula

st
=
Rcst ρ K Rcem
(C / W − b) ,

(8)

K = K K1 K2 K3 …Kn is a multiplicative coefficient, considering the influence of various factors on
st
strength of steam-cured concrete (K is the basic coefficient, characterizing the impact of Rcem ;

where

K1 is coefficient, depending on concrete mixture workability;
K2 is coefficient, taking into account the impact of steam-cured concrete aggregates;
K3 is coefficient, considering strength growth due to hardening accelerators addition).
It is acceptable to use Equation (8) for approximating the data, calculated according to Equation (1),
(see Table 5). The values of basic coefficient
applying average values of the coefficient

st
K vary depending on Rcem
within the range 0.5–0.67. By

st
st
K = 0.66 for Rcem
= 20–25 MPa and K = 0.53 for Rcem
= 30–
st

40 MPa [19] the deviations in the values of Rcem calculated according Equations (1), (8) were below 10 %.
st

Table 5. Calculated values of Rc , MPa.
st
Rcem
,

20

25

30

40

MPa

C/W

Equation
(1)
(8)
K = 0.66; b = 0.74
(1)
(8)
K = 0.66; b = 0.74
(1)
(8)
K = 0.53; b = 0.74
(1)
(8)
K = 0.53; b = 0.74

Note: Coefficients

K

and

b

1.55
10.7

1.80
14.3

2.00
17.1

2.30
21.2

2.60
25.1

2.80
27.6

3.00
30.1

10.6

13.9

16.6

20.5

24.5

27.1

29.8

12.1

16.2

19.4

24.1

28.7

31.6

34.5

13.3

17.4

20.7

25.7

30.6

33.9

37.2

13.5

18.2

21.8

27.1

32.3

35.6

38.9

12.9

16.9

20.1

25.0

29.8

33.0

36.2

16.4

22.0

26.5

33.0

39.4

43.6

47.7

17.2

22.6

26.9

33.3

39.7

44.0

48.3

have been obtained by analyzing linear dependencies

st
Rcst = f ( Rcem
, C /W )

following the data given in [19].
Dvorkin, L.I., Zhitkovsky, V.V.
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b in Equation (8) varies insignificantly for the entire range of Rcst values of the concrete
compositions (Table 5) and it is equal to 0.74. Coefficient K decreases as the steamed cement strength
Coefficient

increases (Table 5), it shows that the influence of the last one on concrete strength is nonlinear. This
conclusion follows also from Equation (1).
The values of coefficient K, given in Table 5, are valid for low-slump fresh concrete, based on crushed
stone and medium grained sand. Water content and correspondingly workability, which can be considered in
Equation (8) by coefficient K1 have significant impact on strength of steam-cured concrete at constant C/W.
For concrete with slump Sl = 1–4 cm the value of K1 = 1, and with Sl ≥ 9 cm – K1 = 0.9, if Vebe time Vb = 30–
50 sec then K1 = 1.1 (Table 6).
Table 6. Experimental and calculated values of concrete strength after steaming.
No.

Concrete strength

Rcst ,

MPa

C/W
1.55

1.80

st
= 20 MPa;
Rcem

1
2

Experimental values
Calculated according
to Equation (8) at K1 = 0.9

2.00

2.30

2.60

2.80

3.00

Sl = 10–15 Cm

9.9

13.4

14.5

19.1

22.7

23.8

27.3

9.6

12.6

15.0

18.5

22.1

24.5

26.8

st
= 40 MPa; Sl = 10–15 Cm
Rcem

3
4

Experimental values
Calculated according
to Equation (8) at K1 = 0.95

16.7

20.6

24.4

31.9

36.7

41.8

45.9

16.3

21.3

25.4

31.4

37.5

41.5

45.5

st
= 20 MPa; Vb = 30–50 sec.
Rcem

5
6

Experimental values
Calculated according
to Equation (8) at K1 = 1.1

10.5

14.8

17.7

23.5

27.6

28.5

31.1

11.8

15.4

18.3

22.7

27.0

29.9

32.8

st
= 40 MPa; Vb = 30–50 sec.
Rcem

7
8

Experimental values
Calculated according
to Equation (8) at K1 = 1.1

17.4

23.8

29.8

35.7

42.8

48.8

52.1

18.9

24.7

29.4

36.4

43.4

48.0

52.7

Notes: 1. Experimental data have been obtained using Portland cement (tricalcium aluminate content
medium grained quartz sand and crushed granite stone 5…20 mm. Concrete was steamed at 80 °C
according to cycle (2)+3+6+2 h.
2. The average deviation of calculated values K1 from the experimental ones does not exceed 5 %.

C3A = 6…8 %),

The steam-cured concrete aggregates features can make influence on water-content variation and
directly on the change of C/W to achieve required strength. In the last case coefficient K2 is added to Equation
(8). For ordinary aggregates K2 = 1. However, it can be assumed that K2 = 0.95 if crushed stone or gravel has
reduced strength as well as if the content of weak grains or clay, silt and dust content is rather high; K2 = 0.9
for sand with fineness modulus below 1.5.
The essential reserve for C/W reduction of steam-cured concrete can be provided by strength growth
due to hardening accelerators, considered by coefficient K3 in Equation (8), and further hardening after thermal
treatment.
Processing the experimental results obtained when the concrete samples were kept at 20 °C for
0.5–24 hours after steaming (τp.p) using the 2 + 3 + τiz + 2 mode (τiz is the isothermal aging per hour) at
t = 80 °C allowed us to calculate the nomogram for determination the change in the concrete strength after
the heat treatment (Figure 1) within the range 0.5–24 h after steaming at different duration from equation:
st
R=
Rcst + ∆ Rc Rc28 .
c1

(9)

At τp.p = 1 – 28 days the intensity of concrete strength growth is practically independent of steaming mode
parameters. Concrete strength at this hardening interval can be found according to the following formula:
st
R=
c2

Дворкин Л.И., Житковский В.В.
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lg 28
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Figure 1. Nomogram for calculation of increase in relative concrete strength ΔRc
after steaming and post-steaming period up to 1 day.

st

st

Cement strength at steaming ( Rcem ) can be expressed as:
st
= Rcem K e ,
Rcem

(11)

where Ke is efficiency coefficient, characterizing the influence of different technological factors on strength of
standard cement – sand specimens at W/C = 0.4 after thermal treatment.
The Ke value determined for steaming standard cement – sand mortar specimens varies depending on
the applied cement from 0.55 to 0.75.
0

Corresponding graphs (Figure 2) of basic efficiency coefficient K e depending on isothermal heating
duration τis and temperature tt.t for Portland cement with strength of 50 MPa
cement with strength of 40 MPa

( К e0p.c ) and blast furnace slag

( K e0s. p.c ), obtained by experimental data processing are given below [19].

Cements have been made of typical medium aluminate clinker (tricalcium aluminate C3A = 6.2–7.1 %,
tricalcium silicate C3S = 58.5 – 61.3 %) and additionally included: Portland cement – 5 % of gypsum, blast
furnace slag cement – 5 % of gypsum and 50 % of blast furnace slag. Cement strength at steam curing was
obtained 4 h after thermal treatment (steam-curing cycle 2 + 3 + τis + 2). The steam сuring temperature was
0

varied from 60 to 95 °C, τis from 2 to 18 h. The value of K e was found from the condition that
st
K e0 = Rcem
/ Rcem .
0

Table 7 presents the experimental and calculated values of K e , obtained according to Figure 2.
0

Analysis of the calculated and experimental values of K e shows their high convergence.
The most influental factors, effecting
content and cement strength:

Ke, are chemical-mineralogical composition, mineral admixtures

K e = K А K D K Rcem K e0 ,

(12)

0

where K e is the basic efficiency coefficient value that can be found using Figure 2;

KA, KD, KRcem are correcting coefficients, depending correspondingly on aluminate content in cement,
mineral admixtures content and cement strength.
Considering the data given in [18, 19], there are following values of KA: for high aluminate cements at
τis ≤ 3 h KA = 0.9; τis ≥ 6 h; KA = 0.8 for low aluminate cements at τis ≤ 3 h KA = 0.8; τis ≥ 6 h KA = 0.95;
τis ≥ 9 h; KA = 1 – 1.1.
Dvorkin, L.I., Zhitkovsky, V.V.
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K0e.s.p.c

Figure 2. Graphs for determining coefficients К e : a – Portland cement; b – blast furnace slag cement;
0

◊ – tt.t = 60°C; □ – tt.t = 80 °C; ○ – tt.t = 95°C.
0

Table 7. Calculated and experimental values of K e and relative strength values.

K e0

and relative strength values

Steam curing temperature,
°C, tt.t

4

Isothermic heating duration τis, h.
6
12
15

Portland cement with tricalcium aluminate content C3A = 6…8 % (authors data)
60
0.48
0.56
0.70
Calculated values
80
0.63
0.69
0.78
0
of К e
95
0.75
0.78
0.84
60
0.51
0.59
0.67
0
80
0.63
0.69
0.76
Experimental values of К e
95
0.71
0.74
0.81
Blast furnace slag cement (authors data)
60
0.40
0.51
0.70
Calculated values
80
0.55
0.65
0.82
0
of К e
95
0.67
0.75
0.91
60
0.39
0.52
0.71
0
80
0.55
0.66
0.81
Experimental values of К e
95
0.69
0.78
0.94
Portland cement with tricalcium aluminate content C3A = 6…8 % [18]
Experimental values for relative
60
0.5
0.6
0.76
strength of concrete at
80
0.67
0.76
0.87

W/C = 0.4 ( Rcst / Rc28 )
Same

Дворкин Л.И., Житковский В.В.

100

0.70

Blast furnace slag cement [18]
60
0.4
80
0.55
100
0.7

18

0.74
0.81
0.86
0.72
0.78
0.86

0.78
0.83
0.87
0.75
0.81
0.89

0.76
0.87
0.95
0.76
0.87
0.97

0.81
0.92
–
0.8
0.91
–

0.8
0.88

0.83
0.88

0.72

–

–

–

0.49
0.64
0.8

0.67
0.84
–

0.74
0.9
–

0.8
0.92
–
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The value of coefficient KD depends on mineral admixtures’ type and content. If the mineral admixtures’
content is up to 10 % the cement strength at steam curing is usually constant. At a 20 % mineral admixtures’
content a certain reduction of Rcem is observed at shortened steam-curing cycles. At τis ≤ 4 h adding 20 % of
st

blast furnace slag and fly ash to cement leads to average strength decrease at 10 % (KD = 0.9), pozzolanic
admixtures – 15 % (KD = 0.85) [24]. At τis > 4 h – KD = 1.0.
For cement with 28-day strength of 50 MPa KRcem = 1, 40 MPa KRcem = 1.05; 30 MPa KRcem = 1.15; 55
MPa KRcem = 0.95.
The scheme of the algorithm for calculation C/W of steam-cured concrete is presented in Figure 3. The
described set of calculation dependencies enables to obtain the required cement-water ratio (C/W) at different
requirements to concrete under thermal treatment and different hardening duration, as well as estimate the
efficiency of technological solutions, related to varying the temperature, isothermal duration, hardening after
steaming, etc.

Initial data: 28-day concrete compressive strength (

),

strength after steaming (
), workability parameter (Slump
or Vebe time), materials properties.

(C/W)1 following Eq. (4.41):

YES
Is

known?

NO

, where Кe is the efficiency coefficient following Eq.
(4.40)

(C/W)2 following Eq. (4.44):

(C/W) = max ( (C/W)1,(C/W)2 )

Consumptions of concrete mixture components following
the absolute volumes method
Figure 3. Algorithm for calculation of steam-cured concrete C/W.
Dvorkin, L.I., Zhitkovsky, V.V.
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Example
To determine C/W and achieve compressive strength of concrete 28 MPa after steaming and further
hardening of 1 day, while ensuring design strength of 28 days 40 MPa.
Initial data: slump of fresh concrete – 10–15 cm, steaming mode – 2+3+6+2 at 80 °C.
Materials: Portland cement CEM II/A-S (C3A = 8 %, C3S = 6 0 %) strength class 42.5 N (design strength
50 MPa), crushed stone 5–20 mm, sand with fineness modulus 2.1.
Accept
28 days:

A = 0.55 in the Equation (4) and determine (C/W1), to achieve given concrete strength in
Rc28
40
0.5 1.95.
=
+=
AA1Rcem 0.55 ⋅1 ⋅ 50

C /=
W1

The value of the basic coefficient of steaming efficiency is taken according to Figure 2.

K 0e = 0.7.
Values of correction coefficients:

K=
K=
K Rcem
= 1.
A
D
Calculate the value Ke considering the influence of the mineralogical composition of cement, the content
of mineral additives and the activity of the cement according to the formula (12):

K e = K A K D K Rcem K e0 = 1 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅ 0.7 = 0.7.
Cement strength after steaming, according to (11):
st
Rcem
=Rcem K e =50 ⋅ 0.7 =35 MPa.

Value of ∆R according to Figure 1:

∆ R = 0.1.
Strength of concrete in 4 h after steaming Equation (9):

Rcst = 28 − 0.1 ⋅ 40 = 24 MPa.
Find (C/W)2 according to the Equation (8) to achieve of necessary concrete strength after steam curing:

(C / W )=
2

Rcst
24
+ 0.74
=
+ 0.74
= 2.03.
st
0.53 ⋅1 ⋅1 ⋅ 35
pKRcem

Since (C/W)2 > (C/W)1 we accept C/W = 2.03 for further calculations of the concrete composition.

4. Conclusions
1. The equations of concrete strength are experimentally substantiated, which allow taking into account
the steaming mode and the duration of the subsequent hardening up to 28 days.
2. Multiplicative coefficients, taking into account the complex of basic technological factors, proposed
quantitative dependencies and recommendations for calculating these coefficients are included in the equation
of strength of concrete immediately after steaming and after 28 days of hardening.
3. As a result of processing the experimental data, a nomogram was drawn to calculate the strength of
concrete at the age of 0.5–24 h after steam curing. Equation for calculation of the increase in concrete strength
after steam curing at the age of 1–28 days was also suggested.
4. The equation for determination the activity of Portland cement and blast furnace slag cement
developed during steam curing has been substantiated, taking into account cement activity during normal
hardening and the coefficient reflecting the effect of temperature and the duration of isothermal holding of
concrete during steaming (coefficient of steaming efficiency). Graphical dependencies are recommended to
find this coefficient.
5. The combination of the obtained quantitative dependencies and recommendations allows to find the
values of the required cement-water ratio for steam-cured concrete in accordance with the suggested
algorithm, under given conditions.
Дворкин Л.И., Житковский В.В.
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пропариваемого бетона
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Аннотация. В статье приведены результаты экспериментальных исследований, позволившие
обосновать расчетные зависимости прочности пропаренного бетона и необходимых значений
цементно-водного отношения (Ц/В) для обеспечения заданных значений прочности. С этой целью
получены зависимости, справедливые при применении портландцемента и шлакопортландцемента, а
также изменении в широком диапазоне режимных параметров тепловой обработки: температуры и
длительности последующего тведения. Для расчетов необходимых значений Ц/В обоснована
формула, позволяющая определить активность цемента в условиях пропаривания при изменении
температуры в диапазоне 60…95 °С и длительности изотермического прогрева при пропаривании от 4
до 18 часов. Для расчета активности цемента рекомендованы для условий пропаривания также
коэффициенты, позволяющие учитывать алюминатность цемента, вид и содержание в цементе
минеральных добавок. С учетом полученных расчетных зависимостей предложен алгоритм для
расчета Ц/В пропаренных бетонов и пример его реализации.
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Abstract. This study investigated the role played by iron-filing in the strength and microstructural characteristic
of high ordinary Portland cement (OPC) based paste and mortar at substitution levels that ranged from 0 to
15 wt.%. It was found that, iron-filing mainly comprised Fe2O3, reduced the workability, influence carbonation,
early strength development and impacted the nature of the product formed especially if prepared within the
w/c ratio of 0.25 and 0.35–0.4 for paste and mortar, respectively. Moreover, iron-filing also induced and
enhanced belite hydration, and influenced the crack-bridging effect within the microstructural matrix, while
substitution level less than 5 % affected not the early strength. Besides, iron-filing could also influence the
formation of calcium ferrosilicate hydrate as revealed in the microstructural analysis or elemental analysis from
energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. The 28-day strength of 114 MPa and 61 MPa were achievable in paste
and mortar, respectively for iron-filing replacement level within 5–10 %, even substitution up to 15 % could
perform better than the sample prepared with OPC only. The study promotes waste valorization and the use
of iron-filing in mass-concrete production.

1. Introduction
Iron filings (IF) are mostly byproduct obtained from metal cutting, grinding, filing, or milling of finished
iron products especially in workshops and foundry. Their history largely tracks the development of iron, and it
is another waste generated by steel production other than blast furnace slag. They are fine powder of small
pieces of iron, and often used in science demonstrations to show the direction of a magnetic field [1].
Consumption of IF through contamination by grinding or milling could be dangerous to human health due to
the tendency to cause chronic diseases like hemochromatosis, and siderosis [2]. There has been an attempt
to re-design food grinding machines to reduce contamination due to IF by [2] in order to emphasize its danger
on public health. However, among other benefits of iron-filing is their use in the removal of chloride
contamination of groundwater [3] even though this fact still remains controversial among other proenvironmental researchers.
There have been several attempts towards utilizing IF and other ore related materials replacement for
fine aggregates (sand) or paste in concrete production such as silicomanganese fume [4], volcanic pumice[5],
coal gangue [6] and copper mine tailing [7]. For instance, Adeyanju and Manohar [8] had reported that using
enough quantity of IF and steel fibers could enhance thermal and mechanical properties of energy storage
plant due to increase in its capacity in comparison with the plain concrete. Alserai et al. [9] also asserted that
an increase in IF composition up to 1 % of the mixture could increase the compressive, tensile and flexural
strength of geopolymer concrete when used with recycled aggregates. Alzaed [1] also reported that the
contribution of iron-filings to concrete strengths could be up to 10 % of the mixture beyond which the
insignificant contribution could be observed. Their findings were also correlated with the results obtained by
other researchers [10].
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Moreover, Kumar et al. [11] replaced sand with iron-ore tailing and there was no significant change in
the strength of the resultant beam due to sand replacement. Similarly, Familusi et al. [12] reported that quarrydust can be used in binary with iron-filing to produce concrete of comparable strength with conventional
concrete strength such that the waste combinations were 37.5 and 50 % of the mixture. The increase in
strength has been reported to be from pore blockage such that 2 % of iron powder inclusion could reduce the
total porosity by 50 % [13]. Olutoge et al. [14] also reported that the optimum sand replacement for IF was
20 % with 13.5 % gain in the recordable compressive strength.
Further, Ghannam et al. [15] reported the optimum performance of iron-filing in terms of compressive
and flexural strengths for sand replacement to be 20 % whereas Noori and Ibrahim [16] asserted that 12 %
sand replacement by IF gave the optimum in terms of mechanical strengths characteristics. In the contrary,
Vasudevan [17] reported decreasing slump value with the addition of 5 % iron-filing in replacement for sand
while the maximum compressive strength was only 3.2 % greater than the control. The difference in the
percentage reported could be due to difference in the water/c ratio, sizes of the IF and contaminations such
as carbon content or other elements used in the alloy. However, just a few authors presented the oxide
composition of the IF used in their studies.
Meanwhile, none of these studies captures the microstructural interaction of IF within the binder matrix,
likewise, its performance in paste strength, and bond characteristics within the mixture. These points are very
important and serve as the aims of this present study with a view to establishing the actual roles being played
by IF in OPC paste and mortar production through sand partial replacements, respectively. It is expected that
this study will also provide more information towards understanding the IF interaction within the microstructure
and to provide an empirical fact towards the promotion of green environments, and its excessive utilization in
mass concrete structures such as walk ways and blinding to foundation of reinforced concrete structures
among other applications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Ordinary Portland cement.
The cement used in the study satisfies the requirement of ASTMC 150 [18] and the oxide compositions
determined by x-ray florescence technique is as shown in Table 1 with particle size distribution as shown in
Figure 1.
Table 1. Oxides composition of Ordinary Portland and iron-filing Oxides.
Oxides
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
Na2O
TiO2
K2O
P2O5
SO3
MnO
Cl
Cr2O3
ZnO
SnO
SrO2
CuO
LOI
SiO2 + Al2O3 + Fe2O3

OPC, %
19.01
4.68
3.20
66.89
0.81
0.09
0.22
1.17
0.08
3.66
0.19
–
–
–
–
–
–
2.48
26.89

Iron filing (IF), %
1.38
0.61
96.5
0.02
–
–
0.03
0.13
0.05
0.23
0.5
0.05
0.11
0.07
0.08
0.02
0.22
–
98.49

2.1.2. Iron-filing powder
It is collected at mechanical lathe machine workshop at Senaiya Hafr Al Batin in the Eastern Province
of Saudi Arabia with the fineness modulus of 2.89. The particle size distribution of the material is as shown in
Figure 2 while the oxide composition (Table 1) reflects the dominance of iron oxide.
Yusuf M.O.
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution
of the ordinary Portland cement.

Figure 2. Particle size distribution curve
of iron-filing powder.

2.1.3. Fine aggregate
It comprised dune sand with fineness modulus of 1.85, specific gravity in saturated dry condition was
2.62 while its absorption capacity was 0.65 %. The physical properties of OPC, iron-filing (IF) powder and fine
aggregates are as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Physical properties of fine aggregates and iron filing.
Physical Properties
Bulk Density
Specific gravity
Fineness modulus
Average diameter, D50 (µm)

Sand
1699
2.67
3.3
–

Iron Filing
1932
6.85
2.89
250

cement
3100
3.41
–
6.69

2.2. Research methodology
The research methodology involved development of experimental design for paste and mortar at w/c ratios
of 0.25 and 0.35, respectively. The proportion of IF varied from 0–15 % in both cases while the compressive
strengths were determined at 7, 14 and 28 days. The microstructural analysis of the paste was determined to
understand the micrograph of the sample matrix while Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) was used
to determine the impact of iron-filing (IF) on the bond characteristics of the binders.

2.2.1. Microstructural and Fourier infrared analysis
The JEOL scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM + EDS)
model 5800 LV, was used to test the morphology of the 28 days sample paste obtained from compressive
strength sample by first coating it in gold film [19, 20]. The pulverized paste was used for the Fourier transform
infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy bond characterization within the sample matrix by using Perking Elmer 880
spectrometer that is based on the attenuated total reflection (ATR) technique.

2.2.2. Mix proportion
Mix design was conducted such that the percentage composition of the IF was used in partial
replacement for ordinary Portland cement (OPC) in paste (w/b = 0.25) and sand in mortar (w/b = 0.35) in
varied quantities as 0, 5, 10 and 15 % as shown in Table 3 and 4. The superplasticizers used (Glenum®) was
0.63 wt.% in paste and 1 wt.% in mortar, respectively to achieve the required consistency. The Sand/OPC
ratio was maintained at approximately 2.5.
Table 3. Paste constituent materials in kg/m3.
Sample ID
M0.35F0
M0.35F5
M0.35F10
M0.35F15

OPC (kg/m3)
1872
1819
1730
1630

Iron filing (kg/m3)
0
95
193
289

Water (kg/m3)
477
477
477
477

SP (kg/m3)
12
12
12
12

SP (kg/m3)
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

Iron filing (kg/m3)
0
80
162
245

Unit weight (kg/m3)
2361
2403
2412
2409

Table 4. Mortar Material composition.
Sample ID OPC (kg/m3)
M0.35F0
625
M0.35F5
625
M0.35F10
625
M0.35F15
625
Юсуф М.О.

Sand (kg/m3)
1569
1519
1449
1410

Water (kg/m3)
221
221
221
221

Unit weight (kg/m3)
2421.0
2450.8
2463.2
2507.2
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2.2.3. Mixing of the specimen
OPC was first placed in Hobart planetary mixer after which the iron-filing (IF) powder was added, and
then mixed for 3 mins. Water (70 %) together with superplasticizer was added and then further mixed for
2 mins. Sand was then added and the whole mixture was mixed continuously for additional 3 mins before
adding the remaining water (30 %) to ensure homogeneous mixture. The paste and mortar were then cast into
50×50×50 mm mould in 3 layers on the table vibrator to vibrate for 15 secs. The samples were demoulded
after 12 hrs and then lowered into curing tank at the room temperature of 25 + 2 °С.

2.2.4. Workability
The workability of the specimen was determined by flow table in accordance with ASTM C 1437 [21].
The slump value was expressed as a percentage:

Slump(%) =

measured flow − 100
× 100.
100

2.2.5. Compressive strength
Compressive strength of the specimen prepared in triplicate were tested using universal testing machine
at the loading rate of 2.4 kN/s. The compressive strength test was conducted upon removing the samples from
curing tank and drained for 6 hrs. The samples were tested after 7, 14 and 28 days.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. The physical characteristics of iron filing
Iron-filing (IF) has a bulk density lower than ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and greater than sand
particles (Table 2). Its specific gravity is almost twice that of OPC. Therefore, its inclusion increases the density
of the resultant paste or mortar as applicable. Therefore, concrete produced with iron-filing based paste or
mortar can be used for providing adequate thrust for underground buried pipes. The average size D50 is around
250 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 which could be categorized into fine aggregates by virtue of its being less than 4.75 mm (No. 4) in
accordance with ASTM C33 [22]. Figure 3 shows the increment of resultant mortar density as the quantity of
iron-filing increases. The initial density of OPC mortar for w/c ratio of 0.4 increases by 3.5 %, 7.4 % and
10.34 % for increment level of IF by 0, 5, 10 and 15 %, respectively. These values slightly reduced when the
w/c ratio reduced to 0.35. The decrease observed could be due to self-desiccation phenomenon that led to
autogenous shrinkage in the sample of lower w/c ratio [23–25].

Figure 3. Density of mortars at different iron-filing substitution levels.

3.2. Workability of the samples
From Figure 4, the consistency of the iron-filing (IF) mortar decreases with lower water-cement ratio.
There is improvement in the workability as the w/c ratio increases from 0.35 to 0.4 due to decrease in the
slope of the curve as shown in Figure 4. This suggests that inclusion of IF could increase the consistency of
the mixture especially when the mixture is workable. The workability of the control mortar (OPC only)
decreased by 63.6 % upon reducing the w/c ratio from 0.4 to 0.35. This further decreased to 68.6 %, 94.4 %
and 97.6 % upon replacing sand with IF in the percentages of 5 %, 10 %, and 15 %. Therefore, with adequate
consistency (fluidity) of the mixture, inclusion of IF could be used successfully to improve the workability of the
mortar.
Yusuf M.O.
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Figure 4. Slump values at different iron-filing substitution level.

3.3. Impacts of iron-filing on the compressive strength of paste and mortar
From Figure 5, addition of 5 % of iron-filing has the highest 7-day compressive strength in comparison
with other mixtures. The compressive strengths compared to the control (0 %) at 7, 14 and 28 days for 5 %
replacement were 1.7 %, 2.1 % and 2.94 %, respectively. As replacement increases to 10 %, the early (7-day)
strength decreases by 14 % due to an increase in the interfacial transition zones (ITZ) between the IF particles
and the paste matrix. The rate of strength development at 14 days noticed to be 37.5 % at 10 % replacement
became 4.2 and 6.1 % in 5 % and 15 % substitutions, respectively. As the hydration process continues, belite
(C2S) hydration was significantly aided by the presence of IF thereby leading to denser C-S-H in comparison
with IF-free sample. The possibility of the reaction shown in Equation (1) indicates that IF at optimum quantity
could influence hydration reaction to form calcium ferrosilicate hydrate (CAFSH) or a complex mineral of
modified CSH configuration. However, this requires further investigation to determine the extent of possibility
and stoichiometry of this reaction.

C2 S + H + F → C ( F ) SH + CH.

(1)

The maximum 14- and 28-day strengths at 10 % level substitution were 12.2 and 13.8 %, respectively of the
control while that of 15 % cement replacement performed less as the percentage reduced to 7.3 %. Contribution of
iron-filing to strength development could be due to micro-reinforcement, microstructural stability, pore-filling or
crack-bridging effects within the microstructure as shown in SEM (Figure 6). The micrograph shows a localized
crack-bridging effect in IF paste in comparison with the interconnected cracks of OPC (control) paste.

Figure 5. Compressive strength of ironfiling-OPC pastes.
Юсуф М.О.
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Figure 6. Micrographs of OPC paste (left) and OPC-Iron filing paste (right).
Be that as it may, the introduction of iron-filing (IF) into mortar increases the heterogeneity of the mixture
(mortar) compare to the paste sample. There was a formation of two ITZs which exist in-between the paste/ironfiling and sand/paste. Besides, the frictional interaction between IF and sand particle could also improve the
compressive strength compared to IF-free sample. More ITZ paste/iron filing in 10 % sand replacement could be
responsible for the slowing down the hydration of tricalcium silicate (alite-C3A) and tricalcium silicate (C3S). For
instance, the lower 14-day strength and the subsequent higher strength gain between 14–28 day in 10 % sand
replacement compared to that of 5 % and 15 % substitution as shown in Figure 7. This could indicate that IF at its
optimum percentage hinders the rate of strength development at early hydration process. The resultant strength
improved due to frictional resistant between sand particle, paste, and IF. Therefore, IF/Paste ratios play a significant
role in determining the maximum achievable strength. The maximum strength of 61 MPa can be achieved with
OPC replacement of 5–10 % as also observed in the paste samples.

Figure 7. Compressive strength of OPC-iron filling mortar.
In addition, 15 % sand substitution level also performed better than OPC control mortar. There was
28.4 % higher strength gain between 14 and 28 days in mortar sample with 10 % IF (M0.35F10) when compared
to 7.9 % in the 5 % replacement (M0.35F5).

3.4. Effect of iron-filing on the carbonation of the product
From Figure 8, inclusion of iron-filing has no significant effects on the asymmetric stretching of Si-O-T as
the frequencies of vibrations remain 958 cm–1. However, the asymmetric stretching of C-O (CO32–) shown by a
deeper trough at the wavenumber 1418 cm–1 is more apparent in IF sample compared to the OPC only sample
[20, 26, 27]. Therefore, there is a possibility for the formation of Fe(CO3)2 that could oxidize to form Fe(CO3)3 due
to the following two-stage reactions of the interaction of Fe with portlandite that formed during the primary
hydration reaction.

C3S + H 2O → CSH + Ca ( OH )2 ;

(2)

Ca ( OH )2 + Fe + H 2O → Fe ( OH )2 + CaO + H 2 ;

(3)

Fe ( OH )2 + CO 2 → Fe ( CO3 )2 .

(4)
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Figure 8. FTIR of the iron filing-OPC and OPC pastes.
Similarly, the vibration of water molecule is observed at 2987 cm–1 which indicates the asymmetric
stretching or hydrogen bonding within H-O-H molecules [20, 28, 29]. This is possible because of the
proliferation of hydroxyl ion in the proximity to one another as shown in the Equations 2 and 3 thereby leading
to hydrogen bonding.
Figure 9 shows the presence of CSH (regions 3 and 4) and Fe-based compound (C-F-S-H) or FeCO3
as shown in the Equations 1 and 4. The IF-free sample predominantly contains Ca, Si and O that depict the
dominance of CSH in the two distinctive regions (3 and 4). The sample containing IF is heterogeneous in
nature when compared C-(A)-S-H region 1 to C-A/F-S-H region 2 within the micrograph as shown in the EDS
result (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Micrographs of Iron-filing+OPC (top) and OPC paste only (bottom).
Юсуф М.О.
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4. Conclusions
Iron-filing (IF) powder was used in partial substitution for cement and sand in ordinary Portland cement
based paste and mortar with a view to understanding its roles in terms of workability, strength, bonds and
microstructural characteristics of the samples. The following are the conclusions:
• At lower water cement ratio up to 0.35, iron-filing decreases the workability of the mixture of mortar. It
could however enhance the consistency of the mixture at higher water-cement ratio due to IF low water
absorptive tendency.
• Iron-filing substitution level in moderate quantity in mortar could increase the compressive strength of
paste and mortar specimens considerably. However, excessive substitution could have a debilitating effect on
workability and strength performance.
• Substituting sand with iron-filing at very low quantity has no significant effect on the early hydration of
OPC.
• Iron-filing influenced the formation calcium ferrosilicate hydrate intertwined with the calcium silicate
hydrate within the microstructures.
• From the C-O bond vibration as noted in FTIR, iron-filing could influence the carbonation of the paste
and mortar due to the propensity of the formation of iron carbonate.
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Abstract. Novel type of light heat-resistant polymer concretes was developed on the basis of
oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan with hollow glass or ceramic microspheres. Adding hollow glass and
ceramic microspheres being waste products from thermal power plants operating on solid fuels allowed
developing reasonably priced materials and reducing potential environmental pollution. For optimization of
production technology, the curing and molding conditions of materials were studied. According to impact
strength changes, the optimal curing mode for the composites was at 480–515 K for 4.25–4.5 hours depending
on the filler type and binder content. It was stated that used organic-silicon binder provided thermal resistance
and high strength characteristics of the composite material. In comparison with traditional silicone resins, the
compressive strength value of the developed materials increased by almost two times and the modulus of
elasticity increased by almost an order of magnitude. Due to the interaction of aluminum hydroxide groups of
ceramic microspheres with organosilicon polymer, Young’s modulus of the materials filled by ceramic
microspheres was higher by 20–30 % than that of the concretes with glass microspheres. Consequently,
enhanced physical and mechanical properties expand possibilities of using these materials under exposure of
significant external static loads.

1. Introduction
Many recent studies have focused on physical, mechanical and thermal properties of different types of
concrete [1–4]. Fiber reinforcement is commonly used in order to increase strength and tensile-deformation
properties of concretes [5]. Introduction of hydrosilicates additives [6] allows to increase the water and frost
resistance of materials. Lightweight concretes containing fillers or pores are characterized by improved heatinsulating properties [7, 8].
The filling of mineral binders with hollow microspheres with particle ranging in size from units to several
hundred micrometers has been known for a relatively long time. Despite low density and acceptable thermal
conductivity, they are characterized by low impact strength. In addition, a major drawback of such materials is
their low chemical resistance to aggressive natural and technogenic factors, such as acid rain and carbon
dioxide, which limits their use in construction. The polymeric binders can be a promising alternative to the
mineral binders.
Light polymer concretes (LPC) comprised of hollow microspheres fastened by mineral or organic
bindings are promising materials for thermal insulation with enhanced physical-mechanical properties, in
particular, increased impact strength. Most polymeric materials are resistant to acid and alkaline reagents,
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characterized by high adhesive characteristics to the filler particles surface. However, they have several
disadvantages, such as low thermal stability and susceptibility to degradation by ultraviolet radiation. In this
regard, much attention is drawn to the polymer concretes based on siloxane binders.
The composites based on the hollow inorganic microspheres and silicone polymeric binders with a
siloxane main chain were described in the previous works [9–12]. The weaknesses of these thermal insulation
materials are their relatively low tensile strength and low thermal stability. The long-term operation temperature
of composites with the most common polymethylphenylsiloxane binder does not exceed 250○C, after which a
catastrophic loss of tensile strength is observed [13–15]. Fundamentally, new silicon-organic binders
containing siloxane and carbosilane units in the main chain are used to increase tensile strength and thermal
stability of ceramic microspheres (CM) [16–18]. Under heating, such polymer changes into the ladder structure
characterized by the increased tensile strength and thermal stability up to 400○C. Considering that the initial
polymer contains a heat-resistant filler, as a result of heat treatment a composite material with high strength
characteristics is formed.
This work was devoted to the novel light polymer concretes based on a novel class of silicon-organic
polymer oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan (OHSMS) with hollow glass and ceramic microspheres. Based
on the fact that ceramic microspheres are the products of smoke emissions of solid-fuel power plants, using
waste products as the fillers for the composites under investigation allowed to develop a reasonably priced
material and to reduce potential environmental pollution. The materials of this type can be used in the
construction of facilities operating at elevated temperatures under aggressive environment and exposure of
ionizing radiation, for example, in the construction of conventional and nuclear power plants, chemical
production facilities.
The main goal of this research was to study the mechanism of interaction of the binder and the polymer,
as well as to examine the physical-mechanical properties and behavior of the developed materials under
deformation. The results of this research can be used for developing a new group of polymer concretes with
high strength characteristics and resistance to shock loads, thermal effects, chemicals and all types of
radiation.

2. Materials and Methods
Hollow glass microspheres (HGM) and hollow ceramic microspheres (HCM), referred to cenospheres,
obtained by the flotation processing of fume emissions from the thermal power plants operating on solid fuels,
specifically on the Kuzbass coal, were used as fillers. The cenospheres had the following composition: 57 %
SiO2, 28 % Al2O3, the rest oxides CaO, MgO, Na2O, Fe2O3. In comparison with HGM filler, the fractional
composition of HCM is characterized by the larger fractions. Taking into account the low content of HCM float
fraction and the necessity of the further utilization of the separated small fractions, the additional fraction
separation of HCM is not economically and environmentally justifiable. For this research, HCM were used as
a filler without additional fractionation.
Varnish VKL-1 TU 6-05-64-101–85 was used as a binding agent. The main component of this agent is
oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan (OHSMS), which contains carbosilane and silane bonds in addition to
siloxane bonds. OHSMS was obtained by the esterification reaction of the high-boiling fraction of the direct
synthesis of methylchlorosilanes and was used as a solution in the organic solvents [19].
The technology of sample preparation included several stages. At the first stage, in order to achieve the
consistency of “wet sand” mixing the binding agent with HGM or HCM was conducted with a rotation speed of
45 rpm by an open low-speed laboratory mixer with a capacity of 0.1 m3 and a frame mixer. In the cases of
mixing at elevated temperatures, the mixer with the composite content was placed in an oil bath. Temperature
control and adjustments were carried out by the PEX controller REX100. Mixing modes temperature and time
are given in Table 1. Then, the composite samples were molded under pressure from 0.05 to 0.5 MPa in the
metal molds with an internal sizes of 30×30×30 mm for compression tests and 80×10×4 for impact tests,
followed by heat treatment according to the modes indicated by the Box–Behnken design.
The complex of physical and mechanical properties of the obtained composite samples were
investigated according to the standard methods. Analysis of compression strength and modulus of elasticity
was carried out by a specialized machine Instron Model 4206 (Germany) in accordance with standard ISO
604:2002 at room temperature on cubic samples with a loading speed of 1 mm/min. Izod impact strength of
the materials was determined by a pendulum machine GOTECH GT-7045-MDL (Taiwan) in accordance with
standard ISO 1268-4:2005.

3. Results and Discussion
The properties of polymer concretes are determined by a set of factors, including chemical composition
and structure of polymer matrix (binding agent) [20]. Oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan (OHSMS) used
as a binding agent has the following chemical formula:
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m, k, l, p, q = 1÷4; m1, k1, l1, l2, p1 = 1÷2; m2, p2 = 1÷1.5; n2, q2 = 1; n1, q1 = 0÷1.

To determine the optimal technological conditions of obtaining materials, the processes of curing and
molding were studied comprehensively. Curing of OHSMS apparently occurs due to the presence of both
reactive hydroxyl groups and hydride radicals. Considering the chemical structure of OHSMS, it can be
assumed that intensive processes of oligomer curing take place only under the conditions of increased
temperatures. The kinetics of the OHSMS curing was defined by the degree of the oligomer curing.
The degree of OHSMS crosslinking (Figure 1) was determined by a residual amount of the fraction
dissolved in organic solvent by means of a Soxhlet apparatus. It was stated that nearly 100 % of the oligomer
crosslinking was occurred at a temperature of 513 K and a curing time of 6 hours.
After primary investigation, the selection of optimal processing modes of curing was performed. The
scheme of obtaining LPC based on OHSMS as a binder was as follows: mixing of OHSMS and microspheres
to the consistency of “wet sand”, molding of products under pressure, at which the required packing density
of microspheres of approximately 60 % is achieved, and subsequent heat treatment. The developed
processing method allows to obtain LPC with a volume fraction of the binder not more than 25 vol.%. This is
associated with a sharp decrease in the number of open pores in the material and the subsequent hindered
penetration of organic solvent.
Table 1 gives the modes of obtaining products from LPC by molding materials under low pressure. The
relatively long time and increased temperature during the process of components mixing were determined by
a poor solubility of OHSMS in organic solvents (12.5 %) and by the necessity for their subsequent removal to
achieve “wet sand” consistency.
Table 1. Modes of obtaining LPC filled by HGM and HCM (curing temperature 423 K, time
2 hours).
Filler
type
HGM
HGM
HGM
HGM
HGM
HCM
HCM
HCM
HCM
HCM

Composition (wt.%)

Blending mode
Volume fraction of
Exposure to Packed density
Binding agent binding agent (%)
(kg/m3)
Filler
Time (min) Temperature (K) air (hours)
(solid residue)
65
60
55
50
45
75
70
65
60
55

35
40
45
50
55
25
30
35
40
45

5
10
15
20
25
5
10
15
20
25

10
20
40
60
90
10
20
40
60
90

289
333
353
353
353
289
333
353
353
353

1
3
6
24
48
1
3
6
24
48

257
294
372
401
462
361
416
474
514
578

As the composition reached the consistency of «wet sand», it was placed in a mold and was subjected
to layer-by-layer molding under low pressure until the maximum packed density of microspheres was reached
(0.6 for HGM and 0.66 for HCM). The maximum packed density was controlled by the values of constant
packed density of the material regardless of the molding pressure (Figure 2).
The results of this study showed that a minimal pressure for achieving the required fullness volume
coefficient was 0.4 MPa for the composites with HCM and 0.25 MPa for the composites with HGM. Further
increase in pressure could cause destruction of the hollow shells of microspheres.
After molding and before heat treating composite materials were kept in an open mold block in
accordance with the modes given in Table 1. This operation allowed to foam concrete during heat treatment
due to an excessive unextracted solvent. The preliminary curing temperature of 423 K was not optimal, since
it was obviously insufficient for the complete crosslinking of OHSMS.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the bonding agent (OHSMS)
curing degree on the curing time and temperature:
1 – 433 K, 2 – 473 K, 3 – 513 K, 4 – 553 K.

Figure 2. Dependence of the packed
density of LPC on molding pressure:
1 – glass microspheres filler (HGM);
2 – ceramic microspheres filler (HCM).

Determination of the optimal temperature conditions of heat treatment is a considerable task, since
many factors have an effect on the final performance properties of LPC. However, the dominant factors are
temperature, curing time and binding agent content [21]. Therefore, in this study the full three-factor
experiment planning was conducted in order to select the optimal modes (Table 2).
The impact resistance was used as a response function, since with increasing temperature and time LPC
can completely lose plastic properties and resistance to impact, which is extremely undesirable for protective
materials. The impact strength value depends on the degree of macromolecules crosslinking and it can decrease
at a certain stage, when a certain crosslinking frequency is exceeded [22]. The purpose of Box–Behnken design
was to find the corresponding optimal technological parameters, in particular temperature and time. Figures 3 and
4 show lines of equal levels of impact strength values depending on time and temperature of heat treatment for
LPC filled by HGM and HCM with a binder content of 10 vol.% and 20 vol.%, correspondingly.
Table 2. Box–Behnken Design.
No.

Trial No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6
2
5
1
10
12
11
9
8
7
4
3
13
14
15
16
17

Coded variable levels

Input data of experiment
Natural variable levels

X1

X2

X3

X1 (Time, hours)

X2 (Temperature, K)

X3 (Binding agent, %)

+
+
–
–
+
+
–
–
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+
–
+
–
0
0
0
0
+
+
–
–
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
0
0
0
0
0

8
8
2
2
8
8
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

553
473
553
473
513
513
513
513
553
553
473
473
513
513
513
513
513

15
15
15
15
20
10
20
10
20
10
20
10
15
15
15
15
15
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Figure 3. Lines of impact resistance equal levels f
or LPC with HGM (10 vol.% and 20 vol.% of OHSMS).

Figure 4. Lines of impact resistance equal levels
for LPC with HCM (10 vol.% and 20 vol.% of OHSMS).
According to the obtained experimental data, as the binding content increased, the impact strength
value shifted towards higher temperatures. As expected, an optimum impact value zone was found in all the
cases. When HGM was used as a filler, the optimum impact strength was achieved at OHSMS content of
10 vol.% at a temperature of 480 K and curing time of 4.25 hours.
With an increase in the binder content up to 20 vol.%, no significant changes in the optimum character
were observed. For this composition, the impact strength of the building material increased by no more than
20 %, owing to the low reactivity of HGM surface with OHSMS at the given temperatures.
When HCM was used as a filler, another behavior was observed. For composites filled by HCM, the
optimal curing mode was 515 K at the curing time of 4.5 hours (20 vol.% of OHSMS). The impact strength
increased significantly to about 36 kJ/m at OHSMS content of 20 vol.%, which is a very significant value for
building materials with the similar density.
Automated implementation of the Box-Behnken Design allowed to obtain the following regressions that
describe the dependence of impact strength value on curing time, temperature and binding agent content.
For LPC filled by HGM:

σ sp =
20.87 + 0.674 X 1 + 2.123 X 2 + 1.585 X 3 − 3.299 X 12 − 7.844 X 22 − 2.434 X 32 − 0.995 X 1 X 2 +
+ 1.282 X 1 X 3 + 1.942 X 2 X 3 .

(2)
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For LPC filled by HCM:

σ sp =
21.44 + 0.701X 1 + 2.122 X 2 + 1.559 X 3 − 3.561X 12 − 7.158 X 22 − 2.694 X 32 − 0.994 X 1 X 2 +
+ 1.23 X 1 X 3 + 1.942 X 2 X 3 ,

(3)

where X1 is curing time; X2 is curing temperature; X3 is binding agent content in LPC.
The results presented above indicate that there is an active interaction of the filler with the binding agent
due to the presence of active functional groups on the HCM surface. By virtue of the chemical composition,
there are aluminum hydroxide groups with an increased reactivity on the surface of HCM. The interaction of
aluminum hydroxide groups of HCM with functional groups of the organosilicon polymer located along the
main chain apparently occurs.
OHSMS used as a binder differs from commonly used organosilicon materials in not only chemical
nature (silane and carbosilane bonds in the main polymer chain appear in addition to siloxane bond), but also
in a high frequency of OHSMS macromolecules cross-linking limiting their mobility after curing [23]. Thus, the
developed composite materials based on OHSMS have lower plastic properties than commonly used LPC.
However, the analysis of physical and mechanical properties under compression showed compression
strength and modulus of elasticity increased in comparison to these values of commonly used LPC (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Dependence of mechanical strength characteristics of LPC filled
by HGM (curve 1) and HCM (curve 2) on bonding agent content (OHSMS):
(a) compression strength, (b) modulus of elasticity.
Apart from the nature and the content of a binder, the chemical composition and the size distribution of
fillers have a significant impact on the physical and mechanical properties of LPC. In this study the use of
HCM filler led to a significant increase in compressive strength as compared to LPC with HGM filler. The
modulus of elasticity of LPC with HCM as a filler is 20–30 % higher than that of LPC with HGM. This could be
explained by a difference in the fractional composition and the chemical interaction between the binder and
the filler surface. Apparently, chemical reaction occurred between the surface functional groups of HCM and
the reactive groups of OHSMS [24]. Moreover, in comparison with traditional silicone resins (polyphenyl and
polymethylphenyl siloxane), the compressive strength value increased by almost two times and the modulus
of elasticity increased by almost an order of magnitude. The properties of the developed concrete expand
possibilities of using the material under exposure of significant external static loads.

4. Conclusions
Novel type of light heat-resistant polymer concrete was developed on the basis of
oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan with hollow glass and ceramic microspheres. Organic-silicon binder
provided thermal resistance and high strength characteristics of the composite material. Adding hollow glass
and ceramic microspheres being waste products from the thermal power plants operating on solid fuels
allowed to develop reasonably priced materials and to reduce potential environmental pollution.
The minimum molding pressure of light polymer concrete depends on the type of microspheres: 0.4 MPa
for compositions with hollow ceramic microspheres and 0.25 MPa for compositions with hollow glass
microspheres. The difference is explained by a more significant deviation of the shape of ceramic microspheres
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from a spherical one, which makes it difficult to achieve maximum packing density of the filler. A further increase
in pressure is impractical due to the possibility of destruction of the microspheres shells.
For lightweight polymer concrete with oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan content of 10 vol.% and
filled with hollow glass microspheres, the optimum curing mode monitored by the toughness function was
achieved at a temperature of 480 K and a cure time of 4.25 hours. When using ceramic microspheres with an
organosilicon polymer, the optimum temperature and the cure time were increased by about 5 %. This is
apparently due to the difference in the concentration of silanol groups on the surface of glass and ceramic
microspheres and the difference in heat-conducting characteristics. At the same time, with an increase in the
binder content to 20 vol.%, no significant changes in the behavior of the composites were observed.
The compressive strength and elastic modulus of the developed composites significantly exceeds the
strength of the materials with traditional organosilicon binders, in particular polymethylphenylsiloxane. This is
due to a number of factors, such as the spatial ladder structure of the polymer, the presence of a significant
number of reactive groups in the binder, and their interaction with hydroxyl groups on the surface of the filler
with the formation of physical and chemical bonds.
The use of hollow ceramic microspheres as a filler led to a significant increase in compressive strength
compared to materials with hollow glass microspheres. The elastic modulus of lightweight polymer concrete
with ceramic microspheres was 20–30 % higher than that of materials with glass microspheres, which is due
to both higher strength characteristics of the filler shells and the difference in the interaction between the binder
and the filler surface.
To sum up the obtained results, it could be concluded that using oligooxyhydridesilmethylenesiloxysilan
as a binding agent provides the possibility to obtain construction materials, which can be used in various
industries, particularly in ferrous and nonferrous-metals industries, conventional and nuclear power industries.
Increased physical- mechanical properties, high thermal resistance and resistant to aggressive technogenic
and natural factors expand possibilities of using these materials under exposure of significant external static
loads.
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Аннотация.
Новый
тип
легких
полимербетонов
был
разработан
на
основе
олигооксигидридсилметиленсилоксисилана
с
полыми
стеклянными
или
керамическими
микросферами. Добавление полых стеклянных и керамических микросфер, являющихся отходами
тепловых электростанций, позволило уменьшить себестоимость материалов и снизить потенциальное
загрязнение окружающей среды. Для оптимизации технологии производства изучены технологические
условия отверждения и формования материалов. В соответствии с изменениями ударной вязкости был
установлен оптимальный режим отверждения для композитов при 480–515 К в течение 4,25–4,5 часа
в зависимости от типа наполнителя и содержания связующего. Было установлено, что использованное
кремнийорганическое связующее обеспечивает термическую устойчивость и высокие прочностные
характеристики композиционного материала. По сравнению с традиционными кремнийорганическими
смолами, предел прочности при сжатии разработанных материалов увеличился почти в два раза, а
модуль упругости увеличился почти на порядок. Благодаря взаимодействию алюмогидроксидных групп
керамических микросфер с кремнийорганическим полимером, модуль упругости материалов с
керамическими микросферами на 20–30 % выше, чем модуль упругости полимербетонов со
стеклянными микросферами. Высокие физико-механические свойства расширяют возможности
использования этих материалов при воздействии значительных внешних статических нагрузок.
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Abstract. Recent terrorist attacked has raised the importance of studying the structural response under blast
loads. Most of the past research has focused on the superstructure performance without considering the
foundation behavior under blast loads. In this research, a pile foundation system was analyzed using detailed
finite element analysis using ABAQUS under blast load to investigate the effectiveness of different mitigation
techniques. The foundation system includes nine concrete piles encased in steel pipes with external diameters
of 0.6 m. The piles have a length of 20 m in silty clay and stiff clay layers. The piles are connected using a
reinforced concrete raft with dimensions of 10 m×10 m and a thickness of 1 m. The blast load considered
resulted from a surface explosive charge of 457 kg of TNT at a standoff distance 2.5 m from raft and at a
height of 0.56 m above ground surface. The raft was loaded by 200 kN/m2 to represent the load transferred
from the structure. Barrier walls from different materials including aluminum, rubber, Thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) and Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) were considered to mitigate the blast load effect on the
pile foundation. Also, an open trench before the raft was considered and compared to the used wall barriers.
It was observed that the open trench and a wall barrier from Expanded Polystyrene showed the best mitigation
to the blast effect compared to the original case and other wall barriers from different materials. A parametric
study was conducted to optimize the selected EPS wall barrier in terms of thickness and depth.

1. Introduction
After the recent attacks on many iconic buildings, many researchers have focused in their research on
the structural response of buildings when subjected to blast loads and possible solutions to mitigate the risk
of this threat [1–6]. Due to the complexity of the problem and the severe damage occurring in the
superstructures, most of the research conducted in this area focused on the analysis and response of the
superstructure without taking in consideration the effect of the foundation. Dynamic waves resulting from
surface blast explosions can severely damage the foundation and underground structures through dynamic
loads exerted from reflected waves after hitting the ground [7–9].
Most of the research work addressing the soil and structural response of foundations and underground
structures under blast loads was conducted through finite element analysis using powerful packages such as
ABAQUS [10], LS-Dyna [11] and ANSYS [12] to consider the nonlinearity of materials, soil block modeling
with its boundary conditions and dynamic loads exerted on soil and underground structures and foundations
[13–18]. The finite element analysis provides well representation of the problem without the need for
experimental work, which is hard to perform and this explains the limited research work in this area [19–20].
Representing the blast loads in the finite element analysis needs careful consideration in order to obtain
accurate results and real simulation. Based on spherical explosive charges, most of empirical equations were
developed in order to calculate the pressure that is generated by air, surface, subsurface or under water
explosives on structures [7–9, 21–26]. The calculated pressure exerted by blast loads through these empirical
equations is affected by different parameters such as the weight of explosive charge, its duration, time of wave
Ibrahim, Y.E-H., Nabil, M. Risk of surface blast load on pile foundations. Magazine of Civil Engineering. 2019. 90(6).
Pp. 47–61. DOI: 10.18720/MCE.90.5
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arrival at the structure and particle displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The pressure generated on soils
depends on soil properties such as void ratio and water content, especially in cohesive soils compared to
granular soils with high relative density [21, 26].
The shape of the crater developed in soils due to blast explosions is significantly affected by the weight
of explosive charge. Explosives with higher weights lead to significant increase in energy dissipation. Pile
foundations subjected to surface blast loads may not be used to support superstructure after the blast because
of the high horizontal stresses developed in the top portions of piles close to the explosive charge [27].
Many researchers investigated ways to mitigate the risk of blast loads on underground structures using
barriers. The studied solutions included using barriers from different materials between the surface explosion
and the underground structure as well as using trenches filled with polystyrene foam. It was concluded that
these solutions had great influence on reducing the blast risk on underground structures especially using
compressible geofoam barrier made of polyurethane [28–31].
In this research, the effectiveness of using different techniques to mitigate the blast load effect on pile
foundation and surrounding soil was investigated using detailed finite element analysis using ABAQUS. The
pile foundation includes nine piles connected with a raft foundation. The mitigation techniques included the
using open trench or wall barrier from different materials such as aluminum, rubber, thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) and expanded polystyrene (EPS). The blast load effect was considered through an
explosive charge of 457 kg of TNT placed at a standoff distance of 2.5 m from the edge of the raft and at a
height of 0.56 m above ground surface. All barrier walls are assumed to have 0.25 m thickness and placed
at the edge of the raft foundation. The walls extended to 5.0 m below the ground surface. After comparing
the effectiveness of using these techniques, a parametric study was conducted to optimize the use of the
most effective mitigation technique in order to obtain the best protection of the pile foundation under blast
load.

2. Methods
First, in order to verify the representation of blast load on soil block and its effect on the formation of the
soil crater in terms of its radius and depth, a soil model was created using ABAQUS with its CONWEP
representation of blast load. The results were compared to that obtained from previous empirical equations
provided by Cooper [9] and Gould [32] and previous finite element model [33]. The developed finite element
model is shown in Figure (1.a). The soil block had the dimensions of 100 m×100 m×50 m and 10 m of
non-reflected boundaries in both X and Y directions and used a fixed boundary in Z direction. A 100-kg
spherical charge with a density of 1630 kg/m3 was used. The scale distance R from the surface of the earth to
the center of the charge was 0.50 m to confirm that the CONWEP will work well with the target surface X-Y
surface.

a) Finite Element Model
b) Time history of vertical displacement at center of crater
Figure 1. Finite element model of soil block used for verification.
An elastic–plastic analysis using the Drucker-Prager Cap model was conducted. The apparent crater
radius and depth, which were measured relative to the original surface, were compared to the empirical
equations and previous finite element model (Table 1). Figure 1.b shows the time history of the vertical
displacement of the center of crater after the soil block was subjected to the blast load.
Table 1. Crater depth and width from numerical analysis, empirical equations.
Apparent Crater Radius (m)

Apparent Crater Depth (m)

Cooper [9]

Method

1.80

–

Gould [32]

2.85

1.19

Previous Finite Element Model [33]

1.37

1.20

Developed Finite Element Model

1.69

1.27
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According to the results obtained, the developed finite element model provided results with acceptable
accuracy in terms of the radius and depth of the soil crater. Accordingly the finite element model was used in
this research.
The pile foundation considered in this study consisted of 9 reinforced concrete piles with a diameter of
600 mm each encased in 15 mm thick steel casing with a total length of 20 m. The piles are 4.2 m (center to
center) apart from each other. The piles are connected with a raft foundation with the dimensions of 10 m×10 m
with a total thickness of 1.0 m. A uniform load with an intensity of 200 kN/m2 was applied on the raft to represent
the load transferred from the structure. Blast charge of 457 kg of TNT was placed at a standoff distance 2.5
m from closest raft edge and at a height of 0.56 m above ground surface. The soil block considered had the
dimensions of 100 m x 100 m in plan with a depth of 50 m. Standard elements were used for soil block
surrounding the raft and pile foundations followed by infinite elements in order to provide quiet boundary
conditions to the finite element model. The soil profile consisted of upper layer of silty clay with a total thickness
of 10 m. This layer was followed by 40-m thick stiff clay. The soil properties are given in the following Table 2
[34]:
Table 2. Properties of soil layers [34].
Soil Property
Young’s Modulus (MPa)

silty clay

stiff clay

51.7

328

Poisson Ratio

0.45

0.17

Density kg/m3

1920

1920

Material Cohesion (MPa)

0.036

1.38

Material angle of friction (degrees)

24

36.9

Cap eccentricity parameter

0.3

0.33

Initial cap yield surface position

0.02

0.02

Transition surface radius parameter

0.05

0.01

[2.75, 0]
[4.83, 0.02]
[5.15, 0.04]
[6.20, 0.08]

[2.75, 0]
[4.14, 0.02]
[5.51, 0.05]
[6.20, 0.09]

Cap hardening behavior [Stress (MPa), plastic volumetric strain]

A wall barrier was used at closer edge of the raft with a length equals to the length of the raft (10.0 m).
The depth of wall barrier was 5.0 m with its top at the ground surface. The thickness of the wall was 0.25 m.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the piles, wall location and blast charge position.

Figure 2. Pile foundation arrangement and wall location.
Different types of wall barriers were considered including:
• No barrier (original case)
• Open trench
• Barrier from different materials (Aluminum, Thermoplastic polyurethane TPU, Rubber and Expanded
Polystyrene EPS)
Table 3 shows the different physical properties of materials used.
Table 3. Different physical properties of materials used.
Material

Modulus of Elasticity E (MPa)

Poisson Ratio ν

Aluminum
Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Rubber
Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)

73.09 * 103
158
76.53
7.5

0.33
0.40
0.45
0.00

Specific Weight

ɣ (kN/m3)

27.4
11.5
1.1
1.0
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Soil block was modeled in ABAQUS using Lagrangian three-dimensional solid continuum elements.
ABAQUS CONWEP empirical model was used to model the blast load on soil and foundations through defining
the equivalent TNT explosive charge and its location. The objective of the analysis was to consider the soil
behavior including crater formation and pile foundation performance [33]. In order to represent the soil
behavior, Drucker-Prager Cap model in ABAQUS was used. This model considers soil hardening/softening
and stress path dependence [35]. CIN3D8 elements were used to model the infinite elements and the
boundary conditions of the considered soil block. These elements are 3D 8-nodes solid continuum finite
elements. C3D8R elements were used to model the concrete elements of raft and piles. These elements are
8-node solid elements with reduced integration. In order to model the inelastic behavior of concrete material
of raft and piles, concrete damage plasticity model was used. This model considers the concept of isotropic
damaged elasticity in combination with isotropic tensile and compressive plasticity. Based on the material
properties of Chopra and Chakrabarti [36], stress-strain curve was developed by Martin [37], which was used
in this study. Values of yielding and failure strains of concrete were 0.002 and 0.004, respectively. In order to
model the plasticity in ABAQUS, true stress and logarithmic plastic strain were used. Figure 3 shows the finite
element model of the soil and pile foundation.
Raft and reinforced
concrete piles

Infinite element,
CIN3D8

a) Raft and piles

b) Whole finite element model

Figure 3. Finite element model of pile foundation and soil block.
Aluminum is modeled using Johnson-Cook constitutive model [38], which provides simple mathematical
relationship of stress-strain-temperature using material parameters; A, B, C and m as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Johnson-Cook parameters for Aluminum [38]
A (MPa)

B (MPa)

C

M

426

0.0083

1

349

Ductile failure criterion in ABAQUS was used to model TPU. The parameters needed to model the
isotropic hardening are given in Table 5 [38]
Table 5. Isotropic hardening stress-strain values for TPU [39]
Yield stress (MPa)
Plastic strain

11.05

25.92

45.36

119.02

265.26

295.43

390.17

0

0.36

0.76

1.42

1.90

2.18

2.97

The strain rate of TPU, fracture strain for ductile damage and Stress triaxiality were assumed to be
0.001 S–1, 2.9 and 0.33, respectively [39].
Hyperelastic and viscoelastic properties of rubber were modeled using ABAQUS. Neo-Hookean model
for hyperelastic behavior was used. The material constants C10, C01 and D1 were 1 MPa, 0 and
5.085 * 10–3 Pa, respectively. Prony series was used to model the viscoelastic behavior of the rubber. The
material constants used were gi, Ki and τi with values of 0.3, 0 and 0.1, respectively. These parameters can
be obtained from shear or relaxation test [40].
To model the hyperfoam material properties of EPS, ABAQUS default parameters were used to define
the strain energy function. The hyperfoam material is different from the regular hyperelastic material in terms
of its high compressibility (ABAQUS Manual). Viscoelastic behavior of the material was modeled through
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assigning values for the parameters used to define the prony series. The values used for this material were
0.5, 0.5 and 0.003 for gi, Ki and τi, respectively
Note that the dimensions of the barrier wall used were kept the same for all materials during this study,
even though it might not be practically accepted. This was decided in order to compare different responses of
these materials and to decide on the most effective one. Then the final selected material can be more
investigated to get the best enhancement can be obtained for the mitigation of blast load effect considering
the cost and availability.

3. Results and Discussions
The finite element analysis of the pile foundations, soil block and wall barrier was conducted under blast
load of 457 kg of TNT at a standoff distance 2.5 m from closest raft edge and at a height of 0.56 m above
ground surface. The effect of wall barrier used was considered through using different wall materials as well
as open trench and comparing the results with the original case, where the pile foundations are not protected.
Figures from 3 to 18 show the effect of different wall barrier from different materials and open trench on the
response of soil and pile foundation under the effect of blast load.
Figure 4 shows the soil crater developed after the blast in the original case. A typical crater shape was
obtained. The maximum vertical downward displacement in soil was 0.75 m at distance of 2.5 m from raft
edge. The soil profile was almost not affected at a distance of around 6.0 m from the raft edge in front of the
explosion. Figure 4 shows the lateral displacement of the soil for the original case. The maximum lateral
displacement was 0.17 m at 3.0 m from the raft edge in front of the explosion.

Figure 4. Crater shape (Distance measured from B).
In the first part of the analysis, the wall barrier had a thickness of 0.25 m and a total depth of 5.0 m with
its top at the same level with the top level of the raft foundation, which is at the ground surface. Figures 6 and
7 show the vertical and lateral displacement at the middle axis of the raft foundation (line BE) for different
cases considered. The maximum vertical displacement at the original case was 0.6 cm at point B. Using open
trench resulted in much reduction of the vertical displacement to around 0.1 cm, while the wall barrier resulted
in reduction of the value in most of the cases. Similarly, the lateral displacement of the middle axis of the raft
was around 0.9 cm at point B at the original case and it was reduced significantly upon using the open trench
to around 0.1 cm. EPS wall barrier resulted in considerable reduction of the lateral displacement to around
0.36 cm, and the EPS wall barrier was considered the best barrier used, in this regard.

Figure 5. Lateral displacement in the soil (Distance measured from B).
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Figure 6. Vertical displacement at raft foundation (E at zero and B at 10 m) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 7. Lateral displacement at raft foundation (E at zero and B at 10 m) at t = 0.03 seconds.
Figure 8 shows the deformation of the set of piles due to the blast load in the original case. It is clear
that the most deformed pile was the pile close to the explosive charge (number 4) and the large deformations
occurred at the top part of the piles. Figure 9 to Figure 13 show the response of the edge pile (pile number 4);
while Figure 14 to Figure 19 show the response of the central pile (pile number 5). According to Figure 9, TPU
and rubber barriers had no considerable effect on the vertical displacement at the top of the edge pile while
the vertical displacement at its top was increased in the case of open trench, EPS and Aluminum barrier wall.
The pile foundations experienced the largest residual vertical displacement of the edge pile (0.25 cm) at its
top in the Aluminum barrier case. Figures 10 and 11 show the lateral and vertical displacements over the
length of the edge pile (number 4) in all cases, respectively.

Figure 8. Deformed shape of pile foundation at t = 0.03 seconds in the original case (no wall barrier).
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Figure 9. Vertical displacement at central of edge pile (Pile No. 4) at t = 0.03 seconds.
The maximum lateral displacement of the pile occurred at depth of 3.0 m in all cases, except for the open
trench case, where the maximum lateral displacement was at depth of 5.0 m. Open trench and EPS barrier wall
resulted in significant reduction of the lateral displacement, especially in the open trench case, compared to the
original case. Rubber barrier wall has no effect on the lateral displacement, while more lateral displacement was
obtained when using TPU and Aluminum walls. Similar results were obtained regarding the vertical displacement
of the edge pile with the occurrence of maximum downward displacement at depth of 7.0 m for most of the cases
and maximum upward displacement at its top as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. Lateral displacement at edge pile (Pile No. 4) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 11. Vertical displacement at edge pile at t = 0.03 seconds.
Figures 12 and 13 show the vertical and lateral stresses developed in the pile number 4. Values of
vertical stresses did not show big variances in most of the cases, however, the lateral stresses were much
reduced in the open trench case. Higher vertical stresses were received in the top part of the edge pile with
the maximum vertical stress at depth of 3.0 m from the pile top. The maximum lateral stresses were
experienced at the top of the pile with much less stresses in lower parts of the edge pile. The open trench had
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better effect on the vertical and lateral displacements and stresses on the edge pile when subjected to blast
loads.
Considering pile number 5, which is located under the center of the raft, the lateral and vertical
displacement at the top of the pile are shown in Figures 14 and 15. By the end of the blast load duration,
significant reduction in lateral displacements was obtained in both cases; open trench and EPS wall barrier.

Figure 12. Vertical stress at edge pile (Pile No. 4) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 13. Lateral stress at edge pile (Pile No. 4) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 14. Lateral displacement at central pile (Pile No. 5).
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Figure 15. Vertical displacement at central pile (Pile No. 5).

Figure 16. Lateral displacement at center pile (Pile No. 5) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 17. Vertical displacement at center pile (Pile No. 5) at t = 0.03 seconds.
After reaching a conclusion that the EPS wall barrier is the best wall barrier in terms of mitigating the blast
load risk on the pile foundation, a parametric study was conducted to optimize the effectiveness of this wall barrier
in this regard. Three cases were considered to study the effect of the wall thickness of EPS wall barrier including
using thickness of 50 cm and 100 cm besides the case considered earlier (25 cm) and comparing these cases
with the original case that has no wall barrier. The results of this parametric study are shown in Figures 20 to 27.
According to the results, considerable enhancement was obtained upon increasing the wall thickness in terms
of the lateral and vertical displacements over the pile length (Figures 20 and 21, respectively for edge pile), time
history of lateral and vertical displacement at the top of the central pile (Figures 22 and 23, respectively), lateral
displacement over the length of the central pile and finally the vertical displacement along the central X-axis of
the raft. The top half of the edge pile experienced large lateral displacements in all cases while no noticeable
lateral displacements were spotted in the lower part. The maximum vertical displacements were obtained at a
depth of 8 to 10 m in all cases. Increasing the wall barrier thickness from 50 cm to 100 cm has a negligible effect
on the enhancement of the pile foundations under blast loads. According to the importance of the building and
the possibility of being targeted in a terrorist attack, the designer and the owner may choose the thickness of the
wall barrier to mitigate the blast load risk on the foundation. According to the results obtained, the maximum
recommended wall barrier thickness is 50 cm.
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Figure 18. Lateral stress at center pile (Pile No. 5) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 19. Vertical stress at center pile (Pile No. 5) at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 20. Lateral displacement of Pile No. 4 at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 21. Vertical displacement of Pile No. 4 at t = 0.03 seconds.
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Figure 22. Lateral displacement at central of Pile No. 4.

Figure 23. Vertical displacement at central of Pile No. 4.

Figure 24. Lateral displacement at central of Pile No. 5 at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 25. Vertical displacement along line BE at raft at t = 0.03 seconds.
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Figure 26. Lateral displacement along line BE at raft.

Figure 27. Vertical stress along Pile No. 4.
On the other hand, it might be considered to increase the depth of the wall barrier to provide better
protection for the pile foundation system. The original case considered had wall barrier with a total depth of
5.0 m. Most of the large deformations obtained in piles were observed in top 5.0 m of the pile length.
Accordingly, another parametric study was conducted to investigate the effect of having different depths of
wall barrier including 10.0 and 15.0 m and the results were compared to the case considered earlier (depth of
5.0 m) and the original case that had no wall barrier. The results are shown in Figures 28 to 31. According to
the results obtained, increasing the wall depth had no significant enhancement on the pile and foundation
performance under blast load. There was no considerable protection obtained upon increasing the depth of
the wall barrier to 10.0 or 15.0 m against the surface blast load. A depth of 5.0 m of EPS wall barrier was
considered the optimal wall barrier in all cases considered.

Figure 28. Lateral displacement of Pile No. 4 at t = 0.03 seconds.
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Figure 29. Vertical displacement of Pile No. 4 at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 30. Lateral displacement of Pile No. 5 over its length at t = 0.03 seconds.

Figure 31. Vertical displacement of Pile No. 5 over its length at t = 0.03 seconds.

4. Conclusions
A finite element analysis using ABAQUS was conducted to study the effect of surface blast load on pile
foundation considering different techniques in order to reduce the risk of the blast load. The pile foundation
system consisted of nine 20-m length concrete piles encased in steel pipes with external diameter of 0.6 m
and connected with a raft foundation of 10.0×10.0 m in plane dimensions and a thickness of 1.0 m. The soil
profile consisted of upper layer of silty clay with a total thickness of 10 m. This layer was followed by 40-m
thick stiff clay. The raft was loaded by 200 kN/m2 to represent the load transferred from the structure. Explosive
charge of 457 kg of TNT was assumed at a standoff distance 2.5 m from raft and at a height of 0.56 m above
ground surface. Different techniques were considered in the study including using open trench before the pile
foundation and wall barrier from different materials with a dimension of 10.0 m length, 0.25 m thickness and a
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depth of 5.0 m with its top at the ground surface. According to the results, the following conclusions were
obtained:
1. The open trench provides significant protection to the pile foundations under blast load effect. The
enhancement in the response of the pile foundation upon using the open trench was better than all the wall
barriers used.
2. Wall barriers can provide good enhancement of response of soil and pile foundation against surface
blast load. However, the material of the wall barrier can play a vital role in this effect. Expanded Polystyrene
(EPS) was the best material used for the wall barrier due to its hyperelastic and viscoelastic properties.
3. The protection provided by the wall barrier to the pile foundation against surface blast load is
significantly affected by the thickness of the wall barrier. Larger thickness of wall barrier provides better
enhancement and protection to the pile foundation. However, this should be considered with the cost of the
wall barrier and the importance of the building and how susceptible to possible terrorist attack.
4. A depth of 5.0 m is sufficient for the wall barrier to provide significant protection to surface blast load
threat. Larger depths provide slight enhancement that is not worthy compared to the increase in cost and
construction challenges.
The study will be extended to investigate if similar results can be obtained when considering the effect
of surface blast load on underground structures considering different parameters as the depth of underground
structure, soil profile and various possible mitigation techniques.
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Abstract. Prediction of punching shear strength in RC two-way slabs with different fiber volume fractions,
and freely drop weight heights (Impact load) is fundamental to propose structural design procedures for
structures subjected to impact load. Moreover, the punching failure of two-way slabs subjected to impact
can consider as a complex behavior in design. Thus, the punching shear capacity of reinforced concrete
(RC) two-way slabs subjected to drop-weight impacts investigated in this paper by using Nonlinear Finite
Element Analysis (NLFEA). Firstly, the simulated models were validated against fifteen RC slabs with
Polypropylene Fiber (PF) volume (Vf) of 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 % and subjected to impact load at the height of
0, 1.2, and 2.4 m. Then, the simulated slabs were expanded to cover slabs not subjected to impact load
(impact height (HI) of 0 m) and slabs with Vf of 0 % to 1.2 % and subjected to impact load at the height of
1 m to 11m, resulting in a total of 182 RC slabs. The behavior of each slab evaluated in terms of the crack
patterns, ultimate punching shear capacity, and deflection profile. The results showed that adding the PF at
a dosage of 0.1 to 1.2 % by volume of concrete leads to significant enhancement in the overall structural
behavior of the slabs and their resistance to impact loading. Attractively, after impact height of 10 m
(KE = 686.00 J), the simulated RC slabs with PF volume fraction less than 0.7 % are failed. While all the
simulated RC slabs subjected to impact load at the height of 11 m (KE 754.26 J) failed. Finally, NLFEA was
also performed to provide a prediction for impact factor based on PF volume fraction and the impact load
height.

1. Introduction
The response of reinforced concrete (RC) elements subjected to impact load is a hot topic in the
previously published research work. Also, it still needs more elaboration to understand their complex behavior.
This hot topic is significant especially in the area of RC nuclear facilities or military fortification structures that
are used in high-hazard or high-threat applications as well as in the structures that are designed to resist the
accidental impact loading due to falling rock and ship or vehicle collisions with offshore facilities, bridges, and
buildings. Therefore, extensive work should be undertaken in an attempt to develop a design procedure for
post-impact resistant and to improve the behavior of RC elements subjected to impact loads. Up to now, the
establishing of empirical provisions for estimating the damage and structural capacity under specific impact
loading is the most focused topic of the majority of the impact loading related research [1–8]. Nowadays twoway RC flat slabs can be considered as the excellent solution for residential, commercial, and office buildings
because of the practical and economic issues such as the easy installation of electrical and mechanical
infrastructures, the considerably simpler and reduced formwork, and faster site operations as well as the more
comfortable and versatility space partitioning. Moreover, the punching failure considered as a complex
behavior in the design of the RC two-way flat slab. Besides, the punching failure is typically brittle and
considered as the ultimate load capacity of two-way RC slabs and can cause a sudden collapse of the entire
structure [9–15].
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Recently, utilizing fiber reinforced concrete has emerged as a practical approach for enhancing the
performance of RC elements under impact loading. Numerous studies have shown that FRC elements
(conventional steel reinforcing bars) demonstrate superior resistances to global impact behavior than local
damage mechanism development and. As a result, acquire enhanced energy absorption capabilities under
impact loading concerning RC elements [16]. Also, FRC is used to increase the punching shear capacity and
the deformation capacity of RC flat slabs due to the capability of fibers in the bridging after the creation of the
cracks [17, 18]. Based on the previous literature review, the punching shear strength of the RC two-way flat
slabs after impact load omitted. Therefore, this paper presents the methodology and conclusions from a
nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA) program in terms of the effect of impact load on the punching shear
behavior of RC and polypropylene fiber reinforced (PFR) concrete two-way slabs. Highlighting was placed on
assessing the impact of fiber volume fractions, and freely dropped weight heights on the RC two-way flat slab
behavior in terms of ultimate load capacity, deflection profile, toughness or energy absorption as well as the
mode of failure.

2. Methods
2.1. Description of the experimental program
The experimental program reported by Al-Rousan [19] included testing fifteen two-way reinforced
concrete slabs as a simply supported system with an equally clear length and width of 1.0 m as well as slab
thicknesses of 7 cm. The investigated parameters include the slab thicknesses, ts (7 cm and 9 cm), fiber
volume fractions (0 %, 0.3 %, 0.6 %, 0.9 %, and 1.2 %), and freely drop weight (10 cm in diameter and weighs
7 kg) heights, hi (0, 1.2 m, and 2.4 m). The slabs reinforced with seven steel bars with a diameter of 5 mm in
each direction which is equivalent to steel reinforcement ratios of 0.0018 and 0.0025 for the 9 cm and 8 cm
slabs according to the ACI 318-14 Code. A dropped mass height of 1.2 m and 2.4 m represented impact
velocity of 4.85 m/s and 6.86 m/s, respectively, as well as the kinetic energy of 82.32 J and 164.64 J,
respectively.
The RC two-way slabs were tested firstly under impact load by using a special design setup consists of
steel members with I-section joined together to provide a horizontal platform to give simply supported condition
for the two-way slab. A steel ball of 7 kg mass with adjustable heights of 1.2 m to 2.4 m is allowed to fall freely
through 150 mm in diameter hollow tube member placed vertically to stick the top surface of the tested twoway slabs at the center. After applying the impact load, all slabs tested as simply supported in both directions
placed and were monotonically loaded up to failure using a hydraulic jack centrally positioned at the top of the
slab. A square steel plate with a thickness of 50 mm and a side length of 200 mm was used to simulate the
column with 200 mm sides. The applied load measured by using the load cell. Three linear variable differential
transformers (LVDT) were placed at a specific location to measure the deflection profile of the tested slabs.
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain diagrams for the concrete batches with different fiber volume fractions as well
as the compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity. Table 1 shows the results of
tested slabs
50
Fiber density,0.6%
Fiber density,0.3%

Fiber density,0.9%
Fiber density,1.2%
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40
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Fiber density,0%
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0.3
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Figure 1. Stress-strain diagrams and mechanical properties of concrete [19].
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2.2. Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis
Nonlinear finite element (NLFEA) is a very useful and efficient tool for the analysis of complex structures
in terms of the significant savings in the time, cost of fabrication and experimental testing, changing any
parameter, allowing for obtaining the stress and corresponding strain, as well as the load capacity and
corresponding displacement at any location. Accordingly, the NLFEA program package (ANSYS) was used to
simulate the actual behavior of the tested RC slabs (Table 1). Then NLFEA simulation models (Table 2) were
expanded to provide a parametric study of 182 RC slabs in terms of PF volume fraction (0.0–1.2 %) and impact
load height (0 (No Impact) to 11 m (Failure of all slabs)) or kinetic energy (68.69 J and 754.26 J), respectively.
Table 1. Specimens’ details and tested [19] versus NLFEA results.
Percent of fibers by
volume (Vf)
0
0.30 %
0.60 %
0.90 %
1.2 %
0
0.30 %
0.60 %
0.90 %
1.2 %
0
0.30 %
0.60 %
0.90 %
1.2 %

Slab
Sf0.0t0.07h0
Sf0.3t0.07h0
Sf0.6t0.07h0
Sf0.9t0.07h0
Sf1.2t0.07h0
Sf0.0t0.07h1.2
Sf0.3t0.07h1.2
Sf0.6t0.07h1.2
Sf0.9t0.07h1.2
Sf1.2t0.07h1.2
Sf0.0t0.07h2.4
Sf0.3t0.07h2.4
Sf0.6t0.07h2.4
Sf0.9t0.07h2.4
Sf1.2t0.07h2.4

Height of the falling
mass (hI), m

Experimental- Ultimate
NLFEA-Ultimate
punching shear load, kN punching shear load, kN
88.9
93.4
96.1
100.7
108.4
61.8
67.8
74.9
83.0
91.0
58.1
63.9
70.4
77.9
85.5

None

1.2

2.4

88.9
93.4
96.1
100.7
108.4
62.0
68.4
73.7
81.1
91.5
58.1
64.1
69.2
76.0
85.8

Table 2. NLFEA RC slabs details and ultimate load capacity.

Vf, %

Impact Load

HI, m KE, J

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

0.00
68.69
82.33
137.16
164.71
205.90
274.13
343.04
411.27
479.93
548.63
617.25
686.00
754.26

88.9
63.5
62.0
61.0
58.1
56.8
52.9
48.2
43.5
38.4
29.3
13.2
F
F

91.0
66.0
64.5
63.4
60.4
59.0
55.0
50.1
45.2
39.9
30.4
13.7
F
F

92.4
68.1
66.5
65.4
62.4
60.9
56.7
51.7
46.7
41.2
31.4
14.1
F
F

93.4
70.0
68.4
67.2
64.1
62.6
58.3
53.1
48.0
42.3
32.3
14.5
F
F

94.3
71.8
70.1
68.9
65.7
64.2
59.8
54.5
49.2
43.4
33.1
14.9
F
F

95.1
73.6
71.8
70.7
67.4
65.8
61.3
55.8
50.4
44.5
33.9
15.3
F
F

96.1
75.5
73.7
72.5
69.2
67.5
62.9
57.3
51.8
45.7
34.8
15.7
F
F

97.3
77.7
75.9
74.6
71.1
69.4
64.7
59.0
53.2
47.0
35.8
16.1
0.9
F

98.8
80.2
78.3
77.0
73.4
71.7
66.8
60.9
54.9
48.5
37.0
16.6
2.4
F

100.7
83.0
81.1
79.7
76.0
74.2
69.1
63.0
56.9
50.2
38.3
17.2
4.2
F

102.9
86.2
84.2
82.8
78.9
77.1
71.8
65.4
59.1
52.2
39.7
17.9
6.5
F

105.5
89.8
87.7
86.2
82.2
80.3
74.8
68.2
61.6
54.3
41.4
18.6
9.1
F

108.4
93.8
91.5
90.0
85.8
83.8
78.1
71.2
64.3
56.7
43.2
19.4
11.9
F

0.0
1.0
1.2
2.0
2.4
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0

N o t e : Hi:

Vf: Percent of fibers by volume Impact load height, KE: Kinetic Energy, and F: Failure.

The SOLID65 element is capable of predicting the non-homogeneity, brittleness, and nonlinear behavior
of concrete materials using a smeared crack approach with ultimate uniaxial tensile and compressive strengths
(Figure 1). The detailed concrete properties in tension, compression, and modulus of elasticity are included
earlier in Section 2.1. The Poisson's ratio is taken as 0.2. The shear transfer coefficient (βt) taken as 0.8, which
is nearly more than typical values for plain concrete since the fibers allow for the transfer of stress across the
cracks. The efficiency of the PF in increasing the tensile and flexural strengths of the concrete based on the
number and the orientation of PF per unit cross-sectional concrete area evaluated. The amount and orientation
of PF per unit area were calculated based on the probability method proposed by Parviz and Lee [20]. LINK8
element was used to simulate the steel reinforcement bars with elastic-perfectly plastic behavior, Poisson's
ratio of 0.3, yield strength of 460 MPa, and elastic modulus of 200 GPa. The Steel ball, steel plates at the
loading and support locations were simulated using the SOLID45 element with linear elastic behavior; Poisson
ratio and elastic modulus of 0.3 and 200 GPa, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the typical NLFEA meshing of the RC slab before and after the impact load. In NLFEA, the
total applied load divided into a series of load steps or load increments. Newton-Raphson equilibrium iterations
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provide convergence at the end of each load increment within tolerance limits equal five times the default tolerance
limits of 0.5 % and 5 % for force and displacement checking to achieve the convergence of NLFEA solution.

Figure 2. Typical finite element meshing of the RC slabs before and after impact.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Validation of NLFEA results
The tested RC slabs were simulated to validate the NLFEA, as shown in Table 2. The results from the
experimental and NLFEA compared in terms of the load-deflection curves (Figure 3) and the ultimate load at
failure (Table 2). Inspection of Figure 3 reveals that the NLFEA load-deflection curves had an excellent
agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, Table 2 indicates that the NLFEA simulated RC slabs are
very close to the tested ones in terms of the load-deflection behavior (Figure 3), ultimate load capacity
(Table 2), and mode of failure (Figure 4).
For further illustration, the NLFEA models were expanded to cover the effect of PF volume fraction
and impact load height or kinetic energy on the impact factor (b). Impact factor (b) calculated by dividing the
ultimate load capacity of the slab subjected to impact load by the control slab (no impact) as shown in Table 3.
Depending on the kinetic energy of the RC slabs having similar concrete compressive and tensile strength,
Table 3 can be utilized to predict the required impact factor of a specific PF volume fraction. After an impact
height of 10 m (KE = 686.00 J), the simulated RC slabs with PF volume fraction less than 0.7 % failed. While
all the simulated RC slabs subjected to impact load at the height of 11 m (KE 754.26 J) failed.
After Impact (2.4 m)
Slab Thickness = 7cm

100

Sf1.2t0.07h2.4

80
Load, kN

Sf0.9t0.07h2.4
60

Sf0.6t0.07h2.4
Sf0.3t0.07h2.4
Sf0.0t0.07h2.4

40

Tested
NLFEA

20
0
0

10

20

30

40

Displacement, mm
Figure 3. Typical tested [19] and NLFEA Load versus mid-span displacementcurves.

Sf0.6t0.07h2.4 (Top-Crack patterns) – 7 cm

Sf0.6t0.07h2.4 (Bottom-strain contours) – 7 cm

Figure 4. Typical tested [19] and NLFEA results of RC slabs.
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Table 3. Impact factor (b) using NLFEA.

b

Impact Load

HI, m KE, J
0.0
1.0
1.2
2.0
2.4
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0

0.00
68.69
82.33
137.16
164.71
205.90
274.13
343.04
411.27
479.93
548.63
617.25
686.00

0.0
1.000
0.714
0.697
0.686
0.654
0.638
0.595
0.542
0.489
0.432
0.329
0.148

0.1
1.000
0.726
0.709
0.697
0.664
0.649
0.604
0.551
0.497
0.439
0.334
0.151

0.2
1.000
0.738
0.720
0.708
0.675
0.659
0.614
0.560
0.505
0.446
0.340
0.153

0.3
1.000
0.749
0.732
0.720
0.686
0.670
0.624
0.569
0.513
0.453
0.345
0.155

0.4
1.000
0.762
0.743
0.731
0.697
0.680
0.634
0.578
0.522
0.460
0.351
0.158

0.5
1.000
0.774
0.755
0.743
0.708
0.691
0.644
0.587
0.530
0.468
0.357
0.160

0.6
1.000
0.786
0.768
0.755
0.720
0.703
0.655
0.597
0.539
0.475
0.362
0.163

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
N o t e : Hi: b: Impact factor, KE: Kinetic Energy, and F: Failure.
754.26

0.7
1.000
0.799
0.780
0.767
0.731
0.714
0.665
0.606
0.547
0.483
0.368
0.166
0.009

0.8
1.000
0.812
0.793
0.779
0.743
0.725
0.676
0.616
0.556
0.491
0.374
0.168
0.024

0.9
1.000
0.825
0.805
0.792
0.755
0.737
0.687
0.626
0.565
0.499
0.380
0.171
0.042

1.0
1.000
0.838
0.818
0.805
0.767
0.749
0.698
0.636
0.574
0.507
0.386
0.174
0.063

1.1
1.000
0.852
0.832
0.818
0.780
0.761
0.709
0.646
0.584
0.515
0.393
0.177
0.086

1.2
1.000
0.866
0.845
0.831
0.792
0.773
0.721
0.657
0.593
0.523
0.399
0.179
0.110

F

F

F

F

F

F

0%

0.1 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

0.4 %

0.5 %

0.6 %

0.7 %

0.8 %

0.9 %

1.0 %

1.1 %
(a) Top Side

1.2 %

0%

0.1 %

0.2 %

0.3 %

0.4 %

0.5 %

0.6 %

0.7 %

0.8 %

0.9 %

1.0 %

1.1 %
(b) Bottom Side

1.2 %

Figure 5. Typical crack patterns of the simulated models.
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3.2. Mode of failure
Based on the NLFEA results, all simulated slabs failed in the punching shear mode, and flexural cracks
started from the loading steel plate and extended until the edges of the tested slab. Punching shear mode of failure
was a brittle that occurred near the loading steel plate (compression face or top surface) at the ultimate failure load.
Followed by the development of a punching shear failure cone at the tensile face (Bottom surface). Figure 5 shows
the typical punching shear failure on the compression face and tensile face. Inspection of Figure 5 shows that slabs
subjected to impact had more flexural cracks and large punching shear cone than slabs not subjected to impact.
Besides, Figure 5 shows the increase of fiber volume decreased the number of flexural cracks and the size of the
punching shear cone. Because the fibers resist the applied forces until the fibers were pulled out from the concrete.
Additionally, the occupation of fibers in stretching the failed bottom surface (tension face) of the slab away from the
loading steel plate thus increased their punching shear capacity.

Punching shear capacity, kN

120
100

2.4%

3.9%

5.1% 6.1%

0.1

0.2

0.3

7.0%

15.7% 18.7%
11.1% 13.3%
8.1% 9.4%

21.9%

80
60
40
20
0
0.0

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

Fiber volume percentage, %

Punching shear capacity, kN

100
-29%

-31%

-36%

1

2

3

-41%

-46%

-51%

-57%

-67%

4

5

6

7

8

-85%

80

60

40

20

0
0

9

Impact Load Height, m

Figure 6. Effect of fiber volume percentage and impact load height on punching shear load.

3.3. Ultimate load capacity
Table 2 and Figure 6 show the summarized results and the effect of fiber volume percentage and impact
load on the punching shear load of the tested slabs. Inspection of Figure 6 reveals that the ultimate punching
shear capacity of control slab (slabs not subjected to impact) generally increases. Also, the degradation in slab
strength due to impact load decreases with the increasing fiber volume percentage. Adding Vf in 0.1 to 1.2 % by
volume fraction increased the ultimate punching capacity for slab without Vf by about 2.4 to 21.9 %, respectively.
Also, the impact load at the height of 1 m to 9 m created degradation in the ultimate punching shear capacity of
29 % to 85 %, respectively. As well as the efficiency of fiber in absorbing of impact load or decreasing the ultimate
load capacity degradation increased with the increasing of Vf percentage.

3.4. Load deflection behavior
Figure 7 shows the effect of the impact load and fiber volume on the load-displacement behavior, stiffness,
and toughness. The stiffness defined as the slope of the curve from the initiation of the first crack (reaching the tensile
strength of the concrete) to the displacement equal to 3 mm. The toughness defined as the area under the loaddisplacement behavior. The load-displacement behavior can be divided into two stages based on the crack growth
and the shape of the load-displacement behavior, as shown in Figure 7. In the first stage (zero loadings to load at
which the displacement equal to 3 mm), the behavior is approximately elastic liner before the initiation of the first
crack (which is located at the center of the slab and close to the loading steel plate) and caused a reduction in the
stiffness of the curve. Then, in the second stage, the stiffness was reduced suddenly, followed by the development
of the punching shear cone. Inspection of Figure 7 reveals that the impact load height caused a higher reduction in
stiffness and in toughness to control slab (no impact load) than fiber volume percentage. Besides, Figure 7 shows
that the stiffness and toughness generally increase with the increasing fiber volume percentage. The adding of PFR
assists in delaying and resisting the formulation and expanding of cracks, thus slab stiffness and toughness are
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enhanced. Also, Figure 7 shows the proposed equation for predicting ultimate load capacity in terms of impact load
height (Figure 7(a)) and fiber volume percentage (Figure 7(b)).

120

-3.74e0.035HI

Vf = 0%

100

Load = 3642e
R2 = 0.999

HI = 0 m

Load, kN

80
60
40
20
HI = 9 m

0
0

10

20

30

40

Displacement, mm
(a) Effect of impact load height (HI)

120

Vf = 1.2%

HI = 0 m

100

Load, kN

80

0.35e0.34Vf

Load = 62.8e
R2 = 0.9983

Vf = 0%

60
40
20
0
0

10

20

30

40

Displacement, mm
(b) Effect of fiber volume (Vf)
Figure 7. Typical load versus displacement curves.

3.5. Deflection profile
Assessment of the displacement profile of the simulated slabs provides further information (quantitative
measure) on the topic of the effect of tested parameters (Figure 8). The global structural behavior that is not
directly obvious from studying the load-displacement behavior and ultimate mid-point displacement. Figure 8
shows the effect of the impact load and fiber volume on the displacement profile. Inspection of Figure 8 reveals
that the impact load height had the highest displacement profile, specifically at the mid-point comparing with
the impact load at the lowest height. This mode of failure is observed the same in slabs subjected to impact
at a higher height had more flexural cracks and large punching shear cone than slabs subjected to impact at
the lowest height. While the displacement at the quarter-point is almost equal for both impact heights. It is
seen that the PFR was successful in justifying the growth of localized failures in terms of the number of flexural
cracks and the size of the punching shear cone. The PFR slabs exhibited displacement profile in which
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displacement was more consistently distributed and, as a result, we're able to achieve more extensive
displacement profile at failure.
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30
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HI = 0 m

15
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5
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(a) Effect of impact load height (HI)
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(b) Effect of fiber volume (Vf)
Figure 8. Typical displacement shapes,

3.6. Punching shear model for two-way RC slabs subjected to impact load
An empirical model was proposed to predict the punching shear strength of two-way RC slabs subjected
to impact load as a function of tested parameters. Most models founded in the literature and design codes base
their verifications on a critical section to find the punching shear strength of non-impacted RC slabs without shear
reinforcement [9–20]. Equation (1) shows the ACI 318-14 expression for circular or square columns of two-way
slab moderate relative to the concrete compressive strength and thickness of the slab.

VR = 0.33bo d f c′ ,

(1)

where VR is the punching shear capacity of two-way slabs at critical section located at d/2 from the face of the
square or circular column;

d is the effective depth of the slab;
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f'c is the concrete compressive strength at 28 days;
bo is the perimeter of the critical section.
Based on the above equation, Equation (2) can be used to describe the punching shear capacity of RC
two-way slabs subjected to impact with some modifications as following:

VR = αβ bo d f c′ ,

(2)

where α and β is a factor accounting for fiber volume fraction and impact load effects, respectively. Based on
the regression analysis of the RC two-way slabs not subjected to impact load (β = 1) as shown in Figure 9
[19], Equation (3) presents the relationship between the fiber volume fraction and α factor.

α = 0.321e

0.1523V f

(3)

,

where Vf is the fiber volume fraction percentage. Based on the analysis of the RC two-way slabs subjected to

impact load Table 3 shows the β factor based on impact height and fiber volume fraction percentage. Thus
the punching shear strength of the RC two-way slabs subjected to impact can be defined by the following
equations

VR = (0.321β e

0.1523V f

)bo d f c′.

(4)

0.45
RC two-way slabs not subjected impact load (β = 1)

α = 0.321e

0.40

0.1523V f

2

VR
bo d f c/

R = 0.9602
0.35

0.30
Results
0.25
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

Vf , %
Figure 9. Relationships between fiber volume fraction percentage (Vf)
and α factor for RC two way slabs not subjected impact load [19].

4. Conclusions
1. The increase in impact load and the fiber volume increased the number of flexural cracks and the
size of the punching shear cone.
2. Adding fiber volume in 0.1 to 1.2 % by volume fraction enhanced the ultimate punching capacity with
2.4 to 21.9 % while the impact load at the height of 1 m to 9 m created degradation in the ultimate punching
shear capacity of 29 % and 85 %.
3. After an impact height of 10 m, the simulated RC slabs with PF volume fraction less than 0.7 % failed.
While all the simulated RC slabs subjected to impact load at the height of 11 m failed.
4. Based on innovative NLFEA verified with the experimental results, the impact factor (β) proposed for
predicting the ultimate punching shear capacity of RC slabs at specific PF volume and kinetic energy.
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Abstract. Biological corrosion is a type of effect that influences almost all possible construction projects.
The primary measures for its prevention include sanitary and preventive work carried out using various
chemicals. The shortcoming of buildings chemical treatment is the degradation effect on building composites
with a significant reduction in the life of structures. The subject of the study was presented by the aggressive
effect degree of sanitation treatment on various compositions of cement stone assessment. During the
research Portland cement and aluminous cement, samples were exposed in two mediums – reagent solution
(experimental medium) and tap water (control medium). The degree of medium influence on the cement
stone samples was estimated according to the data on the main physic and chemical parameters of the
process and phase-structural transformations of the stone after aging in an aggressive environment. There
was an increase in the strength of samples after 6 months of exposure both for Portland cement stone and
aluminous cement stone compared to the samples aged in pure water and original samples without
exposure that showed the absence of the degradation effect of decontamination solution on the cement
stone. The increase in the strength of materials occurred due to the intensification of carbonization
processes in the sanitation agent medium resulting in the mud injection of pores and voids due to the
crystallization of insoluble calcium carbonates. It was confirmed by the compaction of the micro-structure of
cement stone expressed by the increase in the mass of samples and the total concentration of carbonate
compounds in the volume of the material after 6 months of exposure.

1. Introduction
A significant increase of industrial impact on ecosystem associated with urbanization makes it
necessary to monitor and control the process in terms of the harmful effects of production on the environment,
as well as the degradation of buildings and structures as a result of the influence of various factors [1–6].
The corrosion of building materials, in the surroundings of which a person spends up to 80 % of his life,
is one of the main problems in the context of the globalization of technological development. This is primarily
due to the increase in the number of industrial enterprises; frequent disregard of building regulations in the
process of waterproofing of certain parts of buildings and structures; the lack of proper ventilation. Biological
corrosion is a type of effect that influences almost all possible construction objects [7–15]. At the same time it
is obvious that in the case of agricultural enterprises, the problem of structural degradation as a result of the
life of living organisms is especially acute, since it is aggravated by the annual increase in the number of farms
and production facilities, as well as the number of various livestock farms.
Nowadays, the problem of biological deterioration of buildings and structures of the enterprises of agroindustrial complex is being solved using sanitary and preventive measures. This process covers a whole range
of measures for the rehabilitation of buildings, in particular, disinfection, desinsection and disacification,
cleaning the area around an enterprise, as well as preventive treatment of equipment. The measures for the
disinfection of buildings are planned in advance by zoo engineers in accordance with the technological map
of livestock movement.
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Despite the existing variety of methods for the control of pathogenic micro-flora (physical, mechanical,
chemical, biological, as well as mixed), chemical methods are the most widely used. They include the use of
substances of various compositions that provide a detrimental effect on pathogenic microorganisms [16–20].
It is necessary to note that the use of chemical control methods, despite obvious advantages (almost complete
destruction of pathogenic micro-flora), is associated with significant disadvantages, since frequent surface
treatment of structural elements of buildings and structures with caustic substances leads to their degradation
due to the destruction under the influence of aggressive acids, leaching of soluble substances. As a result it
leads to the formation of additional porosity of materials, micro-cracks and the development of various
microorganisms on a surface.
The compliance with high-quality sanitary and prophylactic measures is an important part of
technological process for the effective functioning of livestock, poultry, animal husbandry and crop production
enterprises. The experience of the operation of enterprises of this type, characterized by a variety of
technological features of production, showed that the existing set of measures to maintain the cleanliness of
buildings does not provide the necessary degree of sterility, which allows reliable (in an adequate measure)
prevention of «biological fatigue» of materials and structures.
It is necessary to note that in the development of building composites of increased durability, the tests
in most cases are limited to studying the effects of biological corrosion on the properties of a composite [21–
25], however, according experimental data on the influence of natural conditions on the properties and
structural characteristics of cement stone, the authors revealed that microorganisms do not have time to fully
form in bulk structures and on the surface of a material during the inter-recovery period, characterized by short
periods of time [26, 27]. This approach shows that building composites of agricultural objects are more affected
by the means used for processing of buildings than by the effects of bio-corrosion agents (bacteria and
filamentous fungi, algae in some cases). In this regard, the assessment of the impact and contribution of each
type of effect is an important task for the development of methods for prolonging the resistance and stability
of materials and building objects as a whole.
According to the above mentioned aspects, the purpose of this study was to assess the impact of
sanitation treatment (chemical corrosion) on the change in the physic and mechanical characteristics of
cement stone of various compositions and its phase-structural transformations when simulating actual
operating conditions.

2. Methods
Portland cement was used as the most spread and studied binder, as well as alumina cement with an
initial higher corrosion resistance in relation to certain types of exposure. The researchers used Portland
cement CEM I 42.5 N produced by Belgorodsky Cement Enterprise Belgorod, Belgorod Oblast, Russia) and
GZ-50 aluminous cement produced by the Pashiiski Metallurgical Cement Plant (Pashiia, Perm Region,
Russia). Mineralogical and chemical composition are given in tables 1–4.
Table 1. Chemical composition of Portland cement clinker.
The content of oxides, wt. %
CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O4

CaOcв

SO3

MgO

R2O

loss on ignition

65.22

21.48

4.75

4.35

0.20

1.87

0.43

0.20

1.5

Table 2. Mineralogical composition of Portland cement clinker.
Minerals, %
С3S

C2S

С3А

C4AF

65.2

15.1

6.0

13.7

Table 3. Chemical composition of aluminous cement.
The content of oxides, wt. %
CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

other

40.5

10.4

40.10

2.65

6.35

Table 4. Mineralogical composition of aluminous cement.
Minerals, %
CA

C2AS

C12A7

other

40

38

10

12

The compositions based on the investigated binders were prepared using a Matest E095 laboratory
mortar mixer. The weigh-in of the components of the binder was carried out on an electronic weighting unit
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with an accuracy of 0.01 g. All the samples were made in metal forms, pre-lubricated with a thin layer of
machine oil. The cube samples were formed with an edge size of 20 mm based on Portland cement and
alumina cement at a water-cement ratio of 0.3.
For the research of simulation media for each type of cement, 2 batches of sample cubes were formed
with 6 cubes for each series of tests: 5 simulation media and 6 months of sample exposure. The cement stone
samples that hardened for 28 days were obtained for control. Thus, 84 samples were molded for each type of
cement.
After laying in the molds, the samples based on Portland cement hardened for 1 day in a bath with a
hydraulic shutter in the molds, then they were redressed and continued to harden for 27 days under the same
conditions.
In the case of aluminous cement, after production the molds with the samples were stored for (6 ± 0.5)
hours in air-wet conditions at a relative humidity of 90 %, then they were placed in a bath with water. After
(24 ± 2) hours from the time of production, the molds were removed from the water, the samples were formed
and placed in a bath with water and stored in it for 90 days before the experiment. The period of 90 days was
chosen in order to wait for the completion of the process of recrystallization of metastable phases into stable
ones.
At the end of hardening process, the samples in the amount of 6 pieces from each type of binder were
tested using a PGM-100 hydraulic press, the remaining samples were exposed in simulation media and tested
for strength every month.
The researchers used as simulation media the following:
– Piped water. This series of samples was evaluated as control compositions for Portland cement and
aluminous samples, respectively (pH = 6.8);
– An aqueous solution of a disinfectant used for the treatment of buildings during the rehabilitation of
facilities of the Aldecol DEZ 25 (Germany) agricultural complex, which included: glutaric dialdehyde 12.5 %,
formaldehyde 9.5 %, alkyl-dimethyl-benzyl-ammonium chloride 5 %, methanol up to 2.5 %. This product had
the 3rd class of hazard and was water soluble. For research, the authors used a solution with an active
substance concentration of 0.5 % (pH = 7.09), which corresponded to the recommendations of a producer.
The samples were placed in glass desiccators with a tight lid. They were arranged in such a way that
all the faces of the cube were in contact with the simulation medium (Figure 1). For this purpose, a polyethylene
net was placed between the samples. During the experiment, desiccators were kept closed and opened once
a month for sampling and updating the simulation medium. At the same time the composition of simulation
medium was updated every month, thus the medium had constant aggressive effect on the investigated
samples.

Figure 1. System for laboratory exposure of samples in model environments.
The testing in all model media was simultaneous and lasted for 6 months, with sampling in order to
control such parameters as: pH of the medium, appearance, mass variation, compressive strength, chemical
resistance of samples, micro-structural and phase transformations of cement stone.
The pH of aqueous solutions was determined using an OYSTER-16 pH meter. The determination of the
pH of the contents of each desiccator (simulation medium solution) was carried out by measuring the pH of
the solution before immersion of the samples and after each month of exposure.
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The degree of influence of the medium on cement stone was estimated according to the data on mass
variation (defined in percents as the difference between the initial and final mass, referred to the initial mass
of the sample), as well as the chemical resistance coefficient (the ratio of the strength of samples exposed in
a simulation medium to the strength samples aged in piped water).
The analysis of micro-structural changes was carried out monthly throughout the experiment using a
TESCAN MIRA 3 LMU high resolution scanning electronic microscope. The microstructure of all compositions
was studied by analyzing a representative sample of images, by scanning the entire surface of the sample at
magnifications of 200 to 50000 times, with a direct description during shooting. For the subsequent
demonstration of the research results, the authors surveyed the areas typical for morpho-structure at identical
magnifications for each sample: 350; 5000; 15000; 36000 times.
The phase composition of the initial and aggressive samples was evaluated using an ARL X’TRA X-ray
diffractometer. Shooting conditions were: CuKα radiation, interval of diffraction angles 2θ = 4–64 º, scan step
0.02º, pulse acquisition time – 1.2 sec.
The method of full-profile quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis was used as the main analytical tool for
the diagnosis and quantitative determination of weight concentrations of crystalline mineral formations in
binders.
Full-profile quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis was performed using the DDMv.1.95e program in the
DDM-algorithm version (Derivative Difference Minimization). The advantages of using this algorithm in the
calculated full-profile procedures is that there is no need to clarify the parameters of the background line of
the X-ray patterns.
During quantitative full-profile X-ray diffraction analysis of Portland cement stone, the main minerals of
Portland cement clinker, as well as uniquely diagnosed minerals that reveals its hydration, were examined. For
this, the following structural models were used from the structural data base of inorganic substances ICSD: alite
(Ca3SiO5 triclinic) – 4331-ICSD, belite (β-Ca2SiO4) – 81096-ICSD, brownmillerite (C4AF) (9197-ICSD),
portlandite (Ca(OH)2) – 202233-ICSD, calcite (CaCO3) – 16710-ICSD and ettringite – 90823-ICSD.
For a quantitative calculation of the mineral composition, the phases with known crystal lattice
parameters, characterized by a constant composition, were chosen. Therefore, C-S-H phases, which differed
in inconsistent composition, did not participate in the calculations, which did not indicate their absence in the
hydrated cement stone.
The following structural models from the structural data base of inorganic substances ICSD were used to
obtain proved ideas about the mineral composition of samples of aluminous cement stone: CA (260-ICSD),
CA2 grossite (16191-ICSD), C12A7 mayenite (29212-ICSD), CA6 gibonite 5H (34394-ICSD),
Ca2MgSi2O7 – Ca2Al2SiO7 ackermanite-gelenite (67689-ICSD), CaMg[CO3]2 dolomite (31334-ICSD),
β-C2S (81096-ICSD), α-C2S (82997-ICSD), CaSiO3 wollastonite 2M (201538-ICSD), CaTiO3 perovskite
(62149-ICSD). As structural models of hydrated phases the authors used: CAH10 (407150-ICSD),
C3AH6 (66274-ICSD) and AH3 gibbsite (6162-ICSD).

3. Results and Discussion
According to the results of a visual assessment of the appearance of cement stone samples aged in a
0.5 % Aldecol solution, it is possible to conclude that the medium has a slight effect on the change in color,
surface and other attributes of both Portland cement (Figure 2, a) and aluminous stone (Figure 2, b). The
solution of Aldecol was washed, as a result of which a thin white film was seen on the samples, which was
easily erased upon contact with the sample (soapy coat).
a

b

Figure 2. Appearance of cement stone samples, aged in an Aldecol Based Medium:
а) Portland cement; b) aluminous cement.
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It is necessary to note that the dynamics of changes in the pH-medium with Portland cement stone almost
completely coincides with the same indicators for the control (aqueous) medium, not only in character, but also
in value (Figure 3, a). A jump was observed in the first month of aging, due to leaching, and then there was a
gradual decrease in the value to the initial level when the samples were immersed in medium.
The exposure of samples based on aluminous stone in a control aqueous medium, as in the case of Portland
cement, led to a jump in the pH medium in the first month of exposure with further flattening and lowering to the
initial value, which was due to the natural processes of dissolution and crystallization in an aqueous medium (Figure
3, b). The change in the pH-medium of the solution of the sanitation agent practically coincided with pure water: at
the initial stage, the value increased from 7 to 10, then gradually decreased to the initial value.
b

a

Figure 3. Correlation of changes in the pH-medium of cement stone samples aged
in piped water and in Aldecol solution, depending on the exposure time:
a) Portland cement stone; b) aluminous cement stone.
The analysis of the dynamics of the mass of cement stone samples depending on the medium and the
time period of exposure allowed noting the following. In the case of Portland cement, the nature of the change
in the mass of the samples during aging in a sanitation agent and clean water coincided (Figure 3, a): during the
first three months there was a uniform increase in weight, the intensity of which further decreased and the
mass practically did not change.
b

a

Figure 4. Correlation of changes in mass variation of samples of cement stone aged
in piped water and in Aldecol solution, depending on the exposure time:
а) Portland cement; b) aluminous cement
From the point of hydration aluminous cement is a more complex system in comparison with classical
Portland cement, the kinetics of structure formation of which are significantly influenced by the parameters of
the hardening medium. The exposure of samples of aluminous cement stone in water led to the increase in
their mass (Figure 4, b). In this case, the mass increase in the second month of exposure compared to the
first month was only 2 %. By the end of the experiment (6 months of aging), the total weight increase of the
samples was 12 %. A similar character was demonstrated by mass variation of samples in the control medium
(Figure 4, b). In addition, the difference in weight increase compared to the control aqueous medium was
insignificant regardless of the exposure time of the samples.
Since cement is a binder of hydration hardening, it is obvious that placing samples in an aqueous
medium will provide the increase in the final strength of the samples, which is confirmed by the obtained data
(Figure 5, a). The increase in exposure time in sanitation agent of Portland cement stone provides the increase
in strength compared to the source material by 10 % in the first month and 1.9 times after 6 months of
exposure. At the same time, the strength of Portland cement samples is 10 % lower than that for a stone aged
in clean water. However, there is the excess of strength after the entire exposure time compared to the control
medium. This aspect is determined by a number of factors: for example, the main active ingredient of Aldecol
is glutaric aldehyde, which is distinguished by its ability to soften water and also reduce its overall acidity by
reducing the amount of carbon dioxide. Probably, in this case, Aldekol acts as an intensifier of carbonization
processes in terms of the increase of the amount of crystallized calcium carbonates, in particular, calcite,
which acts as an effective colmatant [28]. This is expressed by the increase in the mass of samples noted
earlier (Figure 4, a), as well as their strength in comparison with control materials.
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a

b

Figure 5. Change in compressive strength and resistance coefficient of cement stone samples aged
in piped water and Aldecol solution, depending on the exposure time:
а) Portland cement; b) aluminous cement.
The nature of the change in the strength of aluminous stone is distinguished by the absence of a strict
dependence on the exposure time (Figure 5, b): after one month of exposure, the increase in strength in water
medium (control solution) is 26 %. At the same time, already in the second month, a significant drop in strength
is noted: 1.8 times and by 18 % compared to similar indicators after 1 month of exposure and at the age of
28 days, respectively. It can be explained by the hardening of aluminous cement. The initial hardening of the
matrix of aluminous stone in the early stages is reasoned by the crystallization of hydro-aluminates of various
compositions as a result of hydration processes. A possible explanation for the decrease in the strength of a
stone based on aluminous cement after two months of hardening in water is recrystallization of meta-stable
highly basic calcium hydro-aluminates into stable forms of hydrated compounds. On the one hand, it is
accompanied by the increase in the density of new formations and, on the other hand, by a softening of the
system due to the formation of additional voids associated with the decrease in the volume occupied by the
crystalline substance.
A further increase in strength can be explained by the hardening of aluminous cement with the excess
of water. Under such conditions, at the initial stage, a gel of hydration products is formed in the form of small
lamellar X-ray amorphous crystals, which subsequently grow together and form a consolidated framework of
the material.
It is necessary to note that the system of hardening aluminous cement is the most unstable due to
constantly changing processes of primary crystallization and recrystallization of the formed substance. In this
regard, the fluctuations in the strength of aluminous stone, due to the specifics of structure formation in water
medium, do not contradict classical ideas about the theory of hydration and hardening of aluminous cement.
The nature of the change in the strength of samples of aluminous cement stone in the medium of the
sanitation agent is comparable with the data obtained for a clean control medium (Figure 5, b). Nevertheless,
it is possible to note some differences. Thus, as in the case of a clean medium, there is a drop in strength after
two months, which, obviously, is associated with the transition of meta-stable compounds into stable and
stable hydro-aluminate compounds. Further exposure for 3 months leads to the increase in strength by 1.7
and 2.6 times compared with samples exposed in a control medium of a similar age and two months in a
simulation medium, respectively. In the next two months, strength does not change significantly. However,
after 6 months, the increase in strength is 3 times in comparison with control materials at the age of 6 months
and by 48 % compared to the samples aged 5 months in a simulation medium.
Similar dependences are noted in resistance coefficient, since its value is directly proportional to the
strength indices of the samples during aging in simulation media (Figure 5). It is necessary to note that the
chemical resistance of aluminous cement in a solution of a sanitation agent is high - the resistance coefficient
of all samples, regardless of the exposure time, is more than 1. The following can present a possible
explanation for the significant increase in the strength of the matrix of aluminous cement. As it is noted above,
Aldecol is characterized by its ability to “accumulate” carbon dioxide in the system. Under such conditions, it
is possible to form calcium carboaluminates in aluminous stone, which subsequently decompose into stable
insoluble carbonate compounds, in particular, vaterite. This ensures the filling of free space in the stone matrix
formed as a result of recrystallization of meta-stable hydroaluminates. As a result, the system is compressed,
and the strength of the array increases.
The data on the carbonization of cement stone match the results of quantitative x-ray phase analysis.
When analyzing the phases, only the crystalline phase of clearly fixed minerals is taken into account, since
the composition of the X-ray amorphous substance, which is mainly represented by calcium hydrosilates of
various mineral compositions, can not be identified. The degree of carbonization is estimated by the amount
of portlandite as the most soluble phase, actively participating in chemical processes during corrosion, as well
as calcium carbonates (calcite, aragonite, vaterite) as an indicator of the degree of carbon dioxide exposure.
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The described properties are confirmed by the changes in the microstructure and mineral composition.
Thus Portland cement stone samples aged in Aldecol solution are characterized by the increase in the total
CaO concentration in the composition of portlandite, calcite, aragonite and vaterite after one month of
exposure (Table 1, Figure 6). Later, the content is reduced to some extent and further significant fluctuations
do not occur.
Table 1. Mineral composition of Portland cement stone exposed in Aldecol solution, mass %.
Mineral
Alite

Period of hardening, months
28 days

1

2

3

4

5

6

23.69

18.3

17.7

15.8

12.7

14.0

10.9

Belite

14.1

12.1

12.1

11.9

11.8

11.1

10.5

Brownmillerite

13.21

6

4.8

3.8

3.6

2.6

2

Portlandite

24.70

40.9

35.0

32.2

30.8

27.6

17.4

Calcite

4.29

19.8

26.5

29.0

35.3

43.2

57.8

Aragonite

18.36

–

–

–

–

–

–

Vaterite

1.65

–

–

–

–

–

–

Ettringite

–

2.9

3.9

7.3

5.8

1.5

1.4

Figure 6. Dependences of Content of Portlandite and Calcite on exposure time
of Portland cement samples aged in Aldecol solution.
At the same time, the increase in strength for all solutions is comparable, the maximum increase is
observed after 6 months (Figure 5, a), which is characterized by the maximum concentration of calcite (Figure
6), crystallizing in pores and voids, thus filling the free space and compacting the array. In samples aged for 1
month in an Aldecol solution, sufficiently large tabular portlandite crystals reaching 60 mcm are identified
(Figure 7 a). Hexagonal plates have clearly defined faces, which indicate growth structures. The crystals have
cleavage, which is also confirmed by the layering of the structure for new formations (Figure 7, b). Elongated
columnar crystals are typical of all samples exposed for no more than 4 months (Figure 7, c, d). They grow on
the walls of the pores and grow through the tabular crystals. In samples of the exposure of 2 months and more
tabular crystals continue to be found in cavities (Figure 7, b), the edges of which are covered with small new
formations of later generations. The samples aged in Aldecol are characterized by the absence of elongated
columnar crystals after 4 months of exposure (Figure 7, e, f).
To sum up the analysis of the microstructure of Portland cement stone samples exposed in a sanitation
medium, it is necessary to note that dissolution structures are not identified in the samples. This, firstly,
correlates to the kinetics of changes in strength and the change in the ratio of CaO content in portlandite and
calcite, and secondly, indicates that Aldecol is not an aggressive agent and does not have a chemical effect
on hydration products.
In the case of samples of aluminous cement stone, aged in a sanitation solution, the strength changes
randomly. This correlates well to the data on changes in the main mineral phases of the stone (Table 2).
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 7. Microstructure of samples of Portland cement stone aged in Aldecol solution:
a – one month; b –two months; c –tree months; d – four months; e – five months; f – six months.
Table 2. Mineral composition of aluminous cement stone exposed in Aldecol solution, mass %.
Mineral
CAH10
C3AH6
AH3 Hydrargillite
Akermanite – Helenite
a-C2S
CA
Vaterite
C4AF
Perovskite
Wollastonite 2M

28 days
28.53
0
5.76
23.01
4.42
3.19
3.22
12.6
8.02
11.25

1
35.9
1.6
14.1
16.1
3.0
2.6
3.4
9.6
6.8
6.9

Period of hardening, months
2
3
4
13.2
34.7
33.9
4.5
0.0
6.4
24.9
14.8
16.9
13.9
17.0
15.2
2.3
3.1
3.1
4.0
3.7
3.0
17.1
3.6
0.0
9.6
8.7
8.9
5.5
8.3
6.7
5.0
6.1
5.9

5
33.7
4.0
14.5
15.8
2.8
2.8
3.8
8.9
8.0
5.8

6
24.1
7.3
20.8
14.8
3.2
3.7
1.7
7.4
10.8
6.3

Significant differences in the variation kinetics of aluminate phases, which are responsible for the
strength of aluminous cement composites, were not noted in comparison with the control medium: as in the
case of pure water, CAH10 recrystallized into stable forms C3AH6 and AH3 (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Dependences of phase changes C3AH6 + AH3 (1) and CAH10 (2)
on exposure time for aluminous samples of cement stone aged in Aldecol solution.
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During exposure in a sanitation agent, the concentration of carbonate compounds (vaterite) increased,
which was due to the carbonization of the initially formed substance (Table 2). At the same time, its maximum
value was noted after 3 months of exposure in a solution of a sanitation agent. It complied with the strength
data: the strength after 3 months of exposure was two times higher than that for samples aged in water
(Figure 5, b). In contact with Aldecol medium the concentration of vaterite increased, which was associated
with the carbonization of calcium compounds of aldehydes (Table 2).
After 1 month of exposure in all types of solutions, the matrix of samples of aluminous cement stone was
dense and composed of cryptocrystalline substance (Figure 9, a). With the increase in exposure time to 2 months,
no significant changes in the microstructure were observed except decompaction and traces of dissolution (Figure 9,
b). In samples exposed in Aldecol for 3 months in the zones of the pore space, new formations with atypical morphostructures for this system appeared. These were druses from intergrowths of lamellar crystals resembling “gypsum
roses” (Figure 9, c). The size of individual druse reached 100 microns, the size of individual plates reached up to
30 microns. These aggregates were surrounded by fine crystalline columnar crystals not exceeding 3 microns in
length. Such areas of the accumulation of idiomorphic crystals were quite often found in samples aged in Aldecol
solution. After exposure for longer periods (4–6 months) in the Aldecol solution, both the structures of the formation
of later generations and the structures of its dissolution were observed (Figure 9, d–f).

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 10. Microstructure of samples of aluminous cement stone aged in Aldecol solution:
a –one month; b –two months; c –three months; d – four months; e – five months; f –six months.

4. Conclusion
Thus, the research showed the influence of the model environment, which was an imitation of the impact
of the sanitation processing of the premises of agricultural enterprises. It was found that there was no obvious
degradation effect of the sanitation solution on the cement stone.
1. The dependences of the strength of cement stone as the main indicator of the quality and resistance
of the composite were established: after 6 months of exposure in sanitation solution the strength of the stone
samples increased regardless of its composition.
2. For Portland cement stone, the increase in strength was 10 % compared to the samples aged in pure
water, and 1.9 times compared to the original samples without exposure.
3. In the case of aluminous cement, there was a 2-times increase in strength compared to samples
aged in pure water, and 1.6 times compared to the original samples without exposure.
4. It was shown that the increase in the strength of materials occurs due to the intensification of
carbonization processes in the environment of sanitation product, which led to the colmatation of pores and
voids due to crystallization of insoluble calcium carbonates. This was confirmed by compaction of the
microstructure of cement stone, expressed by a 12 % increase in the mass of samples regardless of the type
Strokova, V.V., Nelubova, V.V., Rykunova, M.D.
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of cement stone, as well as the increase in the total concentration of carbonate compounds in the volume of
the material after 6 months of exposure.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to note that despite the obvious positive effect of the solutions of sanitation
agent on the properties of cement stone, the real impact of such products during processing is probably
characterized as a negative one. It is explained by the cyclical effect in terms of alternate wetting / drying of
the surface of material, which will lead to the release of soluble calcium hydroxide to the surface and washing
off during subsequent processing with the formation of additional porosity of products.
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Стойкость цементного камня в растворах санационных средств
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кисллотостойкость
Аннотация. Биологическая коррозия является видом воздействия, затрагивающим практически все
возможные объекты строительства, что особенно остро касается предприятий агропромышленного
комплекса. К основным мероприятиям по предотвращению коррозионного процесса конструкций
относятся санитарно-профилактические работы, проводимые при помощи различных химических
средств (биоцидов). Концентрацию рабочих растворов для санации определяют исходя из цели
дезинфекции и степени устойчивости возбудителей, при этом не учитывается их влияние на физикомеханические свойства поверхности материала. Химическая обработка помещений, несмотря на
очевидные плюсы, связанные с уничтожением патогенной микрофлоры, характеризуется
недостатками, главным из которых является деградационное воздействие на строительный композит
и, как следствие, существенное сокращение жизненного срока конструкций. Предметом
исследования являлась оценка степени агрессивного воздействия санационной обработки
помещений на цементный камень различного состава. В качестве объектов исследования
использовались портландцемент как наиболее распространенное изученное вяжущее и
глиноземистый цемент как вяжущее с начальной более высокой коррозионной стойкостью. В
качестве экспериментальной среды, моделирующей воздействие санационного средства на камень
при реальной эксплуатации материала в натурных условиях, использовался раствор реагента для
санации. Контрольной средой выступала водопроводная вода. Оценку степени воздействия среды
на цементный камень различного состава осуществляли на основании данных об основных физикохимических показателях процесса (изменение массы, водородного показателя среды, прочности на
сжатие и коэффициента химической стойкости), а также фазово-структурные трансформации камня
(минеральный состав, микроструктурные особенности матрицы цементного камня), выдержанного в
агрессивной среде в зависимости от длительности экспонирования. Установлено отсутствие явного
деградационного воздействия санационного раствора на цементный камень: отмечается рост
прочности образцов после 6 месяцев экспозиции (для портландцементного камня: на 10 % по
сравнению с образцами, выдержанными в чистой воде, и в 1,9 раза по сравнению с исходными
образцами без выдержки; для глиноземистого цементного камня: в 2 раза по сравнению с образцами,
выдержанными в чистой воде, и в 1,6 раза по сравнению с исходными образцами без выдержки) как
основного показателя качества и резистивности композита и, как следствие, коэффициента
химической стойкости. Рост прочности материалов происходит вследствие интенсификации
карбонизационных процессов в среде санационного средства, что приводит к кольматации пор и
пустот за счет кристаллизации нерастворимых карбонатов кальция. Это подтверждается
уплотнением микроструктуры цементного камня, выражаемой ростом массы образцов на 12 %
независимо от вида цементного камня, а также увеличением суммарной концентрации карбонатных
соединений в объеме материала после 6 месяцев выдержки.
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Abstract. Most of the urban housing stock in European cities consists of multi apartment buildings. Improvement
of energy efficiency of the existing building stock is the key priority across the world. As such, unclassified
buildings including fire stations present a significant potential for application of innovative energy efficient
measures. Despite the fact that fire stations account for a rather insignificant share on the scale of the total
building stock, it is vitally important to ensure optimal thermal comfort as well as reduce energy consumption in
those buildings. This in turn contributes in minimizing maintenance and running costs for municipalities. This
paper analyses typology of Latvian fire stations and their energy consumption. Standardized IFC model was
developed to evaluate effect of implementation of energy efficiency measures in a selected fire station. The study
results showed that the proposed theoretical thermal energy consumption of developed standardised model
correlates with the measured data. The measured average annual energy consumption including electricity for
fire stations was 317 kWh/m2 and thermal energy for space heating – 135.4 kWh/m2. Based on theoretical model,
different retrofitting scenarios were evaluated using IDA–ICE dynamic energy simulation software. The results of
this study can be expanded and applied to other types of unclassified buildings (in countries with cold climate)
such as police departments and prisons.

1. Introduction
Energy efficiency of buildings as well as sustainable development of construction sector has been put
forward among major priorities in the European Union [1]. Moreover, countries such as USA, China and Russia
are consistently improving and tightening their legislation on buildings energy performance [2–4]. For example,
Russia has tightened its legislation with regards to heat resistance requirements for opaque elements of building
envelope by 200 % [5]. Despite the increased focus on implementation of energy efficient measures in buildings,
the world’s energy consumption is increasing at a rate of approximately 10 % per year [6]. It should be noted that
the main contributors to this dynamic are the developing countries. The main target group for implementation of
energy efficiency measures in building sector are multi apartment and public buildings, which are major
contributors to CO2 emissions [7]. Meanwhile the energy efficiency in so called unclassified buildings is not being
adequately addressed, as these buildings are not part of governmental subsidies. Unclassified buildings include
army barracks, warehouses, police departments, fire depots, prisons etc. These buildings constitute
approximately 1 % of the total building stock share. Nevertheless, when it comes to energy conservation, even
this small building share should not be neglected. Unclassified buildings are typically occupied 24/7 and consume
up to 5 times more energy than a regular apartment building per floor area. Retrofitting of such buildings would
ensure not only reduction of energy consumption but also allow for an improvement of thermal comfort and indoor
air quality. This is very important for occupants residing for an extended time in one building. For instance, when
staying inside the fire stations, firefighters are exposed to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [8]. The main reasons
for that are insufficient (or in many cases non–existing) ventilation, poor quality of a building or improper
retrofitting. It should be noted that it is mainly fire stations constructed before 1990s that are not well maintained
and do not have energy efficient solutions [9]. While the residential sector in the EU countries has a high potential
for saving energy by lowering the heating demand through properly insulating building envelope [10], the
retrofitting packages for the fire stations should have a stronger focus on upgrading the mechanical systems and
incorporating renewable energy sources. Modern fire fighter trucks have electric equipment that use 12 V
batteries. These batteries are usually charged in between the emergency callouts through an electric grid. In
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such cases installation of PV arrays could have a positive effect on overall energy performance profile of the fire
stations.
A recent study analysed five typical mid–scale fire stations, whose lighting bills came out to 9500$ annually
per station [11]. The same study estimated that the potential energy saving due to an increased thermal insulation
of external building envelope would be in the ballpark of 20 %. However, the application of thermal insulation
may not be enough to ensure sustainable retrofitting. Such issues as poor indoor air quality, unsatisfactory
thermal comfort and environmental impact should also be addressed when it comes to fire stations. Another
study [12] analysed the use of green–rating system (LEED) to assess overall sustainability of fire stations. The
results showed the importance of implementation of green–rating system which allows municipalities to take
adequate design measures on future maintenance and retrofitting strategies.
A typical fire station is a low–rise building. There are several cost optimal solutions for the construction
and retrofitting of low–rise buildings [13] which can be easily applied to fire stations. However, retrofitting of
the fire stations is more complicated in comparison to residential and public buildings. This type of buildings
have specific requirements on ventilation due to firefighting truck exhaust pipes and hot water consumption
pattern, that has explicit peak loads on staff shifts change. This requires an installation of a more powerful hot
water boiler. Retrofitting packages should also include measures for moisture control [14].
The main objective of this study is to evaluate current energy efficiency of non–renovated buildings and to
perform an indoor air quality analysis in order to evaluate working parameters of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems as well as airtightness of the building envelope. Based on acquired results standard energy
retrofitting measures will be offered and analyzed in terms of both energy reduction and operation cost reductions.
For this purpose, real fire stations under operation in Latvia were selected. Latvia is situated in Northern Europe
along the Baltic sea region and represents a country with mildly cold climate. Several studies on buildings’ energy
efficiency in Baltic sea region [15, 16] have shown that estimations of energy reduction in Latvia can be used and
adopted in this region. Other studies have shown that climatic conditions and building typology in Latvia are very
similar to major Russian cities such as St. Petersburg, Leningrad district and Moscow.

2. Methods
Research methodology lies on the development of theoretical building model which was validated based
on real on–site measurements. Validated model was used to evaluate different retrofitting scenarios. In
addition, real indoor air parameter measurements were conducted to identify critical points.
The method of the energy consumption evaluation for unclassified buildings is based on the analysis of
the real measured thermal energy consumption in fire stations. In total, the dataset on 40 fire stations was
analysed. All analysed buildings were connected to district heating systems. Data was provided by the
maintenance organizations of those buildings for the time period 2016–2019. In addition, on–site IAQ
measurements and technical inspection was performed. EXTECH CO2/Humidity/Temperature dataloggers
were used. These loggers have the following technical parameters:
 CO2 range 0 to 4000 ppm; resolution 1ppm;
 Temperature range 0 to 50 °C; resolution 0.5 °C;
 Humidity range 10 to 90 %; resolution 0.1 %;
Dataloggers were installed in different rooms to evaluate indoor air quality.
For theoretical evaluation of energy consumption and effect of different retrofitting packages, the
dynamic energy simulation tool Indoor Climate and Energy (IDA–ICE) 4.8 was chosen. This software allows to
estimate energy consumption with one–hour interval and includes a detailed evaluation of heat balance, indoor
air temperature, operative temperature etc. In addition, it takes into account human comfort level and metabolic
rate.
IDA–ICE dynamic energy simulation tool was validated in accordance with ISO 13791:2012 [5] and [6].
Climate data was derived from ASHRAE 2013 which differs from ASHRAE 2017 data only by 2.5 % [15]. The
accuracy of this software simulations was proved by studies [8, 9].
In general, calculations of the annual thermal energy demand for a prototype building can be determined
by the equation adopted from [17]:

Eannual

+ Σψ j l j + Σχ k + (Vair ⋅ c ) ) ⋅ 24 ⋅ Dheat ⋅ (Tin − Tout )
( Σ U i Ai     
   
−η ⋅ (Q
1000 ⋅ Ab

int

+ Qsol ) ,

(1)

where Ui is heat transfer coefficient of the building construction element (W/(m2∙K));

Ai is the area of the respective construction element of the building prototype model (m2);
Ψi is heat transfer coefficient of the linear thermal bridge (W/(m∙K));
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li is length of the linear thermal bridge (m);
χk is heat transfer coefficient of the point thermal bridge (W/∙K);
Vair is ventilation air volumetric flowrate (m3/h);
c is air heat capacity per volume = 0.34 (Wh/(m3×°K));
Dheat is number of heating days;
Tin is average set–point temperature in the assessment (heating or cooling) period (°C);
Tout is average external temperature in the calculation period (°C);
Ab is total floor area of the building (m2);
η is gain use coefficient for heating in accordance with Paragraph 99 of this Regulation or Standard
LVS EN ISO 13790:2009 L;

Qint is interior gains of the whole building in the assessment period t (kWh/m2);
Qsol is solar heat gains (kWh/m2).

Qsol =

∑Asol ⋅ Esol ,

(2)

1000 ⋅ Ab

where Asol is area of collecting useful solar energy of the building (m2);

Esol is solar irradiation in the assessment period t per area Asol (Wh/m2).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Typology of fire stations
During the period before the year 1940, 15 % of buildings currently serving as fire stations were built
(with the total area of 2553.7 m2). From 1945 to 1970, 45 % of all fire station buildings were built with the total
area of 11251.1 m2. From 1971 to 1900, 25 % of fire stations buildings were built with the total area of 8208.0
m2. After 1991, the remaining 15 % of all fire stations buildings were built with the total area of 4098.1 m2. A
typological overview of several Latvian fire stations is provided in Figure 1.

а) 1973

b) 1934

c) 1960

d) 1965

e) 1993

f) 1989

Figure 1. A review of typical Latvian fire stations.
As shown in Figure 1, all fire stations were built according to individual projects. However, a typology of
the analysed depots indicates to common construction principles. Namely, the first floor is used for parking
fire–fighting vehicles whereas the second floor is used for staff needs and administration. For the purpose of
this research a unified fire station building model was developed in Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data
model format (Figure 2) in order to evaluate different retrofitting scenarios. However it should be noted that
theoretical estimations are not always achieved in practice, and therefore a certain degree of deviation may
occur between the theoretical model and the actual fire stations [18].
Borodinecs, A., Prozuments, A., Zajacs, A., Zemitis, J.
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Figure 2. Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data model for a typical Latvian fire station.
Using the 3D model, it is possible to evaluate the efficiency of various energy performance improvement
measures and their conformity with the specific nature of fire stations. Similar layout and construction features
can be found in many post–soviet countries including Russian Federation, where brick walls are historically
widely used for such buildings.

3.2. Measurements of indoor air quality in a non–renovated fire station
The analysed building was constructed in 1910. There is not any mechanical ventilation and central hot
tap water system installed. An exhaust ventilation system is installed to extract the exhaust gas from the
firefighting truck exhaust pipes. Indoor air quality measurements were conducted in two different premises: a)
a break room of a firefighting depot staff and b) a repair shop in the same building. Measurement results
showed the diurnal changes of the indoor environmental parameters for the break room (Figure 3). In total
8000 measurements were recorded with 10–minute intervals.

Figure 3. Indoor air quality measurements for the break room.
Analysis of the graphs in Figure 3 shows that the indoor air temperature ranges from 18 to 23 °C with
an average of 20.7 °C. It can be concluded that the indoor air temperature fits the recommended temperature
range for human thermal comfort set forth by Latvian Building Norms and commonly referred international
industry recommendations, such as ASHRAE [19]. Changes in temperature follow a diurnal pattern with peaks
in indoor air temperature during the second part of the day.
Relative humidity ranges from 25 to 45 % with an average of 33 %, which is below the recommended
values for human comfort. Similarly to indoor air temperature, relative humidity peaks are observed primarily
during the afternoon hours.
The average concentration values of carbon dioxide CO2 came out to 662 ppm which is below the limit
of 1000–1200 ppm set forth by industry standards. Concentrations of CO2 peaks at around 900–1000 ppm
during the second part of the day.
Results regarding the changes of indoor environmental parameters for the repair shop can be seen in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Indoor air temperature and relative humidity measurements for the repair shop.
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The average concentration of carbon dioxide CO2 came out to be 430 ppm which is below the limit set
forth by industry standards. Concentrations of CO2 ranges from 360–760 ppm during with peak during the
second part of the day.
Given that the analyzed building didn’t have any kind of controlled ventilation system, while CO2 was
kept within acceptable limits and the relative humidity was low, it can be concluded that the airtightness of the
external building envelope was not sufficient.

3.3. Analysis of thermal energy consumption and technical conditions
The measured average annual energy consumption including electricity for fire stations was
317 kWh/m2. The relationship curve showing the link between fire stations’ energy consumption and the year
they were constructed is shown in Figure. 5.

Figure 5. Measured average total annual energy consumption.
As it can be seen in Figure 5, there is no strict correlation between energy consumption of the building
and its’ year of construction. A more detailed analysis of thermal energy consumption in fire stations located
in the City of Riga is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Annual heat energy consumption of fire station
(address information is deliberately hidden).
The investigated buildings have poor thermal performance, which is due to the fact that those buildings
were constructed before 1990 when the normative U–values stipulated by the national building code were not
nearly as strict as they are today. The study results showed that the average annual heat consumption for fire
departments is 135.4 kWh/m2 within the timeline of 2010 to 2017. Data on the total annual energy consumption
was not available for 2009 and 2018. Results are rather similar to typical Latvian multi apartment buildings,
which annually consume 190 kWh/m2 for heating and hot water preparation. It is also important to note that in
contrast to residential buildings majority of the fire stations do not have central hot tap water systems. Instead,
the electric hot water boilers are used.
During the energy audit, it was found that the existing hot tap water system is in poor technical condition
and does not ensure sufficient supply of hot water.
Borodinecs, A., Prozuments, A., Zajacs, A., Zemitis, J.
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3.4. Energy consumption estimation in different Latvian cities
In this chapter a theoretical estimation of energy consumption was performed for Latvian climatic
conditions, which is similar in Baltic Region and in Western regions of Russian federation, in order validate
dynamic energy calculations and to evaluate different retrofitting scenarios. For this purpose a typical Latvian
fire station was selected (Figure 2). As a first step, a non–renovated building was analyzed. Table 1 presents
data on Energy consumption of non–renovated buildings with the activity level of 2.0 MET, 1.4 CLO in garage
and 1.2 MET, 0.85 CLO in office part. The energy consumption for hot tap water was not taken into
consideration.
Table 1. Energy consumption of non renovated buildings, kWh/m2.
City of Riga

City of Liepaja

City of Gulbene

City of Daugavpils

HVAC electricity

0

0

0

0

District heating

136.2

123.2

160.7

151.5

As it can be seen in the table the obtained results for the City of Riga are in a good agreement with the
measured data. The discrepancy is less than 10 %. It can be concluded that this model can be used for further
estimation of the impact of retrofitting scenarios on final energy consumption.
In the scope of this study three retrofitting scenarios were analysed. Scenario 1 «basic» includes thermal
insulation of building envelope in accordance to Latvian legislation [16] and installation of mechanical
ventilation system without exhaust air heat recovery. Scenario 2 is similar to scenario 1, however, it is
enhanced by the installation of the exhaust air heat recovery unit. Third scenario is a deep retrofitting approach
which is suitable for Latvian climatic conditions [20, 21]. It includes installation of more efficient exhaust air
heat recovery unit, better airtightness of building envelope and an extra thermal insulation that meets the
passive house standard requirements.
Table 2. Description of retrofitting scenarios.
U–values, W/m2K

Ventilations rate, n–1

Exhaust air
Airtightness of
heat
building envelops q50,
recovery, %
m3/(m2h)

Scenario 1 “basic”

Opaque elements –
0.2Windows – 1.3 Doors 1.8

Garage – 2Office part – 0.9

0

3.5

Scenario 2 – “basic
plus”

Opaque elements –
0.2Windows – 1.3 Doors 1.8

Garage – 2Office part – 0.9

85

2

Scenario 3 “advanced”

Opaque elements –
Garage – 2Office part – 0.9
0.10Windows – 0.7 Doors 1.2

92

1

Table 3. Energy consumption of renovated buildings, kWh/m2.
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Riga Liepaja Gulbene Daugavpils Riga Liepaja Gulbene Daugavpils Riga Liepaja Gulbene Daugavpils
HVAC
25.7
electricity
District
heating

25.7

25.7

25.7

25.1

25.1

25.1

25.1

25

25

25

25

229.0 215.1

265.9

252.9

63.2

54.5

83.9

80.1

46.1

39.1

64.7

62.14

Figure 7 shows annual comparison of thermal energy consumption before and after retrofitting.
The results of this study indicate that an installation of mechanical ventilation system without exhaust
air heat recovery unit significantly increases energy consumption even for a well–insulated building. Installation
of an exhaust air heat recovery unit, on the other hand, ensures a reduction of thermal energy consumption
by 165.8 kWh/m2 or by 72 %. However, there is a significant increase in electricity consumption to run an air
handling unit which on average adds 25 kWh/m2. The average district heating price in Riga is 62.8 Euro/MWh
while the electricity price is 160 Euro/MWh. The economic benefit in this case would not be justified, as the
financial benefit of energy saving measures of deep retrofit would not outweigh the cost of electricity
consumption to run the AHU. Energy savings for thermal energy is 10.4 Euro/m2 and increase for electricity
use is 4 Euro/m2. This would make an overall energy cost reduction 6.4 Euro/m2.
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Figure 7. Comparison of energy consumption for heating before and after renovation.

4. Conclusions
In scope of this study a detailed analysis of indoor air quality and energy consumption for Latvian fire
stations was performed. Acquired results can be expanded and applied in other countries and regions located
in cold climate zone. Analysed buildings represent typical brickwork construction widely used before 1990ies
not only in Latvia but in majority of the post–soviet countries.
1. Despite the increased focus on implementation of energy efficient measures in buildings, the world’s
energy consumption is constantly increasing. The main target group for implementation of energy efficiency
measures in building sector are multi apartment and public buildings. Meanwhile the energy efficiency in so
called unclassified buildings is not adequately addressed, as these buildings are not part of governmental
subsidies. However, energy consumption of such buildings as fire stations should not be neglected. Firstly,
majority of these buildings were constructed before 1990ies without substantial thermal insulation. Secondly,
fire stations are operating 24/7 and should provide an adequate thermal comfort and indoor air quality for their
personnel. Currently, the thermal comfort conditions can be ensured only in renovated airtight buildings
2. In scope of this study the indoor air quality measurements were performed in non–renovated fire
station depot which is located in City of Riga, representing cold climate zone. Analysis had shown that the
average indoor air temperature was 20.7 °C, average relative humidity – 33 % and CO2 concentration
662 ppm. It can be concluded that non renovated external building envelope can be characterized by a high
uncontrolled air infiltration rate. Extra air infiltration is compensated by extra heating load.
3. The paper presents the results of calculated and measured data of the energy consumption for fire
stations that were built before 1990s. The measured data for these buildings show that average measured
total thermal energy consumption is 135.4 kWh/m2 while the total energy consumption including electricity was
about 317 kWh/m2.
4. Dynamic energy simulation for typical fire station has shown a good correlation with measured data.
Based on the dynamic energy simulation the theoretical energy savings were evaluated for three different
scenarios. Typical deep retrofitting package allows for 66 % reduction of thermal energy for space heating.
Installation of mechanical ventilation system without heat recovery increases energy consumption by 72 % in
comparison to renovated building without any mechanical ventilation.
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Abstract. The way in which the maturity sensors are placed determines their number required for a particular
monolithic building skeleton. Previous studies scarcely address this aspect, providing only logical assumptions.
Therefore, this study proposes an alternative placement strategy for maturity sensors based on transitional
boundaries of concrete curing temperature distribution. The transitional boundaries may be determined using the
heat map representation of temperature distribution, where the unknown values are computed by the Inverse
Distance Weighting method. Based on the experimentally poured concrete slab and randomly embedded
maturity sensors revealed that the transitional boundaries form elliptical shapes. The temperature distributions
along the largest diameter of ellipses were plot on a single graph, which created regular and reverse parabolas.
As a result, the distance between the closest opposite intersections of the parabolas is assumed as the maximum
acceptable step to set the maturity sensors. The proposed placement strategy may be applicable for the sensors
that measure various continuous phenomena, for example the relative humidity.

1. Introduction
There are many methods to control the concrete compressive strength. Some of them are clustered as
destructive, some as nondestructive [1]. The traditional destructive control of concrete strength is based on the tests
of standard concrete specimens by compression using the press machines. In the field conditions the standard
specimens are prepared from the freshly arrived concrete mixture in parallel with the pour of concrete structure.
Usually for each batch of the concrete mixture, at least 9 specimens are prepared. It is supposed that the specimens
cure at the same ambient conditions as the concrete structure. At the curing ages of 3, 7 and 28 the specimens are
tested. Three specimens are tested at each testing day. The load of squeezing corresponding to the moment when
the specimen starts breaking, or the cracks appear on it, is fixed as the value of the strength. The average of
strengths of the three specimens is taken as a value of concrete compressive strength at a certain day of curing
[2]. This method of strength control is widely accepted worldwide as the more robust method. However, due to
several circumstances and human factor the testing procedure is not always precisely followed in the constructing
sites. These circumstances may include wrong sequence and timing of the preparation of specimens (e.g. the
structure is poured too late after the specimens are prepared), confusing the batch of concrete mixture, and the
difference of curing conditions (e.g. after preparation the specimens are hold at the laboratory). Moreover, it is worth
noting the difference of sizes between the specimens and a real structure. Massive structures cure slower than the
smaller ones. All of this makes the test results more unreliable. Nevertheless, the method is still extensively used,
since it is regulated by the actual construction standards of almost each country all over the world [1, 2]. The
traditional nondestructive concrete-control mostly refers to the shock-impulse method implemented in a special
equipment. The mechanism of shock-impulse method is based on the energy appearing at the hit of hammer of
the corresponding equipment. According to the preliminary calibrations, the obtained energy is converted into the
value of compressive strength. The shock-impulse method is also regulated by the construction standards in many
countries. Its main advantage is that it gives the result immediately. The equipment is mostly portable and easy to
handle [3]. Although it has certain advantages, the method has its own disadvantages. The method enables
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obtaining the compressive strength at a certain point where the hammer hits. Therefore, referring the obtained value
of compressive strength to the whole structure would be a wrong decision. Since in reality, every part of the structure
cures differently. This is why the several points of the structure must be tested. In general, both traditional methods
imply the human involvement, labor-intensive, cost-inefficient, and disable real time measurements [4].
The concrete curing refers to the exothermal process [5], where the cement hydration releases heat. This
is why at early ages of concrete curing the internal temperature of concrete intensively increases and slowly
decreases afterwards [6]. The continuous strength gain of the concrete throughout many years indicates that the
chemical reaction in it is long-lasting. Measuring the internal temperature over time opens great opportunities
during concrete works. It helps making proper decisions on unmolding the formwork and loading the structures,
and influences the pace of construction [7]. This feature of concrete is studied in many previous works [6, 8–11].
It is proven that the combined effect of time and temperature enables estimating the actual compressive strength
of the concrete. To refer to this effect, [12] introduced the terms «maturity index» or «temperature-time factor».
There are two maturity functions, enabling concrete strength estimation: Nurse-Saul and Arrhenius functions.
The Nurse-Saul function assumes that there is a linear relationship between the maturity and hydration
temperature history. The Arrhenius function assumes that there is an exponential relationship between the
compressive strength and hydration temperature [12]. The maturity method is effective by means of embedded
temperature sensors that can be either wired or wireless in terms of control [13, 14]. The sensors enable
continuous monitoring of internal parameters of concrete (not only the temperature) as long as they are powered
by electricity [15–17]. The manufacturers of such sensors are the Canadian company «Giatec» [18, 19],
American company «ConcreteSensors» [20] and some others are widely discussed in [5]. The advantages and
disadvantages of these sensors are thoroughly discussed by [21], who proposed the less expensive sensor
prototype with improved features (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sensor prototype [21].
In [21] it is argued that the economic impact for construction sites may be reached due to the timely
knowledge about the concrete strength, which saves overhead expenses. However, using too many sensors
is quite costly [5]. Because the expenses to purchase many sensors may leave no savings at all. Therefore, it
is important to define a necessary number of sensors to be used for a certain monolithic building skeleton in
advance. The number of sensors needed depend on the location where the sensors must be installed.
Currently, the optimal location of the concrete maturity sensors has not been well studied, but there are studies
on optimal placement strategies of other types of sensors [22–24], mainly used for modal tests [25] proposed
the sensor placement strategy based on the finite element simulations, where the case of heat transfer
problem in the concrete slab was considered. Due to the specificity of the internal temperature behavior of
concrete curing, none of the considered above strategies seems appropriate for maturity sensor placement.
However, some techniques proposed by [25], such as representing the heat transfer in a colored heat map,
may be helpful [26] suggests to consider three aspects when selecting the installation locations of the concrete
maturity sensors, such as critical weather locations on the structural element, concrete mixture pour schedule,
and the structurally critical locations. The environmental phenomena, such as wind, rain, and shadow may
influence the internal temperature of concrete to some extent, which eventually affects its strength gain [21]
proposed a cross-correlation matrix that shows how the concrete parameters influence each other at
laboratory and field conditions. According to this matrix for the studied mixture, in the ambient conditions the
effect of internal temperature on the strength gain is only 14 %. The rest of 86 % goes to the ambient
temperature (33 %), internal relative humidity (25 %) and ambient relative humidity (29 %). The pour schedule
is also important. Since one huge structure may require several pours until it is filled completely, and the
interval between the pours may fluctuate up to several hours. In this case [26] proposes a mandatory
installation of the sensor in the location of the last pour. Due to the concrete at this location will most likely
gain the necessary strength later than the concrete at the previously poured locations. Probably the most
important locations to install the sensors are the critical locations, where the highest negative and positive
design moments are observed. Commonly, in the monolithic building skeleton the maximum positive moment
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is located at a mid-span, and a maximum negative moment is located at a slab-column boundary. These
locations are considered the most responsible when conducting the design of spatial skeleton of the building
[26]. Other aspects that need to be considered are the power of the network (if the sensor is wireless) and the
safety from accidental damage. The existing analogs of maturity sensors [18, 20] use Bluetooth data transfer
protocol. Because of the short operating distance of Bluetooth, it is important to install the sensors at easyaccessible locations, to ease the future data retrieval. To eliminate this shortcoming, [21] proposed to change
the Bluetooth into the Narrow Band IoT network. The safe locations to install the sensors would be those with
low workers traffic. The concrete pouring may also damage the sensors. Therefore, it is necessary to install
them in a distance from the pouring location [26].
Previous studies propose only logically assumed locations to install the sensors without providing
justifications. Considering the importance of the sensor positioning, current study proposes an alternative approach
for allocation of the embedded sensors. As per [27], the temperature is a continuous phenomenon. This means its
values change smoothly throughout the surface until the border (hereinafter – transitional boundary) where the
influence of other phenomena begins to prevail. If considering the internal temperature during the concrete curing
process, the same behavior may be observed. This study anticipates that such behavior of the internal temperature
of concrete gives understanding of at which step the maturity sensors must be set. Hypothesized that the transitional
boundaries most likely occur around the reference points, where the values of the temperature are known, and
creates elliptical shapes. Therefore, it is assumed that the maximum setting step of maturity sensors must be less
than the largest diameter of each elliptical shape of transitional boundary. The suitable approach to define and
measure the transitional boundaries could be the colored heat map representation of temperature distribution as
used in [25], which enables visualizing the change over the surface somewhat clearly. In the light of the
aforementioned assumptions, this study aims to develop and justify an alternative strategy of concrete maturity
sensor placement. Thus, the concrete curing temperature distribution is considered as the object of study and the
transitional boundaries of temperature values – as the subject of study. Further chapters enclose the proposed
hypothesis more in detail based on the experimental studies conducted.

2. Methods
To create the heat maps of temperature distribution and determine the transitional boundaries, at least
the values of temperature at the reference points must be predefined. The rest of temperature values
throughout the whole surface can be determined using the interpolation technique. Laying out all the
temperature values at the corresponding positions in the 2D plane and assigning scaled colors to them
generates a heat map. Moreover, the more reference points involved, the more precisely the interpolation
calculates the temperatures at each position in the plane. To avoid unrealism, the reference points must be
randomly distributed across the plane. The heat map may give a proper justification of the maximum setting
step of maturity sensors. To investigate the hypothesis, a reinforced concrete slab experimentally taken as the
2D plane. The slab had the rectangular shape with the dimensions of 12×6×0.2 m and poured outdoor.
Conducted the following sequence of operations:
1) Before the pour of the slab by the concrete, 5 maturity sensors developed by [21] were mounted on
the rebar of the slab in random locations in the plane, as shown in the Figure 2 below. The sensors were
located in the center of the slab thickness.

Figure 2. Locations of the maturity sensors.
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2) The slap was poured by the concrete B25 M350 in 6 approaches of a skip by around 14 m3 of
concrete mixture from one batch. Total time spent for the pouring process was less than an hour. The ambient
temperature was between 10÷12 °C. The slab had no thermal insulation. The particleboard was used as a
formwork of the slab. The thermos-physical properties of the formwork were not considered, since it was
expected that its effect would be insignificant due to the similarity of the ambient temperature and the initial
temperature of the concrete mixture.
3) Immediately after the pour, with the interval of one hour the sensors measured the internal
temperature of concrete for 28 days (i.e. each sensor had 672 readings).
4) The readings of each sensor were transferred to the computer and converted into Excel format.
5) In the Excel document, 672 sheets were created, each containing the readings of corresponding
hour of measurements.
6) In each sheet, 2D planes were created with the size of 1200×600 cells (i.e. the size of each cell was
equivalent to 10×10 cm in regard to the size of the concrete slab). The values of temperature at reference
points (existing readings) were laid in the corresponding cells of each of the planes (Figure 2).
7) The unknown values of temperature in the 2D planes were interpolated using the Inverse Distance
Weighting (IDW) method. IDW is a spatial interpolation method that enables estimating the unknown values
based on the weighted average of the known values [28, 29]. Thus, each cell on the 2D plane was assigned
by the equation, where the weights represented the distances from each cell to the locations of reference
points. The equation is as followed:

tc =

n

t

i =1
n

i

∑ d ip
1
∑dp
i =1 i

,

(1)

where tc is unknown value of temperature in the cell;

i is number of reference point;
ti is known value of temperature at the reference point i;
di is search distance from the cell to the reference point i;
p is power of IDW (p = 2) [29].
8) To generate the hourly heat maps, the cells on the 2D plane were color-scaled using the Excel
conditional formatting feature based on the values of temperature that the cells contained. The choice of
Excel to create heat maps is justified by its flexibility in the implementation of custom method for estimating
unknown values of temperature based on existing ones. Existing software to estimate temperature field are
adapted to solve specific tasks such as thermal design. They are based on certain methods, which cannot
be customized and do not cover the needs of this study. Thereby, they considered the influence of ambient
temperature on a particular object, which temperature is initially stable. In case of concrete mixture, its
temperature is instable and fluctuating over time. Moreover, there is no need to consider the ambient
temperature when the sensors measure the actual internal temperature of concrete.
9) All the hourly heat maps were combined into one average in order to define the averaged transitional
boundaries and the shaded elliptical shapes that they surround. Then there were drawn the cross-section lines
passing through the reference points and coinciding in the orientation of the largest diameters of elliptical
shadings.
10) Temperature distribution graphs were created in the cross-sections, and the distance between the
opposite intersections of the graphs enabled determining the acceptable setting step of sensors.

3. Results and Discussion
As planned, the measurement of temperature in the body of reinforced concrete slab was carried out
by the embedded sensors for 28 days with the interval of 1-hour. The sensors collected 672 readings each.
When displaying all the obtained readings onto the chart, observed the following behavior of the concrete
curing temperature presented in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. Temperature mode of concrete curing.
From the figure above it is seen that although the initial temperature of concrete mixture when pouring
was uniform (around 10 °C), at further concrete curing observed the difference between the values of
temperature at all reference points (i.e. sensor locations). This indicates that the concrete gained its strength
unevenly throughout the whole period. Some parts of the slab gained strength faster than other parts. There
could be many reasons of this consequence, such as poor quality of concrete mixture and its rheological
structure, influence of environmental phenomena or simply human error while taking care of the concrete.
However, it is impossible to achieve a perfectly even curing of concrete, especially when it comes to the
extended and flat structures. In general, it is shown that at the second and third days the internal
temperature reached its peak. This is due to the exothermal reaction during the cement hydration. Thus,
the highest temperature of 50 °C reached on the third day at the location of sensor Nomber 5. Little earlier,
on the second day the temperature at the location of sensor No. 3 reached its peak at 47 °C. The
temperature peak at other sensor locations fluctuated between 45–49 °C. The notable variation of the
temperature between 24–33 °C is observed on the 7th day, which is probably most like is caused by the
influence of external phenomena. Furthermore, the temperatures at the sensor locations smoothly
decreased up to the 28th day and reached the ambient temperature of around 14–15 °C. The small variation
of temperature at the 28th day may indicate that the strength of concrete at all the reference points became
more or less uniform.
To enable smooth transition of scaled colors in the heat maps, the 2D plane was split into the grid of
cells with the size of 10 cm. A smaller cell size, such as 1 cm, would make the transition even smoother. Thus,
672 heat maps were obtained for each hour within 28 days. The heat maps of the most important ages of 1,
2, 3, 7, 14 and 28 days of the concrete curing are presented in Figure 4 a), b), c), d), e) and f) respectively.
The figures above demonstrate how the temperature changed during the 28 days of concrete curing.
The heat maps were generated based on the values of temperature at each cell of 2D planes. Here some
values were known (at reference points), some were unknown and interpolated using IDW method, as
planned. The heat maps used three scaled colors to demonstrate the change of the temperature values on
the plane: blue, white and red. The cells colored in blue and red represents the lower and the higher values of
temperature respectively. The white color is selected to indicate the transitional boundaries between the lower
and higher values of temperature and vice versa. It should be noted that the scale of the colors at each heat
map of a certain period is assigned between the lowest and the highest values of temperature within the
corresponding heat map. For note, if scaling the colors between the lowest and highest values of temperature
within the whole period of 28 days of concrete curing (e.g. between 10–50 °C), the change of the temperature
values in majority of heat maps would be indistinguishable. The obtained heat maps colorfully emphasize the
dynamics of changes in the internal temperature of concrete, which can eventually provoke a variation in the
strength gain in different parts of the concrete structure. In this regard, it helps better understanding the
hydration reaction in the concrete structure to make proper decisions on preventive measures.
To gain a general picture on the reasonable setting step of the sensors, the average heat map were
generated based on the values of temperature at all the cells of all 672 hourly heat maps. The resulting heat
map is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 4. Heat maps of temperature distribution.

Figure 5. Heat map of average temperature distribution.
The obtained heat map depicted distinct shadings with ellipsis shapes around three reference points.
Here the lowest temperature values in the cells colored in blue are observed around the sensor No. 4 and the
highest – around the sensors No. 2 and 3 in the cells colored in red. Other sensor locations fell on to the mean
values of the temperature distribution. Such a picture is a consequence of higher instability of the values of
internal temperature at the reference points No. 2, 3 and 4, than at the reference points No. 1 and 4, based
on the readings during 28 days of concrete curing. However, it is this picture that gives basis for further
reasoning and justification of the acceptable sensor setting step. Thereby, according to the last operation of
this study, the temperature distribution graphs were created at the cross-sections A-A, B-B and C-C that pass
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through the reference points. For the location of sensor No. 2, 3 and 4, the cross-sections were selected at
the angles of 45, 110 and 0 degrees to the horizontal axis respectively, and the graphs of temperature
distribution were draw, as presented in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6. Distribution of temperature at cross-sections.
From the figure above it is seen that the values of temperature at cross-sections fell within the range of
28.2–31.2 °C. The graphs took a parabolic shape with the peaks on the vertical axis. The higher peaks are
observed at the reverse parabolic graphs A-A and B-B, where the highest values of temperature was identified
(Figure 5). Conversely, the lower peak is observed at the regular parabolic graph C-C. Since the lower part of
the cross-section B-B rests close on the border of the 2D plane, its temperature distribution graph was
prolonged through the forecast of its trend (marked with dotted line), in order to enable its intersection with the
graph C-C having the lower peak. If considering the graphs A-A and B-B, it may be noticed that their transitional
boundaries start in an average distance of 3.5 m from their reference points. In case of the graph C-C, from
one side (left) the transitional boundary starts in a distance of 4 m, while from the other side (right), it starts in
a distance of 3 m from the reference point. To retrieve the combined effect of all the temperature distribution
graphs, suggested to pay attention onto the intersection of the graphs on both sides. Such intersections may
create several new asymmetrical shapes, depending on the number of cross-sections taken. Proposed that
the distance between the closest opposite intersections of the temperature distribution graphs represented by
regular and reverse parabolas may be considered as the maximum acceptable setting step of maturity
sensors. In addition, to ease the selection of the intersections, proposed to consider the asymmetrical shape
with the smallest area that lays more inward compared to other asymmetrical shapes. This study revealed the
distance of 5.75 m between the two opposite intersections of the temperature distribution graphs, based on
three considered cross-sections. Thus, the setting step of maturity sensors suggested to be set less than this
distance.
Similar results may be obtained if using a thermal imaging camera instead of the maturity sensor.
However, it should be noted that the thermal imaging camera enable reading the temperature only on the
surface of concrete structure, and therefore this equipment is not appropriate to replicate this study. It is
important to have the readings of internal temperature of concrete structure. Current study involved the
wireless maturity sensors. However, to replicate the study one may use wired temperature sensors as well.

4. Conclusion
1. Previous studies proved the effectiveness of the embedded maturity sensors for monitoring the
reinforced concrete structures compared to the traditional destructive and nondestructive methods in terms of
labor-intensity, portability and comfortableness, as well as ability of real time measurements. However, the
cost-efficiency of the embedded sensors depends on their number used for a certain volume of concrete
structure or the whole building skeleton due to their relatively high purchase price. Therefore, it is worth paying
particular attention to the way the sensors are placed in the concrete structure when using them. Since the
more efficient the positioning of the sensors, the less they can be used.
2. It is revealed that the existing methods to establish locations of concrete maturity sensors are weakly
substantiated and based solely on logical assumptions, not considering the possible variation of curing
intensity at different parts of the concrete structure. Therefore, in this study proposed the alternative method
to position the maturity sensors underpinned by the dynamics of transitional boundaries of temperature
distribution during the whole concrete curing period.
3. Experimentally identified that the transitional boundaries surround the patterns with more or less
similar (or clustered) values of temperature. Moreover, these patterns most likely have the elliptical shapes.
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The temperature distribution throughout the whole dimension of concrete structure may be obtained using the
Inverse Distance Weighting interpolation method, using the known values from the sensor measurements and
their locations. Thereby, in current study defined the convenience of heat map representation to clearly
demonstrate the transitional boundaries and the pattern of temperature distribution. The heat map enables
expressing the patterns by the color-scaled shadings of each point at the concrete structure, where the
intensity of the colors are dependent of the values of temperature at the points. It was established that the
suitable color scheme of the heat maps may consist of three different colors, that correspond to the values of
low, medium and high temperatures on a certain heat map. In this study selected the color scheme that
consists of blue, white and red colors. In this study 672 hourly heat maps were created that give clear visual
interpretation of the dynamics of temperature distribution throughout the 28-day period. To enable defining
their combined effect, it is proposed to create the consolidated heat map, based on the sum of values of all
the heat maps at each respective points.
4. The study identified that the combined plotting of temperature distribution along the lines that
coincide with the direction of the largest diameter of formed in the consolidated heat map elliptical shadings
creates the asymmetrical shapes. These shapes are composed of the regular and reverse parabolas.
Depending on the number of shadings selected to the plot, there may occur several asymmetrical shapes. It
is suggested to consider the distance between the intersection of regular and reverse parabolas that create
the asymmetrical shape with the smallest area as the maximum acceptable setting step of the maturity
sensors. As a result of the experiments conducted, it is not recommended to exceed the setting step of the
maturity sensor above 5.75 m.
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Аннотация. От способа размещения датчиков зрелости зависит их количество, необходимое для
определенного каркаса монолитного здания. Прежние исследования слабо освящают данный аспект,
приводя лишь логические предположения. Поэтому в данном исследовании предлагается
альтернативная стратегия размещения датчиков, основанная на переходных границах
распределения температуры твердения бетона. Переходные границы могут быть определены с
помощью построения тепловой карты распределения температуры, где неизвестные значения
рассчитываются методом обратного взвешивания расстояния. На основе экспериментально залитой
бетонной плиты с произвольно встроенными датчиками зрелости установлено, что переходные
границы образуют эллиптические формы. Распределение температур по наибольшему диаметру
эллипсов было нанесено на график, что привело к созданию правильных и обратных парабол. В
результате, расстояние между ближайшими противоположными точками пересечения парабол
принято в качестве максимально допустимого шага для установки датчиков зрелости. Предлагаемая
стратегия размещения может быть применима к датчикам, которые измеряют различные
непрерывные явления, например, относительную влажность.
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Abstract. The particular weaknesses of concrete buildings are brittle fracture and lack of material ductility, so
using steel reinforcements and discrete fibers are an attempt to overcome this weakness. Strain hardening
behavior under tensile force has made new material, High Performance Fiber Reinforced Cement Composite
“HPFRCC” as a high performance material with high energy absorption capability and high cracking ability
before failure. Therefore the structural application of this composite material in the structural members such
as continuous beams to control cracks width and formation of multiple cracks, improve ductility, moment
redistribution capacity have been investigated. In this paper, the effect of using HPFRCC containing 2 % steel
fibers on the flexural performance of four large two-span reinforced concrete beams with similar dimensions
and similar longitudinal reinforcement ratios has experimentally been investigated. Two beams were ordinary
concrete with two different arrangements of stirrups in the middle support (hogging) and mid span (sagging)
area and two other beams were companion but made with full HPFRCC composites. The specimens have
rectangular cross section of 250 mm (height)×200 mm (width) and are continuous over two spans of 1800 mm
each and two concentrated equal statically monotonic loads (from zero to the failure) are applied at the
mid-span of each beam. The experimental results showed that using HPFRCC layers in section beams and
reducing the spacing of the stirrups, increased the ultimate load, ductility ratio, plastic hinge characteristics
and moment redistribution capacity of these beams compare to reference beam. The greatest load carrying
capacity values 42 % were observed in FHPS compared to RCN beam. Maximum moment redistribution
values of around 23.31 % was observed in FHPS beam and maximum displacement ductility ratio 1.8 was
observed in FHPS beam compare to reference beam. In HPFRCC beam, the sufficient shear strength is
provided in beam without local shear cracks. This allows the formation of plastic hinge in beams and plastic
hinge zone.

1. Introduction
One of the high performance materials that has been prominent in recent years is the high performance
fiber reinforced cement composites (HPFRCC). Strength, stiffness, toughness (the area under the stressstrain curve) and durability are the main characteristics of a High Performance Material. researchers
investigated Durability of an Ultra High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) [1]. HPFRCC were
classified in a way, which was separated from fiber reinforced Concrete (FRC), so HPFRCC were a special
type of FRC composites whose characteristic sign was the strain hardening behavior under tensile force after
the first cracking, which was accompanied by multiple cracks to reach high strains [2]. Researcher have
recently looked at the applications of high performance fiber- reinforced cement composites [3]. At present,
the most widely used micro and nanomodifires of cement composites and simultaneously components of the
cement stone are the finely dispersed active mineral additives such as silica foam and metakaolin [4–8]. It is
known that concrete is a heterogeneous material, it has the low tensile strength to compressive strength ratio,
and is prone to formation of microcracks in the process of shrinkage during hardening. These peculiarities
determine the necessity of the solution of specifical problems to identify the optimal combination of the
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concrete matrix with different types of reinforcing fibers which technical characteristics may be varied within
wide limits. The use of a fiber reinforcement allows to improve the tensile strength and tensile strength in
bending, impact and fatigue strength, reduce the shrinkage the deformations, prevent the cracking, increase
the flexibility, impact, and abrasive resistance, increase frost resistance, water resistance, etc. By applying the
disperse reinforcing fibers of different types and sizes, we can adjust characteristics of concrete thereby
ensuring required performance properties and durability [8–12].
Many structural applications of HPFRCC material are concentrated on simple beams, continuous
beams (moment redistribution as effective parameters in RC structures), and beam-column connections, so
the related researches are given following. Hemmati et al. (2015), performed experimental parametric studies
to evaluate the impact of compressive strength, loading type and tensile reinforcement ratio on the
characteristics of the final deformation of simplified support beams HPFRCC. It showed that, if concentrated
loading in the middle of the span were changed to uniform loading, the plastic hinge rotation capacity would
increase and examined the flexural behavior of high performance fiber reinforced concrete beams with the
effect of the thickness of the HPFRCC layer at the height of the beam's cross section under a two-point flexural
test also Researcher conducted research on increasing the bearing capacity in reinforced concrete frame
using HPFRCC materials by numerical methods. In these models, the panel zone material was replaced by
HPFRCC, which had different tensile and compressive strengths, and then complete concrete frames and
complete HPFRCC frame were compared. The results showed that the use of these materials increased the
bearing capacity and ductility of these frames [13–16].
Maghsoudi et al. (2010), investigated of reinforced high strength concrete continuous beams
strengthened with fiber reinforced polymer. Experimental program was focused on flexural behavior and
moment redistribution in continuous HSC beams. It was concluded that, as the number of CFRP sheet layers
increases, the ultimate strength becomes higher, but the ductility, moment redistribution and ultimate strain of
the CFRP sheet decrease. An analytical model for moment–curvature and load capacity were developed and
used for the tested specimens. Good agreement between experiment and prediction values was reported [17].
And also Carmo et al. (2008) studied analytically factors affecting moment redistribution in continues
RC structures which are ignored in design codes. The studied parameters are structural type, load type,
concrete strength, and beam slenderness. The main objective of the study was to understand better the
capacity of forces redistribution in reinforced concrete beams [18–21]. Moreover, Holschemacher et al. (2012)
investigated continuous two-layer reinforced concrete beam. 5 Models and full-scale statically determinate
two-layer beams (TLB), made of steel fiber high strength concrete (SFHSC) in the compression zone and
normal strength concrete (NSC) in the tensile zone, have been tested by the Researchers. As in the previous
research stages, interaction of the concrete layers in a CTLB was studied to demonstrate the efficiency of
such beams for real structures. No cracks between the SFHSC and NSC layers were observed up to the
ultimate limit state of the tested beam, which demonstrates proper interaction between the layers. The results
obtained in the present study enable a recommendation of CTLB for practical application as effective and
economical continuous bending elements [23–25].
Mostofinejad et al. (2007) conducted a parametric study on moment redistribution in continuous
RC beams with equal spans under uniform loading was performed. First, the governing equation for the
allowable percent of moment redistribution was extracted using ductility demand and ductility capacity
concepts. The effects of different parameters such as the concrete compressive strength, the amount and the
strength of reinforcing steel, the magnitude of elastic moment at the support and the ratio of the length to the
effective depth of the continuous beam on moment redistribution were then investigated. The results showed
that, whereas the permissible moment redistribution in continuous reinforced concrete beams based on the
relevant rules in the current codes is not in a safe margin in some cases, it is rather conservative in most cases
[26]. Visintin et al (2018) investigated the moment redistribution in ultra-high performance fiber reinforced
concrete beams. The results of the experimental investigation show that for beams where the hinge formed at
the support, the observed moment redistribution was greater than the code predictions. However for the beam
where the hinge formed under the load points, observed moment redistribution was significantly less than
codes predictions. Hence, the results of this study show current design guidelines do not always provide a
conservative prediction of moment redistribution in UHPFRC beams [27].
Bagge et al (2014) investigated the moment redistribution in RC beams, study of the influence of
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement ratios and concrete strength. Evaluation of the experimental study
indicated a highly nonlinear structural behavior of the tested beams with the distribution of moment differing from
linear elastic analysis, even for low load levels. The evolution of moment redistribution and the moment
redistribution at the ultimate limit state (ULS) were appreciably dependent on the arrangement of longitudinal
reinforcement, whilst the transverse reinforcement ratio had a marginal impact up to yielding of the longitudinal
reinforcing steel, with the concrete strength slightly reducing the degree of moment redistribution [28, 29].
Saghafi et al. (2018) investigated enhancement of seismic performance of beam-column joint
connections using high performance fiber reinforced cementitious composites. The test results revealed that
HPFRCC connections considerably enhanced shear and flexural capacity as well as deformation and damage
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tolerance behavior at post-cracking stage compared to those of normal concrete at ultimate stages. Moreover,
the failure mode of HPFRCC specimens changed from shear mode to flexural mode compared to the failure
mode of concretes without required seismic details [30, 31].
A survey of literature shows that more experimental work is needed to investigate the use of HPFRCC
material instead of normal concrete in continuous concrete beams and a research program must be
established for investigating the structural behavior of a RC beam with HPFRCC. A great amount of
researches in recent years, focused on the durability and steel corrosion of these composite beams and it is
necessary to evaluate the structural behavior of these hybrid members. Furthermore, very limited research
studied the effect of HPFRCC and confinement of concrete in compression on the rotational capacity, ductility
and the capacity of redistributing stresses and moments between positive and negative regions of reinforced
continuous concrete beams.
This paper examines the complete nonlinear response of a RC continuous beam and HPFRCC
continuous concrete beams tested under monotonically increasing loads. From a different perspective, an
important issue in designing HPFRCC continuous beams is the requirement of appropriate ductility and the
capacity of redistributing stresses and moments between positive and negative regions. Given the collapsing
flexural modes in these beams, the analysis of stress and moment redistribution calls for special investigation.

2. Methods
2.1. Materials properties of experimental program
In this research, the components of the materials and the mixing design used for constructing High
Performance Fiber Reinforced Cement Composite (HPFRCC) were result of testing the specimens with
different proportions of materials to achieve hardening behavior. So that the best mixing design based on
Weight ratio was presented in Table 1. The cement amount used in the construction of beams was Portland
cement with density of 3.05 g/cm3 and the sand used in HPFRCC concrete had a diameter of 0.1 mm to
2.4 mm. In the construction of Normal Strength Concrete (NSC). Aggregates with a maximum diameter of
10 mm were used and the sand was smaller than 4.75 mm (sieve number 4) .Sand and gravel had a specific
density of 2.65 g/cm3. Silica fume with density of 2.2 g/cm3 and grain size 0.1 μm and super plasticizer based
poly-carboxylate with a density of about 1.07 g/cm3 were used in the construction of concrete beams. Hookend steel fibers with 30 mm length, 0.6 mm diameter, aspect ratio (l/d) of 50, tensile strength 1100 MPa,
modulus of elasticity 200 GPa and density 7.85 gm/cm3 were employed in this study. The density of this steel
fiber is 7850 kg/m3 and the weight of 0.01 m3 of this fiber is 7850, so the volume fraction equal 2 % means
that from 100 percentage of total volume of each cubic meter of concrete, 2 % equal 0.02 m3 and 157 kg filled
with steel fiber.
Table 1. Mixture proportions of HPFRCC and NSC.
Concrete Components
Name of
material

Cement
(Kg/m3)

Sand
(kg/m3)

Gravel
(kg/m3*

Water
(kg/m3)

Super plasticizer Silica fume
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)

Steel fiber
(kg/m3)

HPFRCC*

850

1062

–

257

13.77

85

157

2

NSC**

450

597

1083

210

–

–

–

–

Fiber volume
fraction Vf (%)

* High performance fiber reinforced cement Composite, ** normal strength concrete

Six cube samples with dimensions of 150×150×150 mm were used to determine the compressive
strength of normal strength concrete (NSC) and HPFRCC. The mean values of the 28 day compressive
strengths of cubic samples for NSC and HPFRCC were 42.62 and 82.94 MPa, which were equal to 36.22 and
70.50 MPa in compressive strength cylindrical samples, respectively. The typical setup for the uniaxial tensile
test is shown in Figure 1. To avoid fractures outside the measurement area, both ends of the specimens were
made in the shape of a dog-bone. The elongation of the specimen was measured using two linear variable
displacement transducers placed on two opposite sides of the specimen with a gauge length of 100 mm. The
load was applied using displacement control hydraulic jack at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/min. Tensile Stressstrain responses of specimens was shown in Figure 1. The measured stress–strain curves are presented in
Figure 1. The maximum tensile strain exceeded 0.71 % and the maximum tensile strength was approximately
6.7 MPa.
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Figure 1. Dog-bone specimen configuration for uniaxial tensile tests (Units: mm).
In Table 2. Some important characteristics associated with the reinforcing steel are shown for all
dimensions used for reinforcing the beams. The yield strength (ƒy), yielding strain (ɛsy), ultimate strength (ƒu)
and ultimate strain (ɛsu) are presented as mean values from standardized material tests.
Table 2. Reinforcing steel characteristics.
Type of rebar

Diameter Ф
(mm)

Yielding
strength ƒy
(MPa)

Yielding strain
ɛsy (%)

Longitudinal rebar

14

520

0. 25

640

16

210

Longitudinal rebar

10

530

0. 24

663

16

210

Transverse rebar

8

510

0. 20

780

14

210

Ultimate strength Ultimate strain
ƒu (MPa)
ɛsu (% )

Modulus of
elasticity Es
(MPa)

2.2. Test setup and instrumentation
In order to study the flexural behavior of two-span continuous beams with conventional concrete and
HPFRCC composite, specimens had been selected that were as close to half-scale as possible to achieve
reliable results. The general test set-up was shown in Figures 2 and 3, the beams consisted of two equal
spans with two roller supports at both ends and one hinged support at the middle. A 1000 kN hydraulic
actuator was used to apply a monotonic concentrated load on the mid-point of a rigid steel spreader beam.
And also three load cells were used to measure the reaction at the supports. To measure the applied total
load by hydraulic jack, a Load cell with a capacity of 1000 kN was used. Moreover, deflection was measured,
using Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs), at three different locations in each span: at the
midpoint, one-quarter, and three-quarters of the span length. Considering the distance of the experimental
rigid frames and considering this limitation, the beams were 4000 mm long with two equal spans (1800 mm
each span) to which two concentrated forces were applied at mid span. The beams were rectangular
250 mm×200 mm (height × width) and this cross section was constant in all tests, as was the slenderness,
L/h = 7.2 (L is the span length and h is the beam height) as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Test setup and instruments used in experiment of the beams.
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Figure 3. General view of the test setup.

Figure 4. General Dimension of test specimens (unit: mm).
The reinforcement ratio (ρ1, ρ2) consumed in these beams was selected in such a way that the area

section of bars was not more than balance reinforcement ratio (ρb) so the flexural failure occurred, this
assumption was shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 6, two and three bars of 14 mm in diameter were used
as the bottom and top longitudinal reinforcement negative moment at middle support and two bars of 14 mm
in diameter as top and three bars of 14 mm and one bar of 10 mm were used at the maximum positive moment
in the middle of the span .At the middle support section, the reinforcement ratio (ρ1) was 0.01 and at mid- span
section (ρ2) was 0.012. This means that the longitudinal reinforcement ratio the mid – span section was
1.2 times that at the middle support section to allow plastic moment redistribution. In addition, the ratio of the
bars used was more than Minimum amount and brittle failure did not occur in specimens. The area of the
Stirrups used in these experimental samples was chosen in a way that was more than the minimum shear
reinforcement. Therefore, the shear failure in these beams did not occur and the flexural behavior was
dominant. After cracking of critical sections in a continuous steel-reinforced concrete beam, the difference
between actual and predicted linear- elastic moment distribution in such beams can be identified in two stages.
The first stage is caused by difference in concrete cracking in critical regions, and the second stage is caused
by plastic deformation of steel reinforcement. Also, for beams with constant cross-section, flexural stiffness
after cracking was found to be approximately proportional to tensile reinforcement ratio. Consequently, the
distribution of bending moment after cracking will change according to the provided reinforcement as
demonstrated in Figure 5. Electrical Strain Gauges (ESG) with a length of 30 mm and the electrical resistance
of 120±0.3 ohms were attached to the reinforcement and concrete surface at the three critical locations: middle
support and two mid-span sections, as shown in Figures 6-a and 6-b. The details of all specimens are given
in Table 3.

Figure 5. Elastic and actual bending moment in a continuous beam.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Reinforcement details of the beams: a) Reinforcement arrangement, FHP.N
and RC.N Specimens. b) Reinforcement arrangement, FHP.S and RC.S Specimens.
c) Typical Cross sections of beams in sagging (M+) and hogging (M–) region.
Table 3. Reinforcement Details and Concrete Properties of Tested Beam.
Cross
section
Specim
e name

b×h

Transverse
(NSC) and (NSC) and
Transverse
reinforcment
(HPFRCC) (HPFRCC) Longitudinal Longitudinal bars Stirrups
reinforcment Stirrups in
bars at positive
at negative
tensile
the middle ratio (ρv)at
at the
(mm) Compressiv
+
ratio (ρv) at the of the span
e strength
strength
moment (M)
moment (M ) supports
middle of the
supports (%)
(MPa)
(MPa)
span (%)

RCN*

200×250

36.22

3.44

3∅14+1Ǿ10
(540.35)

3∅14(462) mm2 ∅8@100

RCS**

200×250

36.22

3.44

3∅14+1Ǿ10
(540.35) mm2

3∅14(462) mm2

FHPN***

200×250

70.50

6.90

3∅14+1Ǿ10
(540.35) mm2

3∅14(462) mm2 ∅8@100

FHPS****

200×250

70.50

6.90

3∅14+1Ǿ10
(540.35) mm2

3∅14(462) mm2

∅8@50

∅8@50

0.5

∅8@150

0.33

1

∅8@100

0.5

0.5

∅8@150

0.33

1

∅8@100

0.5

* Reinforced Concrete and Normal spacing stirrups, ** Reinforced concrete and special spacing stirrups,
*** Reinforced HPFRCC and normal spacing stirrups, **** Reinforced HPFRCC and special spacing stirrups.

The stirrups and reinforcement ratios are accordance with the provision of American Concrete
Institute [32], therefore the amount of transverse reinforcement was variable in this experimental study. Two
beams, RC.S and FHP.S, were provided with transverse reinforcement ratio ( ρv = Av / bs ) equal 2 higher
than beams RCN and FHPN at the supports and approximately 1.5 higher than beams RC.N and FHP.N at
middle of span. A bar of 8 mm was used, which its center-to-center distance was 100 mm. In addition, in the
middle of the span and at a distance of 50 mm in the shear area, a bar of 8 mm was used, which its centerto-center distance was 150 mm. In non-closed space samples, in the middle of the span, bars of 8 mm were
used, which its center-to-center distance was 150 mm and in the shear area its distance was about 100mm in
order to set stirrups. Before loading the beams, all strain gauges were installed and the load cell performed
completely during loading.

3. Results and Discussion
Mode of failure, load-deflection, load-strain, moment and load capacity, moment redistribution and
ductility are the obtained results to be presented and discussed in following sections.
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3.1. Failure mode and general behavior
Generally, the experimental results showed that the initiation and propagation of cracks in beams were
depended on the tensile strength of the concrete mix, and the type of the reinforcement. Moreover the first
cracks were vertical flexural at the middle support section followed by similar vertical cracks at mid-span, good
agreement with the elastic bending moment distribution in continuous beams resulting in higher moment at
middle support compared with that at mid span. Therefore the cracking pattern of specimens RCN and RC.S
was similar that the first cracks in these two beams were in the negative moment region at the internal support.
By increasing load, the new vertical and diagonal flexural cracks were observed in the positive and negative
moment regions of both spans. The number of cracks at the middle support in beams with smaller stirrup
spacing was more than those beams with wider spacing, the stirrups act as crack initiator and affect the flexural
crack spacing and longitudinal reinforcement ratio at critical sections was effective factor to control the width
of flexural cracks [31].

3.2. Load-deflection response and failure mode
The ultimate loads measured by the load cells of specimens are given in Table 4 and the load- deflection
(in the middle of each span) curves of all the tested beams are shown in Figure 7. Ultimate load and
corresponding vertical deflection of beam RCN were respectively 163.70 kN and 50.71 mm and these amounts
for RCS with more transverse reinforcement were 186.94 kN and 79.00 mm. The ultimate loads of HPFRCC
beams FHPN and FHPS were 205.63 kN and 229.88 kN, and their corresponding deflections were 83.27 mm
and 98.66 mm, respectively.
Table. 4. Load and displacement of the tested beams.
At Cracking
Specimen
notation
RCN
RCS
FHPN
FHPS

At yielding

Pcr (KN) ∆cr (mm) Py (kN) ∆y (mm)
31.25
35.93
41.32
46.27

1.76
1.63
1.52
1.41

147.48
160.21
184.15
198.73

11.28
14.27
12.19
12.84

At ultimate

Pu

Pu

∆u

Pu( RC . N )

161.85
186.94
205.63
229.88

50.71
78.99
93.63
104

1.0
1.15
1.27
1.42

Failure mode
Concrete crushing, Longitudinal steel bars rupture
Longitudinal steel bars rupture
Longitudinal steel bars rupture
Longitudinal steel bars rupture

Figure 7. Load-deflection relationships for tested beams.
A comparison of the cracking load, yielding load, ultimate load, and corresponding deflection, and for
all samples was shown in Figure 8. Further increase in cracking load in FHPS and FHPN beams compared to
RCN and RCS beams was due to the hardening effects of HPFRCC composites. This could also be cited for
yielding load, and maximum loads in beams, which were made with HPFRCC composite. Moreover, the beams
constructed with closed space stirrups in comparison to beams with non-closed space stirrups showed an
increase in cracking load, yielding load and maximum loads due to reducing and limiting the width of the crack
and the non-extension of the shear and flexural cracking. Increased load was considerable in the beams made
with HPFRCC composite. In the case of observed cracks in HPFRCC composite beams, it could be concluded
that the fibers in the tensile section of these beams could control the width of the cracks and create more
cracks. On the other hand, the force drop in these beams was lower than that of conventional concrete beams,
so the HPFRCC composite beams exhibited a more ductile behavior. Considering the operability and ensuring
the satisfaction of service of the flexural member, the generated deformation in the beams under the working
load would be ranging from

l
l
to
(3.75 mm to 10 mm for the mentioned beams) in accordance with
480
180

the allowable value according to the ACI 318M-08, depending on the type and function of the structure.
According to the results of the experiments, the deformations generated in the load operation were in the
satisfactory range of codes.
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Figure 8. Comparison of loads ratio in cracking, yielding and ultimate modes.
The tested beams behavior before cracking was linear load-deflection. Upon cracking, stiffness was
reduced as the load increased. Control beam, RCN, The tensile steel yielded (Py = 147.48 kN ) prior to
concrete crushing at both the central support (Pu = 161.85 kN) and mid-span section as shown in Figure 9a.
The new wider flexural cracks were occurred at the mid-span and center support and extended to the
compressive regions. The tensile steels at central support of beam RCS were yielded at a load of 160.21 kN
and the beam failed over the central support at the load 186.94 kN shown in Figure 9-b. The yielding loads of
beams FHPN and FHPS were 184.15 and 198.73 kN prior to concrete crushing at both the center support and
mid – span section as shown in Figures 9c and d. The beam failed by tensile rupture of the reinforcing bars
prior to concrete crushing at both the central support and mid-span section as shown in Figure 9c. All beams
exhibited three stage responses up to failure: representing the concrete pre cracking stage. Concrete post
cracking to tension steel pre yield stage, tension steel post yield stage to failure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Failure shape and cracking pattern of tested beams: (a) RCN, (b) RCS, (C) FHPN, (d) FHPS.
Increasing the transvers reinforcement, as in beams RC.S compared with RC.N, resulted in improved
ultimate load capacity and less deflection at any particular applied load. The transverse reinforcement ratio
(ρv) of beam RC.S was twice of that of beam RC.N at the supports, resulting in 15 % increase in the ultimate
load and 8 % reduction in mid-span deflection. Comparison of load-displacement curves of FHPN and FHPS
beams in Figure 7 shows that the ultimate load capacity of specimen with closer stirrup spacing was improved
and also its mid-span deflection was reduced. Therefore this issue had a positive effect on rotation capacity
and moment redistribution at critical sections.
By observing the load-displacement response curves, it was shown that the FHPS and FHPN beams were
ductile and the absorption capacity of energy had improved considerably and dramatically. The ultimate load in
the FHPS sample increased by 42 % and the ductility coefficient of displacement was 80 % higher than RCN
sample. By comparing the failure modes in Figure 9, the load-displacement response curve showed that FHPN
and FHPS and RCS samples exhibited more ductile behavior than RCN samples, the first cracks started in the
tested beams from the central support. When the load was applied to the beams, at the beginning of the loading,
the severity of the load was low, the structure behaved as a linear elastic and the structure response was linear
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and it was proportional to the load applied. At the critical zone (central support), when the load reached to Pcr,
the hardness decreased in the cross section, so elastic re-distribution occurred, i.e. the critical section (central
support) transferred some moment to the sections that had not yet been cracked (mid-span). In FHPFRCC
beams with closed space shear reinforcement, crack width was less than RCN. The reason was the reinforcing
effect of HPFRCC in preventing the expanding of cracks. In addition, by comparing the load – displacement
response of the samples in Figure 7 and the presented results in Table 4, it could be seen that in the beams
containing HPFRCC, the resistance against cracking and initial hardness of the samples had been increased.
The increase in cracking load in HPFRCC samples, compared to RCN, was attributed to the role of HPFRCC
composites in limiting the expansion of the cracks.

3.3. Ductility
The ductility of a beam can be defined as its ability to sustain inelastic deformation without loss of its load
carrying capacity prior to failure. Ductility is more important for statically indeterminate structures, such as
continuous beams, as it allows for moment redistribution through the rotation of plastic hinges. Ductility has
generally been measured by a ratio called the ductility index or factor (μ). The ductility index is usually expressed
as a ratio of rotation (θ), curvature (φ), deflection (Δ), and absorbed energy (E) at failure (peak load) divided by
the corresponding property when the steel starts yielding. The displacement ductility index is defined by Equation

µ∆ =

∆u
.
∆y

Where

Δu is the mid-span deflection at ultimate beam load and Δy is the mid-span deflection at

yielding load of the tensile steel reinforcement at the central support. The mid-span deflection at beam ultimate
load (∆u) and yielding load (∆y), and the deflection ductility index (µ∆) are given in Table 5. As can be seen from
Table 5, increasing the transverse reinforcement and closer stirrup spacing, in beams RCS and FHPS compared
with RCN and FHPN resulted in improved displacement ductility. Comparing RCN with FHPN and RCS with
FHPS, it can be seen that using HPFRCC allowed for more displacement ductility in the ultimate failure load
beams. Figure 10 shows this positive effect on available rotation capacity and moment redistribution at critical
sections. Another way of defining ductility was based on the concept of energy. Therefore, the energy density
index 𝜇𝜇𝐸𝐸 , was the ratio of the absorbed energy of the beam of the ultimate load to the absorbed energy at the

yielding load. The quantity of energy was defined as

µE =

Eu
, in which, the energy absorbed by the Eu was
Ey

the beam in the ultimate load and 𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 was the energy absorbed in the yielding load. In the present study, ductility
was obtained based on displacement and absorbed energy methods. The energy density index 𝜇𝜇𝐸𝐸 are given in
Table 5. As can be seen from Table 5, increasing the transverse reinforcement and closer and smaller spacing
stirrup spacing, in beams RC.S and FHP.S compared with RC.N and FHP.N resulted in increased in energy
density index (µE). Comparing RCN with FHPN and RCS with FHPS in Figure 11, it can be seen that using
HPFRCC resulted in increasing in energy density index (µE).
Table 5. Energy and displacement ductility of the beams.

∆
∆y

Specimen

= u
µ∆   

RCN

4.5

µ

E
Ey

µe

Ey
(kN.mm)

Eu
(kN.mm)

µ E   
= u

1.0

737

7137

10

1

µ( RC . N )

µe( RC . N )

RCS

5.5

1.2

801

8921

11.1

1.2

FHPN

7.7

1.7

822

10706

13

1.3

FHPS

8.1

1.8

920

13454

14.6

1.5

Figure 10. Displacement ductility of specimens.
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Figure 11. Energy ductility of specimens.

3.4. Load-strain response
The maximum measured strains of steel bars and concrete at the critical sections (mid-span and middle
support) against the applied load are shown in Figure 12, indicating that the compressive strains in concrete
at failure reached or exceeded the maximum compressive strain of 0.003. The section at middle support in all
tested beams were cracked prior to the mid-span section. The measured strains in the top reinforcement over
the middle support was about 1.2 times that in the bottom reinforcement at mid-span in all reinforced beams.
In the FHPS sample, due to the greater confinement effect of closed- space stirrups, as well as the strain
hardening effect on HPFRCC, and because the fibers had maintained integrity, they could tolerate larger
deformations and reinforcement had experienced larger strains. In the RCN beam under increasing loading,
the cracks expanded faster and pressure concrete was crushed. Therefore, due to damage of the compressive
concrete, the balance of the conventional reinforced concrete section collapsed and the applied force was
falling down. Thus, the ductility of the NSC beams was less than that of the HPFRCC beams.

(a) At middle support section

(b) At mid-span section
Figure 12. Load-strain curves.

3.4. Moments – curvature in critical section
Experimental moment – curvature response at sagging and hogging sections for tested beams are
shown in Figure 13. The forces applied to the mid-span of the beams and the supports were measured by the
load cell to calculate the moment at critical sections. The tensile strain values of the tensile reinforcements,
which were also used to calculate the curvature of the beam, measured by the strain gauge connected to the
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tensile reinforcement in the critical sections. The curvature at central support or mid – span is calculated by
dividing the concrete strain εc by a distance to the neutral axis depth, c and given as

ε
= c . In Figure 13a, it
ϕ   
c

was clear that the ultimate moment value for the RCN beam was 45.78 kN.m. For example, ultimate moment
value for RC.S, FHP.N and FHPS were 51.57, 55.20 and 59.65 kN.m, respectively. The greatest increase in
flexural strength in the central support of the FHP.S sample was found to be about 1.30 times more than the
RC.N sample. According to Figure 13b, the ultimate moment capacity in the mid-span for the RC.N sample
was 50.84 kN.m, while for RCS, FHPN and FHPS samples, it was 58.33, 64.93 and 73.62 kN.m, respectively.
The greatest increase in flexural capacity was observed in the mid-span of the FHPS sample, which was about
1.44 times more than the RCN sample.

a

b
Figure 13. Moment-Curvature: a) at the central support b) at the mid-span.
In the Table 6, a summary of flexural capacity in the mid-span and central support for the specimens
was recorded, as well as the increase of the flexural capacity in the critical sections for RC.S, FHP.N and
+

−

FHP.S beams were compared with the RC.N beam. In this table, M m and M C were respectively the positive
moments in the central support and the negative moment in central support of the beams. In addition, φu and
φy, respectively, were curvature in the ultimate state and curvature in the yielding state of the sections.

 ϕu

 ϕy


 ,
m

 ϕu

 ϕy


 were the curvature ductility factor in the central support and mid-span.
c

Table 6. Flexural strength of samples in the central support and mid-span, and the ratio of
increasing flexural strength and curvature ductility factor of beams.
Beams
RC.N
RC.S
FHP.N
FHP.S

M C−

M m+

M C−

M M+

(kN⋅m)

(kN⋅m)

M C ( RC . N )

M M ( RC . N )

45.78
51.57
55.20
59.65

50.84
58.33
64.93
73.62

1.00
1.12
1.20
1.30

1.00
1.14
1.27
1.44

 ϕu

 ϕy



c

4.75
5.54
6.27
6.59

 ϕu

 ϕy



m

4.72
5.50
6.20
6.50
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3.5. Moment redistribution
Since beams were statically indeterminate, the calculation of actual internal forces were based on the
measured reactions. The variation of reactions versus the applied load for all tested beams are shown in Figure
14. The elastic end reaction with the value R1 = 0.312P and the elastic central support reaction with the value
R2 = 1.376P was also plotted to evaluated the amount of load redistribution. Where R1 and R2 are the end and
middle support reaction respectively. As shown in Figure 14, at the beginning of loading, the reaction force of the
central and lateral support was similar to that obtained by linear analysis. In loads greater than the yielding load
of tensile steel, at the same load level, the experimental reactions at the lateral supports were greater than the
calculated reaction of the elastic relations. The experimental bending moments at both the middle support and
mid-span were calculated sing the measured reactions, The amount of moment redistribution can be obtained
by comparing the actual and elastic bending moment. Diagrams of moment-load were also shown in the positive
area (mid-span) and the negative (central support) for the tested beams in Figure 15. The moment in the midspan and central support was calculated from the static equation and also based on the reaction of the center
and lateral supports. As shown in Figure 15, in loads greater than the yielding load of tensile load, at the same
load level, the moments in the central supports and the mid- span (under load) were less and more than the
moments calculated from the elastic relations, respectively. The diagrams for moment were shown in both
ultimate elastic and experimental modes for the tested beams in Figure 15. As shown in Figure 7, in the ultimate
load, the difference between the experimental and elastic moment was due to moment redistribution. The amount
redistribution ratio (β) given in Table 7 was calculated for the sagging and the hogging bending moment at midspan and at the central support at failure load. The ratio was calculated by

β=

M e − M exp
Me

×100 %, which

Mexp is the actual moment at an applied load; and Me is elastic moment corresponding to the applied load. As
indicated in Table 9, beam RCN had a moment redistribution ratio of 16.42 % at central support and 9.9 % at
mid-span. The moment redistribution ratio of RCS, FHPN and FHPS beams was significantly increased due to
smaller spacing stirrup and HPFRCC in beams. Actual versus elastic bending moment curves at failure are
shown in Figure 16.

Figure 14. Load versus end and central support reactions of the tested beams.
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Figure 15. Applied load versus bending moment of tested beams.
Table 7. The amount of the reaction force of the lateral support, central support, the moment,
and moment redistribution of the tested beams.
Reaction
Ultimate Reaction
force of
force
Beam load PU
lateral
of central
(kN) support (kN) support (KN)

Central support
Elastic
moment
(kN.m)

Exprimental
moment
(kN.m)

Mid-span
%MR β

Elastic
moment
(kN.m)

Exprimental
moment
(kN.m)

%MR β

RC.N

161.85

55.49

212.72

54.78

45.78

16.42

45.44

49.94

-9.9

RC.S

186.94

64.82

244.24

63.27

51.57

18.49

52.49

58.33

-11.12

FHP.N

205.63

72.15

266.96

69.59

55.20

20.67

59.88

64.93

-12.47

FHP.S

229.88

81.80

296.16

77.79

59.65

23.31

64.54

73.62

-14.06

Experimental bending moment (kN.m)
Elastic bending moment (kN.m)

P : Load at failure (kN)
R: Reaction at failure (kN)

Figure 16. Actual versus elastic bending moment at failure.
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4. Conclusion
In this research, the effect of HPFRCC and closed-space stirrups on flexural behavior of two-span
reinforced concrete beams was studied and the following important results were concluded:
1. The experimental results showed that using HPFRCC and reducing the spacing of the stirrups and
concrete confinement, increased the ultimate load, ductility ratio, energy absorption, plastic hinge
characteristics and moment redistribution capacity of these beams compare to reference beam.
2. Comparison of curves of load – displacement of samples of RCN and FHPS showed that the
toughness of FHPS improved by 1.82 times more than the RCN. Toughness mechanisms such as bridging
the fibers increased tensile strength and reduced the brittle fracture after maximum load.
3. Comparison of the cracking pattern in the plastic zones of the beams showed that the cracking rate
in the beams with HPFRCC and closed-space stirrups was more than the RCN beam and As a result, Energy
dissipation became more.
4. Unlike beams with regular concrete, in which an initial crack is mostly dominant, HPFRCC beams
shows a pseudo-strain hardening behavior with finely distributed multiple cracks. This multiple cracking
process occurs in sequence as the applied tensile load increases, after tensile stress reaches the maximum
affordable tensile stress of the weakest section, the crack at the weakest section is localized.
5. The displacement ductility and the energy ductility index of FHPS beam was about 1.80 and
1.50 times more than RCN beam respectively.
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Abstract. This paper presents an experimental study to understand the effects of selected additives on
Kerman collapsible soil behavior which is dominated with such clay and is semi-arid province in the south-east
of Iran. Collapsible soils, known as problematic soils, are materials with a relatively high porosity and
demonstrate a potential for sudden and large decrease in their volume under water content changes with or
without change in the applied stress level. In this study, soil samples are obtained from a project site in Kerman
city and the collapse potential tests were performed on the prepared samples in accordance with ASTM as
double oedometer consolidation test. Initially, the undisturbed level of collapsibility. Next, samples are treated
with three kinds of additives namely: lime and bentonite in the 3, 5 and 8 percent and nano silica in 0.4, 0.7
and 1 percent of dry soil weight. For each percentage of additive, one sample was created and the results
demonstrated that 5 % of Lime, 3 % of Bentonite and 1 % of nano silica are the optimum percentage of
additives for decreasing the collapsibility. The collapsibility of Kerman clay is reduced significantly after treating
with lime and nano silica in comparison to bentonite.

1. Introduction
There are various types of problematic soils such as dispersive soils, collapsible soils, expansive
soils, etc. Collapsible soils are unsaturated soils, which show volume decrease in confronting increased
moisture content under constant stress. Collapsible soils are scattered all around the world in a great
volumes and they can be found in the United States, Europe, China and South Africa. It has been estimated
that about 10 % of the surface area of the Earth is covered by these soils [1, 2]. Collapse phenomena have
been reported in an extensive rate in many arid areas around the world, and all of them are happened due
to wetting [3]. Several methods currently exist for improving the characteristics of collapsible soils such as
dynamic compaction, chemical stabilization, inundation, and piling [4, 5]. Chemical stabilization is one of
the most common methods for stabilization of the soil. This method is a process for enhancing the
characteristics of soil by using additives such as lime, bentonite, Portland cement, fly ash and recently Nanoparticles [6, 7, 8, 9]. Lime’s reaction with soil is categorized in two different processes of short and long term
reactions. Cation exchange and flocculation occur immediately within the soil, rapidly increase soil’s pH
level. This is regarded as a result of the dissolution of Ca(OH)2. Pozzolanic and carbonation reactions are
categorized as the long-term reactions. The Pozzolanic reaction is actually a slow reaction which is mainly
controlled by time, temperature and moisture. This reaction produces calcium silicate and calcium
aluminate, which gradually enhances strength and durability in days or weeks after adding lime to the soil.
Carbonation reaction is a damaging reaction which decreases the number of free ions in the mixture for
cation exchange and pozzolanic reactions [6, 10]. The influence of lime on the collapsibility of tropical
residual soils was investigated and the results showed a significant reduction in comparison with untreated
soil samples [10]. A comprehensive study was conducted on the soil stabilizing effect of lime and made an
estimation of the initial lime consumption (ICL) showing that, 5 % lime is sufficient for ICL [6]. The impact of
lime on the strength of soil mixture was investigated in road construction and the result indicated that all
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tested samples reach a significant strength level when enough amount of lime is provided [11]. Another
material which is commonly used for soil stabilization is bentonite. One of the most important features of
bentonite is its usability in both granular and cohesive soils by determining the required amount of bentonite.
It has been found that in cohesive and well-graded soils, less than 6 % and in the uniformly sized sands, 10
to 15 % of bentonite is sufficient, where compressibility and shear strength of the soil was investigated [12,
13, 14]. Besides, bentonite can improve the hydraulic conductivity of soils to meet the technical requirements
of compacted clay liner (CCL). This was investigated using different percentages of bentonite and the result
showed a considerable reduction in permeability caused mostly by swelling characteristics of bentonite,
meeting most of the worldwide standards [9,15]. Over the last two decades, nanotechnology has been
significantly used in many fields of science and using materials with the sizes smaller than 100 nm is defined
as nanotechnology. In geotechnical engineering, nanotechnology is used in two different approaches: first,
to have a better understanding of soil structure by studying the soil in nanoscale and secondly, soil
stabilization using nano-size additives [16]. Despite previously conducted studies on the utilization of
nanotechnology in soil mechanics, there are still numerous untouched analytical and experimental subjects.
Experimental works were done to show the effect of nanomaterial on soil stabilization and soil permeability.
It was found that the addition of nanomaterials decreases the permeability of soils [17]. The addition of
nanomaterial to the sand affects the cyclic behavior of the soil. The inter-particle siloxane bonds due to
collisions between nanoparticles forms the silica solution gel. This gel contains the individual sand particles
together and maintains the soil structure under the dynamic loading [16,18, 19]. Kerman is a province
located in the south-east of Iran. It has a number of notable sites such as the Bam Citadel and the ruined
city of Arg-e-Bam made entirely of mud bricks, clay, straw and the trunks of palm trees (224–637 AD) (Figure
1). This province covers an area of 175,069 square kilometers including 11 % of the total area of Iran. The
geographical diversity of this province causes a varying climate. Geologically, alluvial and aeolian sediments
form most of the top layer of the Kerman plain [20]. The land of the City of Kerman, geographically located
in the north west of the Kerman province, is mostly made up of the collapsible soils. This availability has
resulted in the prevalence of these soils utilization in various projects due to the economic reasons. As an
under-structure basement, these collapsible soil covers cause serious problems to the building structures
and urban infrastructures such as water and gas pipelines, and embankment dams. Therefore, soil
treatment can be a beneficial preconstruction operation in almost all projects in Kerman.

Figure 1. Kerman Province and city of Kerman.
This study considers the Kerman collapsible soil and suggests different approaches to amend this
problematic soil which would address a major need in this province. This paper aims to explore the effect of
different types of additives on the collapsibility of Kerman clay.

2. Materials
In this section, we discuss and elaborate on the materials used in this study.
Soil: soil samples are taken from a 5-meter depth of a construction site. In order to determine the
physical and chemical properties of the soil, such as particle size, Atterberg limits, dry unit weight, and
optimum moisture content, different tests are conducted according to ASTM. More than 90 % of the soil
passed the sieve, which indicates no. 200 grain size distribution curve of the soil according to ASTM D422
Standard [21], see Figure 2. With reference to unified soil classification system (USCS), this soil is
categorized as CL. Physical and chemical properties of the disturbed soil are shown in Tables 1 and 2:
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution of the Kerman collapsible soil.
Table 1. Physical characteristics of the soil used in the tests.
Characteristics

Value and Description

Density(gr/cm3)

1.74

Liquid Limit (%)

33

Plastic Limit (%)

21

Clay content (%)

32

Passing no. 200 sieve (%)

90
2.77

Specific gravity (Gs)
Unified classification system

CL

Table 2. Chemical compositions of the soil and bentonite used in the tests.
Characteristics

Soil

Bentonite

SiO2

45.01

55.35

CaO

13.62

1.09

Al2O3

11.95

14.07

Fe2O3

4.91

2.79

MgO

3.93

3.86

K2O

2.49

0.21

Other

18.09

15.2

Additives: three additives namely lime, bentonite and Nano-silica are investigated in this study. These additives
are readily available and their interaction with clay is clearly known.
Lime: The hydrated lime used for this project is a product of the Lorestan Lime Company and is a high-quality lime
passes through an 80µm sieve opening, with 56.7 % of Ca(OH)2.
Bentonite: Sodium bentonite from Arak Poodr Factory is the other additive in this study. The chemical property of
the bentonite and its physical analysis is shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 3. Physical characteristic of bentonite used in the tests.
Characteristics

Value and Description

Water absorption (%)

100–110

Absorption of montmorillonite (%)
Liquid limit (%)

>75
230

Plastic limit (%)

110

PH

9

Percent finer than No. 200

99.08

Nano-Silica: Silica nanoparticle is a white color powder. We use the Nano-silica from Pasargad Novin Company.
A further discussion on the main properties of the Nano-silica is provided in the subsequent sections in this paper.
Permeants: For all tests, tap water was used.

3. Experimental Methods
Sample preparation: To achieve a homogeneous soil sample, dry soil and additives have to be mixed,
and then water should be added to the mixture. Accordingly, the soil is air dried at the normal laboratory
Firoozfar, A., Dousti, M.
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temperature. All the specimens in this experiments are prepared with optimum moisture content and
compacted at the maximum dry density. Next, lime and bentonite are added to the soil in the proportions of 3,
5, and 8 percent, respectively, and hand mixed together to obtain a homogeneous soil-additive mixture. Next,
tap water is gradually spray-added to the mixture. Lime-soil reactions begin when the PH of the mixture
reaches 12.4. By adding additional 2 percent or more of lime to the soil, PH reaches to 12.4. This also facilitates
the long-term pozzolanic reactions [11, 22]. Nano-silica is added to the soil in 0.4, 0.7 and 1 % ratios with
respect to the soil dry weight. Specific surface area (SSA) is an important parameter in nanomaterial’s reaction
with soil. At nanoscale, a higher ratio of surface to volume causes intense interaction. Therefore, even small
amounts of nanoparticles yield considerable effects on mechanical properties of the soil [8, 23]. For each
percentage of additive, one sample is created.
Testing Procedure: As double odometer consolidation test (ASTM D 5333-03) is commonly performed
on samples to determine their collapse potential. The significance of one dimensional collapse that occurs
when unsaturated soils are flooded with water is covered by this test. Initially, undisturbed soil samples at
natural water content are tested. Double odometer test examines collapsibility of soil samples regarding the
void ratio variation resulted by the inundation of the sample. The collapse potential can be calculated as follows
[24]:

Ic
=

∆e

1 + e0

×100,

(2)

where Ic stands for the collapse potential;

∆e is the change in void ratio upon flooding;
e0 represents the void ratio before flooding.
Figure 3 shows the result of a double odometer test on an undisturbed sample. According to [11] and
considering the results of the laboratory experiments, the base soil is classiﬁed as moderate collapsible clay
exhibiting a collapse potential value of 5.9. Table 4 categorizes Ic from none to severe in degree of collapse
potential.
0.9
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Figure 3. Result from double oedometer test on undisturbed and remolded specimen.
Table 4. Classification of Collapse potential [24].
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Degree of collapse

Collapse potential (%)

None

0

Slight

0.1 to 2.0

Moderate

2.1 to 6.0

Moderately severe

6.1 to 10.0

Severe

>10
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The double odometer test is re-applied on remolded samples under natural moisture without any
additives. This test also is conducted on soil samples combined with additives to understand the effects of the
additives on collapse potential. Double odometer tests are conducted on all the additive-amended samples
with the optimum moisture content and at 100 % of maximum standard proctor dry unit weight.

4. Result and Discussion
In order to determine the collapsibility of an undisturbed soil sample, the specimen is tested according to
ASTM regulation [25]. The result is shown in Figure 3. Considering Figure 3, the collapse potential of the
undisturbed soil, i.e., Ic, is 5.9 which indicates a relatively high collapse potential. Up to a loading of 2 (Kg/cm2), the
sample shows a slight rate of settlement. At the vertical stress of 2 (Kg/cm2) and after 24 hours, a significant change
in strain observed, as a result of inundation. This severe change is due to the loss of the resistance factor binding
the soil particles. This can cause serious problems the projects that use this type of soil. To prevent these
phenomena, soil stabilization is one of the most effective and economic approaches. In the process of stabilization,
soil inevitably remolded. Therefore, additionally the collapse potential test is also carried out on a remolded
specimen to have a better understanding of the effect of different additives on soil behavior. The results from the
experiment on the remolded sample without any additives are presented in Figure 3. The remolded specimen
demonstrated a collapse potential equal to 4.17 and is categorized as moderate in the degree of collapse according
to Table 4. As it can be seen, an anticipated reduction occurs in the collapse potential. This reduction is attributed
to the impact of mechanical compaction of the soil under which the open structure of the collapsible soil breaks in
comparison with the undisturbed sample. A comparison between the undisturbed and the remolded specimens
reveals that the collapse potential decreases by 28 % under standard compaction. The Scanning Electron
Microscopic (SEM) observation of the remolded sample, as presented in Figures 5 and 6, shows pores which can
yield in a collapsible soil fabric. Thus, collapse under wetting should clearly occur by the densification of the areas
where grains are clean with large pores around them

Figure 4. Microstructure observation of remolded collapsible soil sample at different magnification
(A1-A2-A3).

Figure 5. Large inter-aggregate pores and unstable clay bonding between grains
in remolded collapsible soil.
Firoozfar, A., Dousti, M.
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Figure 6. Comparison between results from double oedometer tests
on three different lime-soil mixtures and remolded soil specimen.

4.1. Effects of lime on soil collapsibility
Lime-soil mixtures is treated for 18 days at a constant temperature and then the collapse potential test
is conducted on the samples. In Figure 7 and Table 5, the results of the tests conducted on the lime-soil
mixtures are presented. In all three different samples prepared by different percentages of additives, collapse
potential decreases (from 4.17 to 0.12) drastically which shows lime can act as a proper additive for
stabilization of Kerman collapsible clay. In all three lime-soil samples the degree of collapse decreases and
mixtures with less than 5 % lime show a decreasing trend in the amount of strain and after that, the trend
shows a gently sloping increase: therefore, it can be concluded that the most significant decrease in collapse
potential occurs with 5 % of lime. Collapse potential decrease 97 percent in the 5 % lime treated samples
compared with remolded pure soil samples. This result is in line with those of the previous studies [10, 26].

Figure 7. Microstructure observation of the effect of 5 % lime on collapsible soil (D1-D2-D3)
in comparison to remolded raw specimen (A1-A2-A3) at different magnification.
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Table 5. Comparison between results from double odometer tests on three different lime-soil
mixtures and remolded soil specimen.
Parameter
∆𝐞𝐞 at vertical stress 2

(Kg/cm2)

Initial void ratio (eo)

Collapse potential (%)
Degree of collapse

Soil

3 % Lime

5 % Lime

8 % Lime

0.0788

0.004

0.002

0.008

0.89

0.768

0.781

0.793

4.17

0.23

0.12

0.45

Moderate

Slight

Slight

Slight

The reactions between lime and soil are highly dependent on the time of curing hence, curing time
significantly affects the results of the collapse potential test. The decrease in collapse potential in lime
amended soil samples is attributed to three different procedures:
-

Addition of moisture during the mixing process

-

Compaction of the mixture which breaks the open structure of the collapsible soil

-

Pozzolanic reaction between soil and lime which causes inter-particle bonding and flocculation of the
soil particle leading to stabilize soil structure

The Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of 5 % lime-soil mixture as presented in different
magnifications in Figure 8, indicate that the porous collapsible structure of soil, shown in Figure 8-A1, are filled
in through the flocculation and, cation exchange reactions between lime and soil, which obviously decrease
the volume of the inter-aggregate pores. Furthermore, the pozzolanic reactions happen between soil and lime
strengthening the weak bonding between the particles in the soil. These reactions create a homogenous
microstructure in the soil which is quite evident in Figures 8 D1, D2 and D3.
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Figure 8. Comparison between results from double oedometer tests
on three different bentonite-soil mixtures and remolded soil specimen.

4.2. Effects of bentonite on soil collapsibility
Bentonite-soil mixtures are left to rest for two days, and then the collapse potential tests are conducted on
the samples. In Figure 9 and Table 6, the results of the tests on bentonite-soil mixtures are depicted. According
to Table 4, in all three different samples, the degree of collapsibility decreases from the moderate level in the
remolded soil sample to the slight level in treated samples. Although in all bentonite-soil mixture samples the
collapse potential decreases, the maximum decline is observed by adding 3 % bentonite and with further
addition, a minor increase is observed. Below 3 % bentonite addition, the amount of strain and consequently, the
settlement showed a decreasing trend and after that, the trend is reversed showing a slight increase. Previous
researches showed that the addition of bentonite up to 6 %, decreases the settlement of the mixture [27]. This
differs from the findings of the present study. This inconsistency may be due to three different reasons: type of
the used soil and bentonite, and the differences in the test procedure.
Firoozfar, A., Dousti, M.
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Figure 9. Microstructure observation of the effect of 3% bentonite on collapsible soil (C1-C2-C3)
in comparison to remolded soil specimen (A1-A2-A3) at different magnification.
Table 6. Comparison between results from double oedometer tests on three different bentonitesoil mixtures and remolded soil specimen.
Parameter

Soil

3 % Bentonite

5 % Bentonite

8 % Bentonite

0.0788

0.0047

0.0073

0.0092

Initial void ratio (eo)

0.89

0.853

0.827

0.789

Collapse potential (%)

4.17

0.27

0.39

0.51

Moderate

Slight

Slight

Slight

∆e at vertical stress 2 (Kg/cm2)

Degree of collapse

The Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation of 3 % bentonite-soil mixture as presented in
different magnifications in Figure 10 shows that, the inter-particle pores demonstrated (Figures 10 A1, A2 and
A3) are supplied with the additive through the swelling characteristic of bentonite. In addition, high water
absorption capability of bentonite forms a kind of gel which fills the pores (Figures 10 C1, C2 and C3).
Moreover, expanded particles of bentonite act as filling materials of the pores and reduce the collapse potential
of the soil. A comparison between lime and bentonite induced change shows that, although both of them
decrease the collapsibility, it seems that the, lime creates a more homogenous microstructure which is more
useful in collapsibility reduction of Kerman clay.

4.3. Effects of Nano-silica on soil collapsibility
Nano silica amended soil samples are packed and isolated for 48 hours and then the collapse potential
tests are conducted on the samples. In Figure 11 and Table 7, the results of the collapse potential tests on
Nano-silica soil mixtures are presented. In all the three different samples, collapse potential decreased reviling
that Nano-silica can be an effective additive for stabilization of the Kerman collapsible soil. Regarding the
obtained results, the collapsibility of the used clay is treated with adding 1 % Nano silica by dry weight of the
soil. Nano silica is known as a pozzolanic material and is frequently used to improve soil properties. It is
believed that the enhancement mechanism of colloidal silica is bonding between the gel and the clay particles.
Gel encapsulates the individual clay particles and it is widely held view that this bonding and encapsulation
improve soil structure [19].
The SEM images of the soil samples mixed with 1 % Nano-silica is depicted in different magnification
in Figure 12 and shows changes in the basic structure where the inter-particles pores (Figures 12 A1, A2 and
A3) are filled with CSH gel which is created by reaction between CaO and Al2O3. Furthermore, this gel
strengthens the bonding between soil particles and results in a homogenous microstructure (Figures 12 B1,
B2 and B3) and consequently, decreases the collapse potential of the soil. These results match those
observed in previous studies [8, 28].
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Figure 10. Comparison between results from double oedometer tests
on three different Nano-silica-soil mixtures and remolded soil specimen.

Figure 11. Microstructure observation of the effect of 1 % Nano-silica on collapsible soil
(B1-B2-B3) in comparison to remolded soil specimen (A1-A2-A3) at different magnification.
Table 7. Comparison between results from double oedometer tests on three different Nanosilica-soil mixtures and remolded soil specimen.
Parameter

Soil

0.4 % Nano-silica

0.7 % Nano-silica

1 % Nano-silica

∆e at vertical stress 2 (Kg/cm2)

0.0788

0.007

0.007

0.002

Initial void ratio (eo)

0.89

0.82

0.79

0.76

Collapse potential (%)

4.17

0.39

0.38

0.12

Moderate

Slight

Slight

Slight

Degree of collapse
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Figure 12. Effect of Nano-silica in filling the inter-aggregate pore
and strengthening the unstable bonding between grains.
The SEM images of the soil samples mixed with 1 % Nano-silica is depicted in different magnification
in Figure 12 and shows changes in the basic structure where the inter-particles pores (Figures 12 A1, A2 and
A3) are filled with CSH gel which is created by reaction between CaO and Al2O3. Furthermore, this gel
strengthens the bonding between soil particles and results in a homogenous microstructure (Figures 12 B1,
B2 and B3) and consequently, decreases the collapse potential of the soil. These results match those
observed in previous studies [8, 28].
Figures 10 C1 and 12 B1 prove the lesser impact of the bentonite swelling property on filling the
collapsibility of the specimens. At last, the differences in Figures 8 D1 and 12 B1, exhibit the sufficiency of
both additives in decreasing the collapsibility of the Kerman clay.
The results demonstrated that 5 % of Lime, 3 % of Bentonite and 1 % of Nano silica are the optimum
percentage of additives for decreasing the collapsibility.Both lime and Nano-silica demonstrate positive effects
on reducing the Kerman clay collapsibility as the collapse potential diminished considerably in both specimens
treated by these additives which is shown in Figures 7 and 11. In comparison of bentonite and Nano silica
treated soil specimens in Figures 9 and 11, the reduction of the inter-particles in Nano silica treated specimens
are evident. Also, the structure of the soil seems to be more homogenous.

5. Conclusions
The structure of a particular soil has a significant influence on it behavior in engineering particles. An
open structure and weak inter-particle bonding may result in a higher collapsibility which requires a careful
attention to factors affecting the collapse potential of the soils. A safe and applicable method to treat collapsible
soils is using additives. The mixture of the soil and the additives is very sensitive to the quantity and the quality
of it components. Thereby, finding the optimum additive ratio is important. In this research, three additives,
namely lime, bentonite, and Nano-silica are selected and their effects on the collapse potential of the Kerman
clay are investigated. Additive-soil mixture samples are tested and the results show that all of them decrease
the collapsibility potential. The optimum additive percentage for lime, bentonite, and Nano-silica are
determined as: 5 %, 3 and 1 % by the dry weight of soil, respectively. The collapsibility of Kerman clay is
reduced significantly after treating with Lime and Nano silica in comparison to Bentonite. Although, both lime
and Nano-silica had similar impacts on the collapse potential of the Kerman soil, Nano-silica is more
recommended due to the sorted curing time of the specimens which is attributed to the great specific surface
of the Nano-silica, leading to a lesser required material. Thus, it is recommended to consider Nano-particles
as soil stabilizers. They do not need a long time of curing and small volume of minute volume of Nano-particle
can effectively improve soil properties.
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